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«

1. Calibrating Dell Monitors with DUCCS

»

In the past, hardware calibration feature was limited to premium wide-gamut models from
companies like NEC or Eizo. Those models offer wide gamut, great uniformity and advanced
calibration features…but at a fairly high price. Affordable wide gamut solutions with hardware
calibration started in 2013 with Dell and after that other companies like LG, BenQ and
Samsung begun to offer “similar” products with more or less success. It is important to point
out that LG and Samsung wide gamut models cannot be properly calibrated internally with
the i1Display Pro colorimeter using their software and the same applies to some BenQ
models like SW2700PT and its Palette Master Elements software. The main issue with those
models is that they bundle an outdated X-Rite SDK (Software Development Kit) in their
software without GB-LED support, which is the current main* (see the footnote at the end of
the article below) LED wide gamut backlight technology. Hence, their software wonʼt get the
same accurate readings as with the proper correction, which in turn leads to less accurate
calibration than it should. The BenQ PG2401PT and its Palette Master software, on the other
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hand, come with proper GB-LED support.
Updated on 06/06/2018: X-Rite / Dell released a new version of DUCCS software 1.6.5 –
please see the notes below. All current Dell Wide Gamut monitor owners are highly
encouraged to update and recalibrate their screens to get better accuracy.
These low-budget wide gamut monitors were an interesting option for hobbyists and
professionals, who cannot or do not want to spend more than $1,500 on a fully-featured
premium wide gamut monitor from NEC or Eizo. The release of Eizo CS240 in late 2014
lowered that budget gap, since it is a near fully-featured wide gamut monitor for $850-900
USD and was one of the most sensible and affordable choices.
Since 2013 Dell has released several GB-LED models with hardware calibration. Here is a
brief overview of their features:
sRGB, AdobeRGB and for new models DCI-P3 factory gamut emulation, also called
factory calibration. Factory calibration is done at default brightness and contrast OSD
values, 50%, which means a high cd/m2 output. Factory calibration white point is not
accurate at all but gamut, gray balance and TRC is more or less accurate. You will need
graphics card calibration on most units to make use of them (white point correction).
You cannot fix factory calibration “inside” your monitor.
10-bit / channel input to monitor, for compatible hardware and software.
“Custom Color” OSD mode with full native gamut, and fully customizable values for
RGB gain and offset controls, to help with graphics card LUT calibration.
Two OSD modes serve as independent “memory slots” for userʼs hardware calibration,
CAL1 and CAL2.
Uniformity compensation feature, with limited usability and not available at all for some
OSD modes.
And below are their issues:
2013 Models: U2413, U3713H, U3014. These were 1st generation of Dellʼs GB-LED
monitors with AH-IPS panel. They have more or less “good enough” uniformity but
serious overshoot (ghosting) issues. In order to get faster response times and advertise
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magic “8ms” number, a strong pixel response policy is applied to electronics. This kind
of strong and fast change when changing a pixel value from dark grey (letʼs say
80/256) to a lighter grey (letʼs say 160/256) made that pixel bright with a much more
lighter grey during a short time interval (letʼs say 200/256 as an example), which
caused overshoot ghosting. For example, while scrolling text in an internet browser,
ghost images of moving letters appear as you scroll up or down. A uniformity
compensation feature was advertised but cannot be enabled in hardware calibration
OSD modes CAL1/CAL2, and if enabled in other OSD modes, it will block OSD
brightness and contrast controls at 50%: this means a very high cd/m2 output not
suitable for some applications. 1st generation was bundled with the very first version of
Dell Color Solution software (DUCCS v1.0.x), a customized Color Munki Display
software, which was buggy and inaccurate. v1.0.x versions work only with Windows and
i1Display Pro colorimeter. To use exclusively i1Display Pro was not a real limitation, since
itʼs the only good and affordable colorimeter which has X-rite support for hardware
calibration.
2014 Models (4K GBLED): UP2414Q and UP3214QThese were the very first 4K IZGO
GBLED models available to public. Being the first out, there were some issues and
limitations. Bad backlight brightness control was applied to the 32″ model: slow under
1KHz Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) was used for this task which may be a problem to
some users, leading to visual fatigue. Also, they use DisplayPort and MST for 4K
resolution at 60Hz, but MST makes some OSes think that there are two monitors with
half the resolution attached to the DisplayPort output of a graphics card. With these
2014 models Dell released a new DUCCS version, 1.5.x, which is now i1Profiler
customized software. More accurate than the infamous v1.0.x version, with more
profiling options. This new DUCCS version is available too for the 2013 models like
U2713H, which is obviously good news for their owners. Now DUCCS supports i1Pro2
spectrophotometer (and i1Pro is reported to work too) but keep in mind that these
devices are less accurate than i1Display Pro colorimeter for a GB-LED display. Also, the
first OSX versions of DUCCS were released but it seems that they only worked with 4K
models – they wonʼt write LUT data to CAL1/CAL2 in 2013 models.
2015 (5K GBLED model): UP2715K. 1st GBLED 5K available to public, there are issues
related to bad color uniformity in a significant number of units. New DUCCS version
released to support this monitor, which turned out to be very buggy. A new OSX
version was released too.
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2016: UP2516D, UP2716D, UP3216Q. It is a refresh of the previous GBLED
generation with a backlight (a little different, in red wavelengths). This is not really a
problem since i1Display Pro filters are almost equal to CIE 1931 2º in those wavelengths.
At this point of time there is not an EDR from X-Rite with that specific backlight…
maybe because i1Display Pro is well behaved in those wavelengths, so we are going to
call them “GB-LED” in order to not to confuse our readers. Dell users have reported
very bad quality control, uniformity issues everywhere and uniformity issues beyond 6
deltaC (Spanish Canon DSLR forums) which are unacceptable values. Dell released
DUCCS v1.5.10 to support these new displays but it offers less functionality than v1.5.3.
Some of these new units need a firmware update to work with v1.5.10. Hardware
calibration for 32″ 4K model seemed to be broken since DUCCS was unable to upload
an accurate LUT (banding issues, grey coloration artifacts…) at least for some units.
Dell also modified uniformity compensation feature, but it still cannot be enabled in
CAL1/CAL2 OSD modes. If this feature is enabled in “Custom Color” OSD mode, it will
block RGB gain control, so the user is unable to change the white point inside the
monitor. Despite this, now users can use brightness or contrast control to lower or raise
cd/m2 output even when uniformity compensation is enabled. If the native white point
is close enough to your desired white point, you can see it as an improvement, but
users will need GPU LUT calibration to fix white point, grey and TRC.
This is the sad tale of affordable wide gamut monitors, a promise that could be, but wasnʼt.
Some of them truly offer value for their price and still can be purchased today if they are sold
for a fair price: U2413, U2713H or UP2414Q…and even UP2516D / UP2716D but itʼs highly
recommended to check color uniformity (ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL).
When looking at its competitors in its price range, the sad tale becomes a tragedy:
LG: very serious uniformity issues, reported to be >4deltaC (unacceptable), in its two
27″ QHD and 31″ DCI-4K wide gamut models. Software unable to make i1Display Pro
measure a GB-LED properly (and that colorimeter is the only real choice). The reason is
SDK issue discussed earlier.
Samsung: unable to make i1Display Pro measure a GB-LED properly (same SDK issue
and Spyder wonʼt measure it properly like with other GB-LEDs) and pretty low contrast
after uniformity compensation is enabled. That means about 600r1 contrast at daylight
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6500K (D65) white for such an expensive monitor, almost unsuitable for video or even
sRGB content…since a “good enough” sRGB 24″ monitor has more than 1000r1
contrast for much less. Itʼs a bad deal unless it is used just for soft-proofing purposes.
Low contrast means “more glow” on IPS displays, so you will need to sit further from
the monitor to lower this effect. NEC or Eizoʼs 32″ 4K models can get superb uniformity
without sacrificing too much contrast but they are a lot more expensive.
BenQ: has an overpriced PG2410PT model that is unable to offer the same features as
NEC/Eizo counterparts in its price range. The software for this model, Palette Master, is
like DUCCS, a customized i1Profiler and comes with proper GB-LED support. They have
another model, SW2700PT, with bad quality control and uniformity issues like 2016
models from Dell and its software is unable to make i1Display Pro measure a GB-LED
properly (same SDK issue, again). New SW271 and SW320 models offer good features,
but the same uniformity issues remain.
HP: has an expensive 27” model with hardware calibration within its firmware, without a
computer. The sad tale is that built-in calibration is not very configurable, just a few
presets, and it needs a specific i1Display Pro OEM version from HP which is a ridiculous
requirement. HP offers an SDK for calibration under Windows, Linux or OSX, but AFAIK
there is no user-friendly software that can calibrate them with a retail i1Display Pro. If
you have very good programming skills it could be interesting to bring ArgyllCMS
features to that HP internal calibration. This monitor is not bad, but itʼs too expensive
for what it offers and lacks user-friendly software. HP also offers a 32” 4K wide gamut
with hardware calibration and proper GB-LED support for i1Display Pro (it comes with
de-updated SDK and GBLED EDR).
Given these facts, I would stay away from any of these Dell models with high prices since
they are not worth it: the risk of bad uniformity units is too high for the bigger screens and
software for hardware calibration has some issues as we will see in this article. I would stay
further away from LG or BenQ models since their cheap models have worse uniformity issues
than Dells (at least worse than 2013 models) and their software is unable to measure them
properly with a colorimeter. Crippled contrast after you enable uniformity compensation in
Samsungʼs 32” 4K wide gamut is not appealing for such an expensive monitor…you can get a
fully featured 27” QHD wide gamut from NEC for that price and NEC offers 5-step uniformity
compensation trade-off between max contrast and max uniformity.
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This does not mean there is no hope for hobbyists or professionals with limited budgets. As I
have pointed out before, models like U2413, U2713H or UP2414Q seem to be a sensible
choice… but only if found for a fair (I mean low) price for their value, since they are pretty old
models. Customers need to be aware of these Dell limitations before buying. This is the point
of this article: to learn, evaluate and if possible fix their flaws.
Eizo CS240 (24” 1920×1200, like U2413) had an affordable price too and itʼs very likely that
it will show better color uniformity than Dell. It offers true uniformity compensation feature
but itʼs only an ON/OFF feature, there is no tradeoff for contrast-uniformity. Its price is about
the price of a 27” QHD GB-LED Dell like UP2716D, so this Eizo is another sensible choice for
limited budgets.
For better uniformity or more calibration and color space emulation features, save money for
middle-high (Multisync PA) or high end (Spectraview PA) GB-LED models from NEC since
they are cheaper than Eizo counterparts. NECʼs Spectraview PAs offer the same quality as
ColorEdge CG Eizos and the cheaper Multisync PA models offer better features than Eizo CX
series.

Dell Color Calibration Solution (DUCCS)
After GB-LED family presentation, letʼs see what these Dell owners can get out of their
monitors and DUCCS software. Since v1.0.x versions were useless, this is a guide to the 1.5.x
and 1.6.x family:
-1.5.3 which works with 2014 generation or older models. This is the recommended version
for that monitors unless you notice bugs.
-1.6.5 is the latest version that is needed for the most current Dell monitor models.
Quick notes on the latest 1.6.5 release:
You can choose (constant) gammas other that 2.2 and sRGB. Previous versions when
user selected a different gamma than those two, it reverted to 2.2 gamma in calibration
process. L* and custom target TRC are still missing although we suggested X-rite that
this would be a nice feature
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You can choose “Native gamut” as preset and at the same time configure a custom
white point and gamma. Very nice feature, very useful for printing purposes.
LUT-Matrix-LUT inspection from log files and USB communication showed true native
gamut with an emulation matrix equal to identity matrix (no gamut emulation). You can
forget the tricks we explained in previous versions article to get native gamut xy
coordinates for RGB primaries. Easier for you, good!
The number of calibration patches increased from 11 to 24 per black to R+G+B+W
native gamma ramp. This allows DCCS to capture color oscillations in uncalibrated grey
ramp in a more accurate way. One of the flaws of previous versions is that some Dell
monitors come with a bad grey neutrality out of the box (Standard, Custom color,
CALx… all but sRGB / AdobeRGB and such presets). If you take too few measurements
of native uncalibrated gamma ramp… you cannot expect to correct such bad behavior
because these issues may not exist at all in those few patches measured. Now with 24
patches a calibrated troublesome U2713H showed grey range a*b* going from 1.8-2.2
to 1.4 or lower against a true neutral grey reference (not a profile reference which would
be easier to attain). Good work!
The “grey range a*b*” is a measure of color oscillations across grey ramp, such as if
you have one grey with a small pink pint and another one with a slight green tint (tinting
going in very different “color directions”). The worse these tints are, the higher gray
range will be. You can obtain this value with a profile verification in DisplayCAL or you
can see this concept as “range” value in monitor reviews of prad.de.
White point accuracy against desired target gets a good but not perfect accuracy.
Brightness OSD control is modified after DUCCS wrote LUT contents into the monitor,
and in some GB-LED models white point drifts a little when you mess around with
brightness OSD control. Itʼs about 2dE from desired target at D65 (white point after
DUCCS was between daylight and black body curves ~2dE from each one, in the
middle) … but it was very accurate with “printing environment” white points like D50,
more accurate than any other previous version. DisplayCAL could correct that small
drift in GPU LUTs without effort if your graphics card has appropriate hardware (high
bit depth LUTs and dithering).
This update seems to work with all DUCCS compatible monitors including old models like
U2413, U2713H… etc. on Windows 10. You should update DUCCS to this new version. Iʼve
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seen no USB communication errors or crashes but if you find issues report them to Dell/Xrite.
As a side note, with DUCCS 1.6.5 comes an update to X-rite Services. That update carries a
new EDR spectral correction called “Panasonic VVX17P051J00 in Lenovo P70” with a gamut
close to but smaller than P3. This spectral correction is not intended to be used with current
photo wide gamut monitors. Spectral power distribution (SPD) of this backlight once plotted
in a 2D graph is close to SPD from a new “P3 iMac” but its gamut is just a little bit smaller
than those iMacs which are almost full P3. It is also smaller (by a huge amount, like iMacs)
than the gamut of newer Dell UPs or newer CG Eizos like CG247x, CG2420, CG2730. I would
like that X-rite include a spectral correction for these new wide gamuts (usually called “WLED” backlight where W is not like WLED -white led- backlight of sRGB LED displays). They
have it, at least one sample called “HP_DreamColor_Z24x_NewPanel”, but they offer it just to
HP hardware calibration software. You can import that HP spectral correction manually (go to
HP website) if you want to measure an UP2716D with DisplayCAL or make a graphic card
LUT calibration with DisplayCAL in these Dellʼs “Custom Color” OSD mode… but you cannot
use it in i1Profiler or DUCCS (limited to GB-LED, called “RG Phosphor” in X-riteʼs naming). Xrite tools available to their customers need an update regarding this subject: more EDRs
(spectral corrections) for current backlights.
User interface and almost every option are common to all 1.5.x and 1.6.x versions, so unless
stated otherwise this guide works with all of them. The following instructions are for the
Windows version of DUCCS, OSX version should behave in a similar way unless bugs or
Apple hardware limitations or incompatibilities are found. Ask Apple support team if DUCCS
does not work for you…you are on your own since it seems that there is no official support of
Dell monitors with Apple proprietary hardware configurations.
DUCCS included on your monitor driver CD may be outdated. They can be downloaded from
Dell or Xrite websites. Below are the links to Windows versions (Windows 7 or newer is
required):
DUCCS 1.5.3 (donʼt worry about the model name on the page, it works with all 2014 and
older models):
DUCCS 1.6.5 (the latest version)
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Installation will need administration privileges; it will also install i1Display Pro SDK, X-rite
Services and .NET Runtime. After installation, which may require a reboot, you may want to
check Windows Update for .NET Runtime security updates. Al the end of the process you
should have a desktop shortcut to DUCCS. Before running DUCCS, plug in the i1Display Pro
colorimeter. Windows may want to install is as a HID device (like a mouse, keyboard…), let it
do the job.
The newer 2016 Dell UltraSharp models may need a firmware update (at your own risk).
While newer versions of DUCCS may work with a dual monitor setup, it is strongly
recommended that there is only one widegamut LED Dell connected to your computer when
running DUCCS (or even one monitor at all). Calibrate each display separately.
Now run DUCCS. If you are running 1.5.3 and have Internet access, it will prompt you to
update to 1.6.5. This new version is worth trying for the new features and bug fixes. After it
starts you should see DUCCS main screen which looks like X-Riteʼs i1Profiler for those
familiar with the program:
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On the middle of the screen you will see a “User Mode” selection. Go ahead and pick the
“Advanced” option so that you can see all the available calibration options.
Next, click “Display -> Profiling” to proceed with internal Calibration. The next screen will
show your Dell monitor with its serial number and a set of presets for calibration target. If you
do not see this screen and you see the usual i1Profiler calibration target with white point,
luminance and contrast, then your monitor is not recognized by DUCCS as a Dell with
hardware calibration. Unfortunately, it is a common issue for 2013 Dells under OSX. Here is
how the screen should look like:
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A brief explanation of the presets:
sRGB: it will create a LUT-matrix calibration that emulates sRGB gamut, with D65 white
and “sRGB gamma”. sRGB gamma is not equal to a 2.2 gamma, it is close to 2.2 but is
lower (brighter grey) near black and higher (darker grey) near white.
AdobeRGB: it will create a LUT-matrix calibration that emulates AdobeRGB gamut, with
D65 white and “2.2 gamma”. It will try to get as close as it can to full AdobeRGB gamut.
“Custom xy”: it will create a LUT-matrix calibration with gamut defined by CIE xy
coordinates of R, G and B primaries. “Custom xy” preset has a customizable white point
target with a few presets like D50 or D65, custom daylight color temperature and a full
custom white under “xy” for CIE xy color coordinates. There is also a “measure” option
to match whites but due to DUCCS limitations it is not useful with i1Display Pro when
matching another display: you can use an external program to properly measure xy
https://photographylife.com/how-to-calibrate-dell-wide-gamut-monitors
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coordinates of whatever white you want to match. There is a combo box for Gamma
(TRC) selection. You may choose between a constant value or “sRGB” TRC. There was
a bug in versions between 1.5.3 and 1.6.5 that only allowed you to choose between 2.2
and sRGB, now itʼs solved. Unfortunately there is no L* gamma preset, or a custom
curve defined in a text file although Iʼve asked X-rite team for this feature.
Native: Native gamut with custom white point, gamma. Very useful setup for softproofing.
You may have noticed that “sRGB” and “AdobeRGB” presets are just particular
configurations of “Custom xy” and itʼs true. You only need to know CIE xy color coordinates
for R, G and B of sRGB and AdobeRGB (available on Wikipedia for example) in order to
manually set an AdobeRGB calibration target without presets.
It is very useful if you want to calibrate to sRGB/Rec709 gamut, D65 white but 2.35 or 2.4
gamma for video purposes: just go to Wikipedia, get xy coordinates and setup your desired
white and gamma.
DCCS does not allow custom contrast value, it will aim to the best contrast that fit its needs.
If you need a fixed contrast value (paper) you cannot do it with DCCS, you will need GPU LUT
calibration and tweak monitorʼs brightness and contrast controls under “Custom Color” OSD
mode.
After choosing your calibration target, click next. Now you are prompted to choose a profile
configuration, the way monitor behavior will be stored in an ICC/ICM file after calibration:
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Here is a short explanation of the options:
Chromatic Adaptation: is about translation of coordinates from your desired gamut and
white to a Profile Connection Space (PCS) defined at D50. This PCS is where color
management operations are done. There is lot of free information about color math
involved, but we are trying to keep this guide simple (no formulas). Bradford or
CIECAT02 will work fine.
ICC profile version: it MUST be version 2. If you choose version 4, you wonʼt be able to
validate profile with ArgyllCMS and some incompatibilities with other programs may
happen too. Choose version 2 in this step, always.
Profile type: Matrix profile will create one of the simplest profile types. If will assume
that after calibration your display has a neutral grey, be it true or not, so profile TRC
values will be equal for R, G and B channel. Table profile will create a complex profile
https://photographylife.com/how-to-calibrate-dell-wide-gamut-monitors
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with a more accurate description of actual after-calibration behavior. It will make 3
independent TRC for each channel. Firefox is a color-managed browser but it will not
understand X-Riteʼs table profiles, even tweaking its advanced configuration, so you are
better off keeping it as Matrix profile if you want to use Firefox.
After choosing profiling options, click next.
Now you are prompted to choose a number of color patches for profiling. These patches are
not for calibration, just to profile your monitor. With DUCCS you cannot choose patch set for
calibration and this is one of the former main reasons of its inaccuracy. The bigger the patch
set, the more information DUCCS can use to compute displayʼs profile in an accurate way.
The simple nature of matrix profiles makes them suitable for a low number of color patches.

Click next.
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Now you must choose where to store calibration: Calibration 1 (CAL1) or Calibration 2 (CAL2):

If this screen does not show up, you are not able to hardware-calibrate your Dell because of
some software or hardware issue. If an error shows with information about “no USB cable
plugged from monitor to computer”, check it, but maybe monitorʼs USB hub drivers are not
properly installed, or maybe itʼs a DUCCS bug. Sadly, if this happens, you are on your own.
You can report this problem to Dell or X-rite.
At this DUCCS step, the software tries to communicate with your monitor in two ways
(DDC/CI and USB) to read the serial number. If any of these operations fail, this kind of error
happens.
If there are no errors, proceed by clicking “Start Measurement”.
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At this point of calibration, DUCCS will go fullscreen and will prompt you to uncover the
i1Display Pro lens and place the device on the center of screen. When done, click next.
Now, the actual calibration starts. User has no control during this process so just sit and wait:
The chosen CAL1 or CAL2 will reset to factory configuration, erasing previous internal
LUT data
It will measure a few white and R, G and B patches and change contrast OSD control for
that CAL OSD mode until measurements meet its needs (whatever they are, DUCCS is
just a black box, not GNU software). That means that you can get lower contrast (-200)
than its nominal 1000r1 value near native white, and even lower contrast for warmer
whites which are far from native white point. User has no control over it.
With contrast configured, it will measure several calibration patches in order to
measure uncalibrated monitor response: it will read 24 patches for native gamma for
every channel plus grey (24×4). Former versions only took 10-11 per channel and that
one of the most severe issues with previous DUCCS. If there is some kind of bad
behavior (pink-green tint for example) between those measures (read my first article),
DCCS cannot correct that grey because this bad behavior does not exist for DUCCS. It
didnʼt measure it! Next, it reads several patches for gamut measurement: secondary
colors, etc.
With that information DUCCS will compute actual LUT-matrix data that brings that
uncalibrated state to target calibration values with more or less accuracy. A pre-lut
(target gamma), matrix (gamut emulation) and post-lut (de-gamma, neutral grey and
white point calibration) data for internal LUT are computed, compressed and sent to
monitor. White color may change to pink or some weird color during this process.
Hardware calibration for the new 32” 4K UP3216Q seems to be broken here with
DUCCS 1.5.11, it seemed to be unable to write or to compute an adequate LUT3D for
this model. Maybe this hardware has another LUT format, or it is just another DUCCS
bugs. We have not tested v1.6.5 with that model.
After internal LUT is written, DUCCS will try to fix luminance, trying a few brightness
OSD values till it gets the closest OSD control value to desired value. There isnʼt a fine
tune for desired luminance, just a best effort. Since LUT calibration was written, white
point may drift a little from desired value if DUCCS changes brightness. This is another
source of inaccuracies of DUCCS calibration, improved in v1.6.5. but not totally solved.
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Some monitors drift more with OSD brightness changes, it could be accurate for you or
it could go up to 2dE from desired target.
At this point CAL1 or CAL2 are calibrated to our desired target, but you need an ICC profile
too because color managed applications need to now actual monitor behavior to manage
color properly. DUCCS starts a series of patch measurements (chosen in profile
configuration step) and stores that information in computerʼs memory.
After all patch measurements are finished, DUCCS will ask you to place close the i1Display
Pro lens. Click next after you are done. Then DUCCS goes back to windowed mode. Click
next.
Now you are prompted to choose a profile name. Write a meaningful name like “DELL U2413
sRGB CAL1.icm”, do not overwrite the generic “U2413.icm” profile. Click on “Create and save
profile”, which will transform profiling measurements to a profile and write it to an ICM file,
stored in your Windows OS profile folder. It will also set it as a “Default Profile” for your
Display in the “Color Management” configuration of Windows Control Panel. That means that
all color managed applications will work like if that profile accurately describes your monitor,
but this wonʼt be true if you either factory-reset the monitor / reset that CAL1/CAL2 slot or
change OSD mode from your CAL1/CAL2 to other mode.
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Now you can repeat the process for the other CAL1/CAL2 slot or exit DUCCS since all other
application options are not useful: uniformity, validation…not as reliable as DisplayCAL, not so
accurate so not to be trusted. We will deal with validation and uniformity measures in next
article.
Since calibration is stored inside the monitor, you can take DUCCSʼ ICM files with its behavior
to another computer or OS (Linux, OSX, another computer with Windows), then install one of
those profiles as the default profile for your display. Profiles are stored in
“C:\WINDOWS\system32\spool\drivers\color” folder in Windows OS.
You need to know that OSD brightness/contrast values for CAL1 and CAL2 are independent
from the other OSD modes, but they may be independent too for each DVI/DP/HDMI input
(may vary with model/firmware revision). If you calibrate your Dell monitor on a desktop
computer connected with a DVI cable to your monitor and you want to use that calibration
with a laptop connected with HDMI to your monitor, then you may need to copy OSD contrast
https://photographylife.com/how-to-calibrate-dell-wide-gamut-monitors
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& brightness value from CAL1/CAL2 modes in DVI input to CAL1/CAL2 brightness and
contrast controls in HDMI input. CAL1 and CAL2 computed LUT will remain unchanged
between monitor inputs, itʼs just contrast and brightness values what you may need to copy
to the other inputs. The same applies to RGB gain and offset controls for “Custom color”
OSD mode (for GPU calibration), each DVI/HDMI/DP input may need its own configuration.

Color Management Configuration for MS Windows
If you go to Windows Control panel, and double click on “Color Management” you can
change default profiles for each of your displays. On Windows 10, visit “System”, click
“Advanced Display Settings” under “Display”, then click “Display adapter properties” under
“Related settings”. When a new window comes up, click on the “Color Management” tab,
then “Color Management…” button to see the following screen:
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Under the “Devices” tab there is a Device drop-down box. Make sure that your Dell display is
selected. Donʼt forget to check “Use my settings for this device”. Below that you will find a
list of profiles associated to that display. You can add and remove profiles. You must select
as “default” profile the profile that matches your current monitor configuration before using
color-managed applications. For example, for CAL2 calibrated to AdobeRGB preset in a
U2413 with DUCCS, there must be a profile with your desired name, “DELL U2413
AdobeRGB CAL2” ICM file. Make sure that this profile is set to “default” while in CAL2 OSD
mode.
Do not change anything in the “Advanced options” tab – leave it as is. The only change that
may make sense for some configurations is to enable Windows LUT loader for GPU but it is
not recommended. To enable it, click on the bottom button “Change system defaults”
(administrator rights are needed). It will open another “Color management” configuration. Go
to advanced tab and enable “Use Windows display calibration”. Then close all Color
management windows.
With this LUT loader enabled, every time you set as “default” a display profile, Windows will
load that profileʼs calibration curves in graphics card LUT. DUCCS profiles have a linear LUT
(no calibration), so this configuration is not needed, but if you use i1Profiler or ArgyllCMS
profiles mixed with DUCCS ones, then it may be useful. Windows LUT loader is less accurate
than ArgyllCMS LUT loader. It will load a low-resolution version of calibration curves (without
“decimal values” we talk about in my Basics of Monitor Calibration article) which may lead to
banding artifacts. This does not matter at all for DUCCS profiles, they have a linear LUT
calibration embedded. Unless for some strange reason you do not want to use 3rd party LUT
loaders, I would avoid MS Windows LUT loader and use ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL. DisplayCAL
3.3.x comes with an autoloader that notices a change in “default profile” (actually it seems to
be a polling mechanism) for each display in your OS, and IMHO itʼs the way to go.
Keep in mind that if you change the preset mode on the monitor to a different one (say from
sRGB to AdobeRGB) and forget to change it in the Color management settings above, then
fire up Photoshop, all colors might be wrong. Your display (while in that OSD mode) has a
close to AdobeRGB behavior, but Photoshop will do color management as if it was close to
sRGB. Before you open a color-managed application, there must be an accurate profile for
your current OSD mode set as “default” for your display, as shown above. This is not a Dell
https://photographylife.com/how-to-calibrate-dell-wide-gamut-monitors
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limitation, this is true for every monitor and every operating system… unless a color managed
application has its own monitor profile configuration. Because of this, always make sure to
select the same preset (CAL1 or CAL2) as the default Color Management profile in your
settings. If you change one, donʼt forget to change the other. It may be possible to do this
change sequence automatically with a third-party application like Dell Display Manager (after
tweaking it, out of scope of this guide). The same happens with Eizo/NEC monitors and their
OSD configuration programs.
*NOTE: X-rite packed a GB-LED backlight SPD sample under “RG_Phosphor” EDR file – it
covers AdobeRGB 99% LED backlight models. That GB-LED SPD is not exactly the same LED
backlight for iMac 5K DCI-P3 (smaller gamut) or super high-end Eizo CG318-4k (bigger
gamut); there is a noticeable difference in red channel output SPD between GB-LED
backlight and those two models. ArgyllCMS with SPD sample data from those two displays (a
“CCSS” file with SPD data) can properly measure those displays with an i1Display Pro, so do
not worry about it.
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Validating DUCCS results
As seen on the previous page, DUCCS could make some mistakes or take some assumptions
like that monitor has a nearly ideal uncalibrated behavior when measuring and computing
LUT calibrations for Dell monitors. This means that your calibration may be not be as good as
it should be, which is the reason you might want to validate it. The built-in DUCCS validation
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feature is not accurate either and it has no means to correct some issues even if its validation
was useful.
For much more reliable and accurate validation of calibration results from DUCCS, you will
need a third-party application called ArgyllCMS, which is free software under GNU license,
available for all major OS platforms including Windows, Linux and OSX. This method of
calibration validation using ArgyllCMS is not exclusive to Dell monitors, so you can also use it
to validate NEC, Eizo or other monitors. ArgyllCMS is developed by the talented Graeme Gill
and while it is completely free, if you like the tool, you can always support its development
with PayPal contributions.
ArgyllCMS can calibrate (GPU LUT, in graphics card LUT) and profile your monitor, but also
profile printers and scanners or even compute LUT3D data to use with compatible software
for video. In order to install it, you only need to download the zipped executable for your
platform and decompress it in a folder. No installation is needed. There are only two
requirements:
Profiles must be ICC version 2
Measurement device must be supported for the software (true for i1Pro / i1Pro with a
specific driver and for i1Display Pro / Color Munki Display without drivers).
ArgyllCMS is a set of command line applications that are definitely not user-friendly, since a
set of long command line orders and parameters must be typed in your OS console. To solve
this issue, it is ideal that you use a proper Graphical User Interface (GUI) for ArgyllCMS. One
such tool related to monitor calibration and profiling is DisplayCAL (formerly known as
DispcalGUI) developed by Florian Hötch. Just like ArgyllCMS, DisplayCAL is also completely
free, the development of which you can also support via PayPal donations.
There was a major change in UI between 2.x and 3.x version, the latter being more like
i1Profiler. Also 2.x versions feature an auto LUT loader on startup from profile. That feature
was dropped in the first versions of 3.0 (bad) and later moved to DisplayCAL taskbar
autoloader, which automatically loads ICM calibration for GPU LUTs in OS configuration
(excellent feature). In this article, we will cover the installation and use of ArgyllCMS and
DisplayCAL 3.3.1 for Windows, with i1Display Pro colorimeter. It is recommended to get the
https://photographylife.com/how-to-calibrate-dell-wide-gamut-monitors/2
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latest version.
ArgyllCMS and DisplayCAL have lots of options, so this is just a simple guide to cover a
general validation mechanism and some particular issues related to Dell monitors.

ArgyllCMS and DisplayCAL Installation
The easiest way to install ArgyllCMS and DisplayCAL is by first downloading DisplayCAL and
running its installer. Head on over to DisplayCALʼs website, navigate down to “Get DisplayCAL
standalone”, choose your operating system and start the download process for the latest
version. I downloaded the version for my Windows 10 64-bit machine. Once the installer is
downloaded, go ahead and launch it and follow the standard setup steps. During the install,
you will be presented with a choice to let DisplayCAL handle calibration loading:

I highly recommend to keep this option checked. After the installation is complete, go ahead
and double click the DisplayCAL icon, which should be on your desktop. As soon as
DisplayCAL main window comes up, you will be presented with the following notification:
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Go ahead and click the “Download” button, which will start the download process of
ArgyllCMS. Once the download is complete, DisplayCAL will automatically handle the proper
placement of ArgyllCMS files and the above message will not appear again. Go ahead and
close out of DisplayCAL – we want to make sure that it properly loads together with
ArgyllCMS, but only after the colorimeter is plugged in.
Now go ahead and plug in the i1Display Pro colorimeter to your computer. As I have pointed
out before, the first time you plug in the colorimeter, Windows may want to install it as a HID
device. Let Windows do its job. I repeat this here because you may want to validate your
monitor in another computer or OS than the one you use with DUCCS. Color Munki Display
behaves in the same way, just plug & play. If you want to use i1Pro / i1Pro2, then a USB driver
is needed, so make sure to check ArgyllCMS documentation.
The next step is to launch DisplayCAL again. With its default configuration (Settings: Current
in the upper combo box), DisplayCAL reads information from default profile associated to a
monitor in “Color Management” configuration of Windows Control panel. Validations will run
against that display profile.
Before any measurements, you must configure i1Display Pro colorimeter to work with GBLED technology. This is done with the help of GB-LED spectral samples bundled with DUCCS
(or i1Profiler) software. ArgyllCMS knows how to convert SPD stored in “.edr” files from X-rite
software to its own text format for SPD with “.ccss” extension. These files are known as
“spectral corrections” for colorimeters. You can do this task via “Tools -> Correction ->
Import colorimeter corrections from other display profiling software” menu entry. You will see
a pop-up window like the following:
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The “Auto” feature may find it automatically if DUCCS is installed in your computer (it did on
my PC). If that does not work, then click “i1 Profiler” check box and upon “Select file” select
i1Profiler setup executable (you might need to download i1Profiler setup from X-riteʼs
website). After importing spectral corrections for i1Display Pro, you must select “LCD RG
Phosphor” (RG_phosphor_family_25jul2012.ccss) in the “Correction” drop-down, which
stores a 1nm GB-LED spectral sample for White, Red, Green and Blue channels:
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If you see an error related to unknown or unplugged colorimeter, make sure to navigate to
“Tools -> Detect display devices and instruments” menu. I would make sure to enable
“Options -> Show advanced options” too. The last check is to ensure that “Display” has your
monitor selected and “Settings” are still kept at “Current” in the upper drop-down:
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Measuring Uniformity
Always make sure that you buy a solid measurement device, such as the i1Display Pro
colorimeter before you purchase a wide gamut monitor. The main reason is to measure
monitor screen uniformity as it arrives and if it is bad or it does not suit your needs, return for
a refund or an exchange. Perhaps an NEC Spectraview Reference PA or an Eizo CG have a
superb uniformity out of the box, but we are talking about a very different price range here. In
my Basics of Monitor Calibration article I wrote a brief explanation about measuring screen
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uniformity and what to seek, such as luminance differences (expressed in percent) and color
differences (expressed in deltaC) of screen zones against the center of the screen.
DisplayCAL 3 offers a uniformity validation against ISO norm 12646. It will divide your screen
in 5×5 grid and take a few grey and white measurements for each of these cells. Then youʼll
get a PASS/FAIL (green or red color) report for each zone. Itʼs very unlikely that Dell, LG or
BenQ or whatever cheap “XXX” monitor model will pass such tests without uniformity
compensation features enabled, and if enabled, you cannot use them in CAL1 / CAL2 (Dell) or
it may result in crippled contrast unsuitable for video. If you seek to pass that test as a
mandatory requirement, then look for an Eizo CS240 or a high-end NEC PA or Eizo CG
monitor.
What we can do is validate the much more affordable Dell models against reasonable “good
enough” uniformity values for a monitor designed for photo editing or graphic arts. My
criteria are to have overall good brightness uniformity with screen corners, which may go
down to -10 to -15%, and color uniformity under 2 deltaC for all cells against the center.
Some deltaC in corners may be a little higher than 2dC since that screen zone will be
covered with menus, tools or whatever options your image editing software offers you. I
certainly do not want a screen with patches over 3 deltaC, so I would return it without
hesitation. And if there were too many cells near (or over) 2 deltaC, I would return such a
monitor too. It is totally up to you – your mileage might vary. I find such requirements a
minimum for a 400-600 dollar 24″ (1920×1200) or 27″ (2560×1440) Dell models. These are
not ISO requirements for color critical applications and high-end monitors either, just “good
enough” for a monitor of this price range that manufacturers must meet as a minimum.
For what I have seen in person or from ownersʼ uniformity reports sent to me, lots of BenQ
SW2700PT, Dell UP2516D, UP2716D, “ALL” LGs and all bigger screen Dell models of the
2014-2018 family wonʼt meet even these “low grade” uniformity requirements. Most of them
will fail, so return them for refund or exchange if they fail this easy test. Itʼs not your fault that
there is such lack of quality control in these 2015-2018 models. The price of some models
has not dropped from Dellʼs 2013 models and lots of new models might even have worse
quality at a higher price tag!
Uniformity measurements are under “Tools -> Report -> Measure display device uniformity”.
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A new window will show up with a 5×5 grid. You must remove your colorimeterʼs hood and
place the colorimeter over one of the grid cells. Then click on “Measure”. It will take a few
grey and white color measurements. You must repeat the process for each grid cell, so that
the whole screen looks like this:

When you complete all cell measurements a file dialog will show up, asking you to save the
uniformity report. It will be an HTML file with some embedded Javascript functions, so you
must enable Javascript on your internet browser to see the report. This report will show in a
grid brightness and deltaE values for each grey and white, plus an average value for each cell
and default ISO norm 12646 validation. If you click at each cell value youʼll see brightness
and deltaC values (and delta Hue and other info too). Brightness in percent and DeltaC color
deviations are what we previously discussed as “good enough” minimum uniformity
requirements for these monitors:
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Profile Validation
DisplayCAL provides a feature to validate any displayʼs ICC v2 profiles and generate an HTML
report with results. Unlike other applications, this report also contains information to validate
a “neutral grey” calibration or white point closeness to daylight or black body loci. So even if
you have a very accurate profile that describes perfectly your monitor behavior (like DUCCS
table profiles), DisplayCAL can evaluate if calibration is good (neutral grey to your white
point) or let you check if white point is far from its intended value. DUCCS validation feature
does not offer this kind of information.
To proceed with profile validation, click the “Verification” button in DisplayCAL. The content
below will change and show you several fields:
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The first block is asking you which color patch set you want to measure. “Extended
verification testchart” is a nice and fast one. “ISO 12646s2008 color accuracy and gray
balance” is bigger and takes more time to execute. Make sure that “simulate white
point” option is unchecked (disabled by default on DisplayCAL 3). Do not enable it,
since the white point of DUCCS profiles is defined to be a PCS white.
“Simulation profile” is to evaluate how your profile will perform in a color managed
environment. For example, if you did a CAL1 = AdobeRGB calibration and profiling with
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DUCCS and you set in simulation profile “AdobeRGB 1998” or “sRGB”, validation will try
to simulate what a color management engine will do (like Photoshop or GIMP for
example). For the first profile validation, I would not set a simulation profile. If you
enable a simulation profile and check “Use simulation profile as target profile”,
DisplayCAL will not validate your display against your current display profile but
simulation profile, as if it was the true accurate description of your display. This option
is only useful to validate your display calibration in a non-color managed environment,
for example a CAL1 = sRGB for general use or CAL1 = “Custom xy, Rec709 primaries,
D65 white and 2.35 gamma” for non-color managed video. Again, for your first profile
validation, I wonʼt use it.
Keep “Tone curve” as “Unmodified” unless you want to validate a particular gamma in a
non-color managed environment.
Validation is done against “Settings” configuration near the top of DisplayCAL window.
Keep it as “Current” if you want to validate a display profile set as a default profile for
your display.
Next, click “Measurement report…”. Just like before, it will ask you to name the report first,
then once you select file destination and click “Save”, you will be presented with the below
screen:
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Place your colorimeter (with hood reversed) over that window. Once ready, click “Start
measurement”. ArgyllCMS will show several patches of colors and measure their color
coordinates with your device (corrected with GB-LED CCSS to be accurate). Darker patches
need more time. Please donʼt mess around with any applications or the Windows task bar
until the whole process ends – you do not want anything influencing the measurements.
After the last patch measurement, your default Internet browser will open with the saved
HTML report. Just like before, you must enable JavaScript to see this report.
HTML validation report is very self-descriptive, with labels and green/red colors. Just a few
hints:
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By default, itʼs validated on PCS (Profile connection space) discussed briefly before. As
a summary, think of it as a neutral ground CIE XYZ colorspace with D50 white. Check
“Use absolute values” to go back to actual profile, but there is really no need to do that.
By default, color coordinates are shown in CIE L*a*b*, referenced to PCS D50 white.
You can switch to XYZ, or xyY. Keep in mind that unless you enable another option,
they will be coordinates of PCS with D50 white.
By default, color difference between color is calculated with deltaE2000 which is the
most accurate now.
You may want to enable “Evaluate gray balance through calibration only” after reading
your report. It will discover actual deviations of your gray values against the neutral
grey color set by your current white point.
“Evaluation criteria” is set to “RGB” by default. Change it to “RGB + gray balance” to
discover problems related to non-neutral gray or inaccurate TRC in profile. It will show a
value labeled “RGB gray balance (>= 1% luminance) combined Δa*00 and Δb*00
range”. Each of your gray measurements will have some deviation from a “perfect” grey
in a* and b* coordinates (white being a*=b*=0), a*<0 is greener while a*>0 is magenta
shift, etc…and for each grey they are more or less low values after a calibration. “Range
value” is evaluating grey tints variations of the whole gray scale. If a grey has a more or
less “big” shift towards magenta but another grey has a more or less “big” shift
towards green, the gray range will be high (bad) because you will notice that pinkgreen oscillation in a grey gradient. If all your grays have the same shift towards the
same color, the range will be lower because your eyes wonʼt perceive a color oscillation
in the same grey gradient.
This evaluation is done against profile TRC data for each channel (which is useful for
color managed applications like Photoshop), if you want to check actual “color tint” of
grays and its range, then select “Evaluate gray balance through calibration only”. Grey
range greater than 1.x values (against true neutral grey, not profile TRC) may be
spotted by eye, just viewing a grey gradient in a non-color managed environment. As
an example, look at this grey gradient with Microsoft Internet Explorer (MSIE). You need
a non-color managed browser like MSIE to inspect it.
These grey range results may be not very good with Dell monitors. The culprit is
DUCCS. On the previous page, we discussed that DUCCS only took 14+11+11+11
measurements to capture uncalibrated TRC. In version 1.6.5 it was increased to 24×4
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and the a*b* range improved when checked against a true neutral grey. This is a
DUCCS issue and not a monitorsʼ issue, because ArgyllCMS with an AMD graphics card
is able to get perfect neutral grey in such monitors. ArgyllCMS can measure up to 96
(of 256 grey values) measurements of each grey, red, green and blue uncalibrated
response. That means every deviation is measured, so they could be corrected by
calibration curves. If 24×4 patches are not able to get you a good enough neutral grey
then complain to Dell or X-rite.
Keep in mind that the bigger the gamut of our target calibration, the worse grey range
can be for DUCCS calibrations. If your monitor suffers from this issue with DUCCS, an
sRGB calibration will have a better grey range than an AdobeRGB calibration, and an
AdobeRGB one will have better grey range than a native gamut one.
By default, this report will try to evaluate your current white point closeness to daylight
locus (“Measured vs. assumed target white point ΔE*00”). You can change it to black
body locus. Please notice that if you calibrated to a specific CIE xy coordinates from a
measurement of paper white, or if you have an Eizo or NEC whose hardware calibration
white was a “visual match” (as discussed on previous articles), then this kind of white
point result does not matter, ignore it. Most of you will calibrate your Dell monitors
against D65 or D50… or D58 (5800K daylight) target, so this is an interesting
evaluation.
DUCCS may fail to achieve the desired white point or get a low contrast value. In the
previous section there is a description of DUCCS shortcuts and assumptions that may
cause this behavior. Keep in mind that DUCCS properly measures your monitor and it
knows if it failed its white point target after calibration, just look for “Measured vs.
profile white point ΔE*00” with “Show advanced statistics” enabled and you will see it.
DUCCS knows with high accuracy where achieved white point is and stores that
information in computed profile. There are no current issues with DUCCS 1.5.x and 1.6.x
measuring an GB-LED display, the kind of issues like white point or the previous gray
range issues that DUCCS suffered in the past were caused by bad calibration practices
encoded in DUCCS, unsuitable for Dellʼs current quality control. DUCCS will do the right
job for some of them (with a good starting point behavior) and less than good for
others (with a bad factory configuration). Iʼm pretty sure that NEC, Eizo or Bassicolor
software make the same assumptions and take the “easy way” to calibrate, at least for
grey range problem, but NEC PAs and ColorEdge monitors from Eizo have almost
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perfect neutral grey out of the box, so these assumptions are “more or less” right. This
means too that if you get a bad grey range result with DUCCS, a GPU LUT calibration
for Dellʼs “Custom color” OSD mode done with Basiccolor Display will get the same or
even worse results. Avoid Basiccolor Display with these Dells, since you have to pay for
that software and good results are not guaranteed.
Advanced statistics will show more information, like closeness of actual measured
white point to profile white point, grey tones lost by a GPU LUT calibration and other
information.
Reference values and measurements are shown in a table in left and right positions,
with delta values to the far right. By default they are L*a*b* coordinates in PCS with
D50 white.
At the bottom there is a CCT plot (not very useful), a gamma plot and gray balance plot
(like the one from CalMAN or HCFR). Please notice that input values in those plots are
percent values (0-100), not RGB values in 0-255 range.
At the end you will find a 2D gamut plot for inspection:

Given these indications, the HTML Measurement report is easy to read with lots of useful
https://photographylife.com/how-to-calibrate-dell-wide-gamut-monitors/2
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information not available with other software.
With this method, you can evaluate DUCCS calibration issues by yourself. You can validate
hardware calibration and profiles from wide gamut NECs, Eizos (internal colorimeter in
ColorEdge CG is not supported by ArgyllCMS AFAIK and may have backlight SPD slightly
different from GB-LED), BenQ, etc… You just need to remember to apply GB-LED spectral
correction before you measure (older wide gamut monitors may need WG CCFL spectral
correction bundled with i1Display Pro software). It does not matter that you get “all green”
results from Basiccolor, Palette Master, Color Navigation or Spectraview… if ArgyllCMS /
DisplayCAL report an issue, you must put attention to it and examine whatʼs happening.
Remember that if you set a white point in Color Navigator or Spectraview software by “visual
match” or by paper color measurement, you can ignore “Measured vs. assumed target white
point ΔE*00” result because you didnʼt aim for a daylight or blackbody white.
Without a new DUCCS version that actually fixes these issues, you will need an AMD / ATI
graphics card (Radeon or Firepro) or an NVIDIA Quadro to fix these grey range and white
point issues with a GPU LUT calibration. With that hardware, GPU calibration will correct
white point if needed and get perfect neutral and smooth grey gradients akin to a high-end
hardware calibration. This is possible because of high bit depth dithering LUTs inside those
graphics cards AND dithering. “Dithering” is a very important feature to encode high bit
depth results into graphics card output, as explained before. Later on, you will see how to do
this with ArgyllCMS / DisplayCAL.
Update: It looks like the new Geforce 1000 series video cards can be bandless even on
extreme GPU white corrections after Mr. Gill patched some issues for NVIDIA in ArgyllCMS
1.9.x. While I have not had a chance to test it, the information seems reliable and Mr. Gill
actually changed the code for VCGT profile tag loading into GPU LUT. This only works with
DisplayPort or HDMI connections, more than 8bpc configured in nvidia control panel and a
monitor that can accept more than 8bit. Otherwise banding is very likely to appear.
Older NVIDIA GeForce or Intel integrated graphics unit (iGPU) wonʼt be able to fix this issue
without suffering banding artifacts in some places of a grey gradient… unless before GPU
calibration you have a nearly perfect grey, so you donʼt suffer from DUCCS issues and no
https://photographylife.com/how-to-calibrate-dell-wide-gamut-monitors/2
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GPU calibration is needed.
Laptop users are unlikely to be able to fix it, since even with a dedicated Quadro or Radeon
GPUs, the HDMI / miniDisplayPort / Thunderbolt outputs on most laptops are driven by Intel
iGPU (for Intel laptops) with its low bit depth, ditherless LUTs. This is because laptops are
designed to be power-efficient, so a dedicated GPU switch on/off only to assist with
calculations and all outputs are driven from iGPU LUTS which are always on. There are some
laptops with outputs driven by a dedicated GPU – ask your laptop manufacturer for more
detailed information.

Re-profiling
DUCCS can make two kind of profiles:
A matrix profile which assumes perfectly neutral gray
A table profile that is more complex and accurate with independent TRC per channel.
These kinds of X-rite profiles are not compatible with Firefox and other software.
Your CAL1 or CAL2 calibrations may not have a very good grey range, so with accurate TRC
profile info, gradients may look neutral with Photoshop color management. That means you
need a DUCCS table profile, but you may want to use it with other “non X-rite table ICC
compatible software” so this is not a viable option.
There is a solution, to let ArgyllCMS re-capture monitor behavior in a profile without GPU
calibration. ArgyllCMS / DisplayCAL offers you a bigger catalog for profile types than DUCCS:
Matrix+gamma: Matrix profile with assumed perfectly neutral grey and a power law
perfect TRC. Not interesting for you.
Matrix+curve: Same as DCCSʼ matrix profile. Not interesting for you.
Matrix+curves: A matrix profile (easy color management calculations) with independent
TRC per R, G and B channels. This is one of the profile types you need.
XYZLUT+matrix profile: Similar to X-rite table profiles but compatible with Firefox if you
enable ICC v4 support. For software incompatible with this kind of LUT / table profiles,
a matrix description is included. This kind of profile may be interesting too.
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Keep in mind that LUT profiles need a huge number of measurements to be accurate. You
are going to capture monitor behavior (CIE XYZ coordinates) for a large set of RGB inputs.
This can be visualized like a cube table, a 3D table. For 5 measurements per cube side (5
measures from black to red, 5 from black to green, etc), you need 5x5x5 = 125
measurements to map the whole cube, the whole display gamut with a 4 step cube side. For
10 measurements per cube side, youʼll need 10x10x10 = 1000 measurements. For 15
measurements per channel, youʼll need near 3400 and for 20 it grows to 8000 and so on.
Some inner cube measurements can be skipped of course – this is just an easy explanation
that for a tiny increase in cube resolution, a huge increase in total measurements is needed.
That translates to more time and thatʼs easy for a fast device like i1Display Pro, but if you
have to measure with thousands of patches with a Munki Display or an i1Pro2, you will need a
lot more time. I wasnʼt joking when I said that if you need to profile printers, measure fabricsʼ
color and calibrate displays, you should get both devices: an i1Display Pro and an i1Pro2 (or a
used i1Pro for a low budget). Itʼs not just a matter of speed but of accuracy too as explained
before.
DisplayCAL 3 and DispcalGUI 2.6 can do profiling without calibration, but IMHO this is faster
and easier to do with DispcalGUI v2.6 because it has a button for that. With v3 you need to
change calibration target to “native” in several user interface fields (white point and gamma)
and disable interactive adjustment. For this feature, DisplayCAL 3 should have a button just
for “profile”, without calibration.

https://photographylife.com/how-to-calibrate-dell-wide-gamut-monitors/2
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In the “Profiling” block you can configure your desired profile type. A “Curves + matrix”
would suit your needs and take less time to do: your display is already calibrated in a LUT3D.
Set “Profile quality” to “high” and enable black point compensation (BPC). BPC means that
the resulting profile will store a near perfect black behavior. This is less accurate than a
measure of your actual black point, but this way color-managed applications will color
manage “less” near black colors, so you avoid black crush and dark grey “tint” issues. Black
crush issues could be caused because profiles like AdobeRGB have an ideal infinite contrast,
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its black is a “true black”, so if a color-managed application sees that your display profile
darkest black is for example about 0.12cd/m2 (1000s1, 120cd/m2 white), it will crush to
R=G=B=0 any color, whose color coordinates are darker than this 0.12cd/m2 black point. You
may lose several dark grays, all crushed to your display R=G=B=0 black value.
Dark grey tint could be caused by inaccurate low light measurements of TRC while profiling,
so itʼs safer to assume that a* and b* color coordinates for near black grays are 0, colorless,
so this is another BPC advantage.
XYZLUT profiles could use BPC too. Some advocate against its use in these “table” profiles,
because they are meant to be “accurate” but if after profiling a non-BPC XYZLUT profile you
notice those kind of issues in Photoshop or similar color-managed programs (dark grey color
tint), I would go for a BPC version of your current profile without a doubt.
It is very important that if you choose to create an XYZLUT profile, then click on the gear
icon and make sure that “Enhance effective resolution of colorimetric PCS-to-device table”
is enabled and “Smoothing” must be enabled too. Otherwise Photoshop and other programs
may show “brightness waves” in color gradients.
Next, you should select the test chart for profiling, the set of color patches to be shown in
your display and measured by your device. DisplayCAL 3 has an auto feature but you can
also copy old charts from DisplayCAL v2 (DispcalGUI) to v3. I would go for “Extended
testchart for LUT profiles” that has a total of 175 patches, since you may want to capture the
grey range issues that DUCCS cannot solve. You should know that your display might not
have a perfect grey, so you want accurate TRC for your display profile.
Name your profile. The default input field for name will account for current “calibration”
target (white, gamma, etc), change them or erase those parameters.
After all the measurements are done, ArgyllCMS will compute a profile. When profile is
complete, a summary pop-up window will be displayed with sRGB and AdobeRGB
intersection with your profile. You can inspect its gamut, TRC and other profile information.
Just check “Show profile information” if you want to see that info:
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There will be a button for installing the profile on your OS and a selection to install the profile
for current user only or as system default.
Make sure that after profile installation you change DisplayCAL to “Settings: Current” (upper
combo box).

GPU Re-calibration
If DUCCS is unable to give you an acceptable white point or grey range, then you can fix it
with calibration curves in GPU LUT. If your DUCCS calibration is OK, skip this section: you
donʼt need it. As discussed in previous sections, youʼll need an AMD / ATI graphics card or a
NVIDIA Quadro (not NVS Quadro) desktop graphic card versions (NVIDIA GeForce 1000
series are an exception). Without this kind of hardware, you may get banding artifacts (I
mean you WILL get banding artifacts because you have color tint issues on grays right now).
First of all, you must need to know that white point GPU LUT correction lowers maximum
brightness output, since we are going to limit one or two channels max output to get your
desired white. With GPU re-calibration, you may fix the white point in factory calibrated OSD
modes like sRGB or AdobeRGB.
https://photographylife.com/how-to-calibrate-dell-wide-gamut-monitors/2
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GPU re-calibration is only about white, neutral grey and gamma. You wonʼt alter your current
CAL1 or CAL2 gamut emulation. You may want to disable “Interactive display adjustment”,
because you cannot change OSD settings – the same applies to sRGB or AdobeRGB factory
calibrated modes.
Change “Whitepoint” to your desired target. For example, 6500K daylight (D65), or 5000K
daylight (D50) or CIE xy coordinates of your paper white. No “Visual match” is allowed here,
because you cannot change your current monitorʼs white with the OSD buttons in your
screen for CAL1, CAL2, sRGB or AdobeRGB modes.
Leave both “White level” and “Black level” “As measured”.
For “Tone curve”, select your intended TRC for CAL1 or CAL1 in DUCCS, but for constant
gamma values use “Relative” setting.
Do not use “Ambient light level adjustment”, since DUCCS does not use it either (itʼs out of
the scope of this mini-guide, check DisplayCAL documentation).
I would configure calibration speed to “Low” and leave other calibration options as default.
Some of these options are available only if you enabled “Show advanced calibration options”
under the “Options” menu.
For profiling options choose whatever you want, “Curves + matrix” configuration described in
previous section will do the job.
Click “Calibrate and profile”. If you didnʼt disable “Interactive monitor setup”, click on
continue, you cannot change RGB gain and offset controls for CAL1 or CAL2:
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Calibration process in ArgyllCMS is an iterative process of measuring monitorʼs native TRC
and trying to correct it. With each loop, more measurements are taken, narrowing the step
gap between measured grays. In the last iteration, up to 96 grey measures are taken to
ensure accurate calibration curves. This is a big difference when compared to DUCCS.
When this process is finished, ArgyllCMS will compute calibration curves from
measurements and load them into your GPU LUT. At this point, your display is calibrated in
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GPU LUT, but you need an accurate profile that describes this calibration. Like in the
previous section, ArgyllCMS will measure monitor behavior, compute a profile and embed
your new calibration curves into it.
When profile is complete, a summary window will show up with sRGB and AdobeRGB
intersection with your profile. If you check “Show profile information”, you can inspect gamut,
calibration curves (which now wonʼt be linear), TRC and other profile information.
Just like before, there will be a button for installing the profile on your OS and a selection for
installing it for the current user or as system default. Pick the appropriate setting and install
the profile.
Make sure that after profile installation you change to “Settings: Current”.
If you chose to use DisplayCAL / ArgyllCMS LUT loader, it will start on user logon. It will
check what profile is set as default in OS color management.
If you want a full GPU LUT calibration you can get it in the same way under “Custom color”
OSD mode (full native gamut). This way, you can access RGB gain and offset OSD controls of
your monitor. ArgyllCMS has no DDC / CI support, so you must manually configure those
controls using the buttons in your monitor.
Make sure to enable “Interactive display adjustment” and when prompted for whitepoint
adjustment, remember to lower / raise brightness control as you change RGB gain control
until you get your desired whitepoint, white level and contrast.
Again… make sure that after profile installation you change to “Settings: Current”.
These GPU calibrations and profiles could be validated in the same way as DUCCS profiles.
Thatʼs all there is to it! If you have any questions, please feel free to ask in the comments
section of this article.
Disclamer:
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This article was originally written in 2016. There are now new models in premium and nonpremium market segments. More monitors are out of production like Eizo CS240. Now in
2018, the same uniformity issues we described for Dell or BenQ Or LG wide gamuts are still
there in new models so be warned about non-premium wide gamuts.
NEC PAs or Eizo CS models have lower prices than when 2013 Dellʼs GB-LED came out. Iʼll
choose a NEC PA or an Eizo CS/CG over a bigger resolutions model from Dell, BenQ, LG,
Asus or any of these brands for the same price range. More resolution does not translate to a
better monitor.
You wonʼt be able to correct uniformity like we fix DUCCS problems with DisplayCAL, it will
stay there for all monitorʼs life and as the monitor ages, it will get worse. Final choice is up to
you, but my recommendation is to avoid low-cost models and get an NEC or an Eizo if you
want a real wide gamut monitor.

This article has been submitted by a guest poster who wanted to remain anonymous. He
goes by “Color Consultant” nickname in articles and forums at Photography Life.
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Reader Comments
Simon
MAY 31, 2016 AT 5>57 AM

Thanks Color Consultant
I am currently gathering some information to eventually change my monitor, so this article
will be really useful for me !
Simon
Reply

Patrick
MAY 31, 2016 AT 6>39 AM

Color Consultant
Very informative article, I Used X-Rite, 1-Display Pro to calibrate my ASUS PB278Q
monitor. My question is, did it correct it correctly, I did noticed a difference between the
factory setting display and the corrected display, so I am assuming that it is corrected.
Patrick
Reply
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ColorConsultant
JUNE 4, 2016 AT 12>37 PM

Just remember to use WLED correction for your i1Displaypro when measuring
(calibration or validation)
Reply

Patrick
JUNE 4, 2016 AT 1>29 PM

Thanks for your reply
Reply

David
MAY 31, 2016 AT 6>42 AM

Thank you so much!
Reply

Carsten
MAY 31, 2016 AT 10>19 AM

Color Consultant,
I have a question which is a bit off the topic of your current article, but anyway: does is
make sense to use an EIZO monitor, e.g. a CX 241, on a computer with an Nvidia GTX
series graphics card, which only delivers an 8 bit signal? If yes, does it make sense to
even drive the EIZO monitor only via DVI instead of DisplayPort?
I could well imagine that the benefits this monitor provides are easily annihilated by
improper hardware components on the computer side.
Thank you for your valuable insights into color calibration.
Carsten
Reply

Bruno
MAY 31, 2016 AT 9>23 PM

I have these very same doubts!
Reply
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ColorConsultant
JUNE 4, 2016 AT 12>45 PM

Eizoʼs internal high bitdepth LUT (plus dithering unit) is what allows your monitor to
render colors as you intened (whatever calibration target you set).
You must use Eizoʼs internal calibration (Color navigation software) EVERY time you
want to calibrate since your geforce do not provide that feature (high bitdept lut AND
dithering ant lutʼs output… dithering is the magic word). Please read the 1st article of
these series for further (but “not complicated version”) info about “dithering” (under
7th Calibration):
photographylife.com/the-b…alibration
With a non Quadro/Firepro you loose 10bit support on Photoshop ( that means get rid of
color management riunding errors, itʼs not related to monitor), but you should have 10bit
full screen, with may be useful with advanced video renders like madVR.
If you use Lightroom or Capture One you shuld not worry abot to 10bit or to do not 10bit
because they have “virtual 10bit” (dithering , again) over display output.
Reply

Serge
MAY 31, 2016 AT 8>10 PM

Thanks for the article. Does this also apply for the ASUS PA279Q ? I believe you
mentioned in the last article that these are similar. thnaks
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 4, 2016 AT 12>49 PM

No, your Asus has not hardware calibration. You need an AMD Radeon/Firepro/Quadro
graphics card, a color munkidisplay or i1DisplayPro and free software suite
ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL. It will be covered in 3rd article of these series, which even
centered in fixing DCCS isues with GPU calibration it could by applied to any display.
Reply

Serge
JUNE 4, 2016 AT 1>00 PM

Thanks for replying! I have the i1DisplayPro and I tried to calibrate using the
DisplayCAL several times with mixed results. There are too many options in that
software that I donʼt really understand :) .. Waiting for your next article.
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Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 4, 2016 AT 1>52 PM

For general Photo/Print move to “User 1” or “User 2” modes in your Asus. The
should allow for independent white point fine tune for GPU calibration. Use RGB
gains (enabled on that OSD modes) with DisplayCAL popup “interactive
adjustment” enabled.
As profile settings:
– matrix is faster and if 1 TRC curve is choosen then color managed applications will
apply “less” color management (1xTRC profile says that monitor is perfectly
neutral, may be it true or not).
-3xTRC matrix profile is done in a fast way but keep actual R, G & B TRC. If after
calibration monitor is not perfectly neutral (as with some dell units after DCCS) this
3xTRC is useful so Photoshop may try to fix it… but there are rounding errors.
Maybe this 3xTRC rounding error issues caused by color management engines are
the issues you have seen.
-XYZLUT profile is an accurate profile but takes long time to build, it has 3xTRC
and gets an accuracte description of your actual monitor behaviour.
With that info, just read DisplayCAL documentation or wait for next article. Itʼs a
very easy procedure: choose calibration target like D65/2.2 gamma for example,
choose profile type (as briefly explained above) then let it measure and profile.
You just need to remember to apply “RG_phosphor” spectral correction (or
equivalent “trusted” CCSS file) to your i1DisplayPro in DisplayCal configuration…
and you should have an AMD Radeon, Firepro or nvidia Quadro if you really want a
calibration without banding. Iʼve not tested new “10×0” Geforce series, but since it
has been an issue for more than 10 years in Geforce cards… I hold little hopes to
get that banding issue fixed.
Reply

Lance B
JUNE 1, 2016 AT 1>24 AM

Thank you very much for the article. It is often difficult to work out the best method for
this minefield of correct monitor calibration but your article is very helpful and informative.
I have been using the i1Display Pro colorimeter for a few years now, with my two last Dell
screens that I have purchased. My latest screen being the Dell P2715Q Ultra HD screen.
The resolution and colour is fantastic!
One thing that has always bothered me is that under “Luminence” there seems to be an
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insistance on using 120cd/m2 which is way too dark, IMO. I use 250 cd/m2 and that looks
correct to me.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 4, 2016 AT 12>58 PM

I do not understand your question about luminance. Maybe it is resolved in the 1st
article: photographylife.com/the-b…alibration
If you want to compare print against monitor, then reflected amount of light from print
must match display, whatever the first is. This could be done by measuring or by “eye”
inspection. As a general trick (no waranties) if you iluminate your print with X lux, your
screen luminance should be lower than X divided by pi (equal to in ideal conditions)… or
if you have X cd/m2 in screen, then you need to light your print with greater than pi * X
lux.
For other uses ambient lighting modify your needs, just fix luminance by “eye”
inspection.
PS: P2715Q needs WLED spectral corretion applied to i1DisplayPro, itʼs a sRGB display
Reply

Lance B
JUNE 4, 2016 AT 5>31 PM

My question is quite straight forward. If you look at the “Luminance” drop down box
(you see it in the second screen shot above), you have a number of options, you have
80, 100, 120, 160 and 250 cd/m2, you can also choose, “Native”, “Custom” and
“Measure”. Now, your article shows that you have chosen 120cd/m2 and it seems to
be the default that X-Rite uses as well. However, when I set it to the value of
120cd/m2, the screen looks way too dark, 250cd/m2 looking more correct. Why is
yours set at 120 and the default is 120 but would seemingly be too dark?
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 5, 2016 AT 3>14 AM

I think you should read again 1st article: we are not choosing 120, itʼs just an
example, like using AdobeRGB gamut emulation (limit native red gamut to
AdobeRGB red coordinates). Actual luminace value is up to you to choose (1st
article):
-to match print
or
-to fit you ambient light conditions for general purpose uses. Here, I find 120https://photographylife.com/how-to-calibrate-dell-wide-gamut-monitors/3#comments
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140cd/m2 suitable for most rooms, of couse if you have higher ambient light
conditions you will need more cd/m2.
Reply

Lance B
JUNE 5, 2016 AT 3>50 AM

Ok, you say you use 120-140cd/m2, but it matters not whether the room is fully
lit or all the lights are off, 120-140 just is no way bright enough, 250 being
optimum. That is my point, I would never see a reason to ever use anything as
low as 120-140cd/m2, even 160 is too dull.
All I am trying to find out is why such a difference, why would 120-140cd/m2 look
so dull when it seems that many use around that setting or is recommended by
many as well.
At the end of the day, I guess that if it looks right and I can still make out detail
right up near the brightest shades then it should be ok.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 5, 2016 AT 7>11 AM

Iʼm writting right now on a LED display at D65 120cd/m2 (24″ common
monitor) on a room with half closed window blinds (southern europe, 3 PM)
and Iʼm pretty sure this is bright enough for my eyes.
With warmer whites like D50 you could rise luminance to get the same visual
perception (more than 140cd/m2) for “normal, no-print-matching use”
(browsing, internet, sRGB… )
With tiny screens like ultrabooks you may want to raise futher luminance
target, but with good laptop displays white point xy location does not drift too
much with laptopʼs brightness controls… so in the end you are free to use
keyboard brightness keys without ruining your previous calibration (GPU LUT
based calibration) for browsing, sRGB images and such no-print-matching
stuff.
In the end its up to you and your needs to choose luminance target. As stated
before, that screen capture is just an example.
Reply
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Miro
JULY 12, 2017 AT 10>46 PM

Hi Lance, the 120cd/m2 is just a “universal” target that is kind of an industry norm.
There is no official standard as such and is more of an accepted practice. The main
factor which will influence what looks right is the ambient light in the room as this
will affect your perception of if the monitor is bright, dull or just right. Most
professionals will use 120cd/m2 D65 as it apparently most closely matches a print
when viewed in “normal conditions”, but what are normal conditions as there can
be so much variance?
Things to note; if you increase brightness to achieve 250cd/m2 (on an LCD) it
potentially comes at the cost of blown out blacks or your black levels will increase.
This will make dark areas in your photos lack detail and decrease your overall
contrast, but your mid and bright areas will be punchy. You can compensate for this
in your image editor, but when you send the image to a print house who views it on
a monitor at 120cd/m2 it may appear too dark. Similarly if you get them printed
professionally or you print your own photos they might not look right or the same. If
you have your own complete set up and a fully calibrated path from camera, to
monitor, to printer and paper then this can be compensated for to an extent, but if
you only edit at home and send photos away to be printed, be prepared as the
results might not be what youʼd expect.
In a nutshell if you only view your images at home and do not print, then use
whatever looks best to you. There is no right or wrong. If you do print and you are
happy with the results, then stick with it.
Reply

Carsten
JUNE 1, 2016 AT 6>16 AM

Color Consultant,
Somewhere above you mention a next article about ArgyllCMS and DisplayCAL you seem
to be writing. This is great news — I am really looking forward to that article.
Carsten
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 4, 2016 AT 1>26 PM

NOTE:
=======
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1) That LG, Samsung and Benq issues can be inspected by yourselves. Download their
software from their websites, inspect them, there is no EDR for GB-LED displays
(PG2401PT software has proper GB-LED EDR support)
2) Uniformity & contrast issues could be checked by public reviews on various sources:
for example prad.de and user reports (some of them even done with
ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL).
STAY AWAY from reviews with “average” uniformity results like Tomʼs Hardware and other
webs, you really want to see DeltaC errors distributed as a n x m grid over the screen…
these reviews are not reliable at all. A seen on my 1st article, you may find more useful a
“DeltaC for color/percent for brightness” report than “deltaE” uniformity report. DeltaE is
about “full error”, in brightness and “tint”… your issues with these affordable displays will
be “tinting” issues on left-right side of screen, thatʼs what you need to look for in a
monitor review.
Reply

Schlave
JUNE 25, 2016 AT 2>10 AM

CC,
thanks for the article. it seems I have much to learn.
Iʼm calibrating a u2713h and u2711 both connected to a dell precision rig with a quadro
k4000 by displayport, using an i1display pro.
the intention is to create 2 icc profiles for each, one for photoshop for digital painting
(for prints), another for filmmaking (to be viewed on computer).
does this mean I calibrate twice per monitor? do I select adobergb as the preset profile for
the first round and srgb for the second? do I have to set each monitor to the adobergb
and srgb colour space for each respective calibration?
colour novice here, hope this question makes sense.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 28, 2016 AT 12>25 AM

“does this mean I calibrate twice per monitor?”
Yes, but choosing different OSD modes per calibration:
-U2713H: CAL1(HW calibration)/Custom Color(GPU calibration) for printing, calibrated
to whatever white point you want (full native gamut), CAL2 (HW calibration) to
Rec709/sRGB with whatever gamma you want (2.2 if it is meant to be viewed on non
color managed computers programs)
-U2711: Custom Color(GPU calibration, full native gamut) for printing to whatever White
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point you want, sRGB mode (GPU calibration) to correct gamma and whitepoint.
The choosing of full native gamut instead of factory AdobeRGB modes is because these
factory modes have locked whitepoint. It need to be corrected with GPU calibration and
because of that itʼs not easy to match 2 monitors in color and brightness
Since DCCS have some issues, itʼs easy calibrate U2713H first and them match U2711
to U2713H achieved white.
Another solution is to perform a full GPU recalibration on top of CAL1/CAL2 U2713Hʼs
hardware calibration. Since you have a Quadro, this will not be an issue.
For this task you need DCCS for U2713H and ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL for both monitors.
When using ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL you need to apply RG_Phosphor spectral correction
to U2713H and WGCCFL to U2711 if you want accurate readings from your i1DisplayPro.
Read DisplayCAL documentation.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 28, 2016 AT 12>29 AM

With “Rec709/sRGB” I meant to say “Rec709/sRGB ***GAMUT***”, not DCCSʼ
presets called sRGB or Rec709.
Choose “custom xy” in DCCS, then enter manually xy coordinates for sRGB/Rec709
primaries, choose D65 white (or cooler if needed to match an uncalibrated TV) and
gamma 2.2.
Reply

pkb10184
JULY 7, 2016 AT 11>49 PM

ColorConsultant,
Great article.
Based on your comment about NEC SpectraView monitors, I found two lines of products
that appear interesting: one that says “Desktop Monitors with SpectraViewII Color
Calibration” (like EA275UHD-BK-SV), and another, much pricier, line that says “Color
Critical Wide Gamut Desktop Monitor w/ SpectraViewII” (like PA242W-BK-SV). Can you
please comment on the real difference between the two lines?
Reply
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ColorConsultant
JULY 13, 2016 AT 3>38 AM

EA275UHD is a sRGB/Rec709 monitor with HW calibration (white and gamma
calibration internal to monitor).
PA242W is a widegamut monitor (almost Full AdobeRGB, DCI-P3, etc) with HW
calibration and is able to emulate other colorspaces than its native gamut (LUT3D).
Spectraview II software is the same, but functionality is limited by each monitor
hardware capabilities.
Also PA series have a 5 step uniformity compensation feature to choose the balance
between maximum contrast and maximum atainable uniformity. EA models only have (if
present) a ON/OFF uniformity compensation feature.
Very different product families.
By the way:
Check your favorite storeʼs return policies regarding “-SV” models. Since they come
with bundled software you may be not able to return them once opened (in most
countries since software/music/video can be copied you cannot return it once opened).
If they have very strict return policy but you like that store and trust that store, is better
to buy monitor without bundled software and buy SV II after you have tested your
monitor. “Spectraview PA” models will be flawless, but EA or Multisync PA models may
need to enable unifromity compensation which may lead to less contrast (this may be
important to multipuprose photo+print+video monitor).
Keep in mind that Iʼm talking about NEC Europe: they sell PAs in 3 flavours: Multisync
PA without SVII, Multisync PA with SVII and Spectraview PAs which come without SVII
but with a custom Basiccolor Display (itʼs less funcional than SVII)
Reply

Pornchai POP
AUGUST 27, 2016 AT 12>16 PM

Dear Color Consultant,
I can not update DELL UP2716D firmware. It show me a dialog box like below.
Monitor Firmware Update Utility
File Path:
Model No Not Detected
Current Firmware Not Detected
New Firmware M3T102
File Checksum 0x6DDF
Monitor not detected. Ensure USB cable is connected and monitor is powered on. See
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Help for more information.
I am sure that USB UPSTREAM is connected while I run this application.
I am using WIndows 10 Home 64 bit
Mainboard: Gigabyte Z170X-Designare
CPU core i7-6770K
RAM 32GB
M2-pci 256GB ocz RD400
Using graphic card on-board Intel 530
Using miniDP connected at monitor and DP port connect at the mainboard.
Can you suggest what can I do?
Thank you very much.
POP
Reply

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 30, 2016 AT 2>02 PM

Look for connection errors in “C:\Users\YOU\AppData\Roaming\Dell\Dell UltraSharp
Calibration Solution”.
DCCS is not “open source” software… so you must contact Dell support. As I said on
this article upon USB connection errors you are on your own.
By the way, Dell released an SDK for the UP3017 (DellMonitorSDK_1_3_1_FINAL.zip,
search on Dell site) which allows to write CAL1 &2 LUTs to that monitor… so ArgyllCMS
with a custom patch “may be” able to calibrate them. Dell users SHOULD DEMAND Dell
for an universal SDK for all models since U2413 to future 2017 4k OLED model… maybe
this SDK is the same for all. Ask them.
Once you have that SDK (which has libraries for Windows, Linux and OSX) ask
ArgyllCMS & DisplayCAL dev team to make some “patch” to calibrate and then
compute LUT in Dells format (preLUT-matrix-postLUT… it should be very easy for a
native gamut target to translate ArgyllCMS *.cal file to this prelut-matrix-postlut format)
… since your asking them for a patch/upgrade/new functionality, I think that to make a
donation to those open source projects would be nice.
*Really, you should ask or even demand that SDK from Dell* this is the KEY to solve all
miscalculations and wrong aproximations that DCCS do.
Reply

Attila
SEPTEMBER 21, 2016 AT 8>06 AM

Exit from DELL Display Manager before start firmware upgrade! Maybe Administrator
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rights are also necessary (?).
No color uniformity problem fro You? (left side is greenish, right is reddish) You are
lucky then – could You tell me the date when Your monitor was manufactured? See the
package, around the serial number.
Reply

De
SEPTEMBER 14, 2016 AT 12>05 AM

I was looking at the new Dell UP3017 for photography but you have frightened me with all
that calibration and panel defects nightmare above.
Thanks for all the info, I will look at a NECʼs Spectraview PA monitors from your advice.
Reply

De
SEPTEMBER 14, 2016 AT 12>05 AM

I was looking at the new Dell UP3017 for photography but you have frightened me with all
that calibration and panel defects nightmare above.
Thanks for all the info, I will look at a NECʼs Spectraview PA monitors from your advice.
Reply

Marco S
SEPTEMBER 15, 2016 AT 10>44 AM

Thank you very much for the article.
I recently bought a Dell up2516d wich is my first wide gamut monitor.
Iʼm currently using it without calibration but it looks fine for non professional work at the
moment. Despite of that, I found some unexpected behaviour when I switched between
the different modes (mainly Adobe RGB and sRGB) and couldnʼt find a solution…
But the last paragraph of your article made finally everything clear!!!
“Keep in mind that if you change the preset mode on the monitor to a different one (say
from sRGB to AdobeRGB) and forget to change it in the Color management settings
above, then fire up Photoshop, all colors might be wrong. Your display (while in that OSD
mode) has a close to AdobeRGB behavior, but Photoshop will do color management as if it
was close to sRGB”
With a sRGB image opened in PS (and Monitor mode sRGB), I didnʼt understand why its
colors totally changed as I switched the monitor to the Adobe RGB mode. I would expect
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that in the browser or in windows not color managed applications, but not in PS! Now I
think I understand the issue.
Basically when Iʼll get a colorimeter, I will need to create 2 ICC profiles, one corresponding
to the RGB mode and one to the Adobe RGB mode, save the related calibrations in CAL1
and CAL2, and set them as the current monitor profile everytime I switch from the first to
the second.
Does it make sense?
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 18, 2016 AT 11>09 AM

Without proper calibration:
factory sRGB mode=sRGB.icm (standard)
factory AdobeRGB mode=Adobe RGB.icm (standard)
Standard or Custom color mode=UP2516D.icm
Reply

Dani
SEPTEMBER 21, 2016 AT 2>32 AM

Thank you so much for this article, it is very helpful for people like me that are starting to
worry about color management!
I have just purchased a Dell 2716D and I have a few doubts about calibrating it. I do not
have a colorimeter yet (maybe at the end of the year I could buy one) but I donʼt really
know if it is worth with my screen and video card combination (GTX 1070).
If I understood everything properly, this screen in particular has an issue with uniformity
unless you use the Uniformity Compensation feature. But with this activated you can´t use
your hardware calibration presets (CAL1 and CAL2). A workaround could be to change the
LUT in the video card but I canʼt beacause it is not a Quadro or AMD card.
So, my options are:
1) stick to the standard mode and activate the Uniformity Compensation and trust the
factory calibration
2) buy a colorimeter and use the CAL modes but loosing the UC feature (I guess this
means to have more precise colors but not uniform over the screen)
3) cry because I bought this new computer and monitor a month ago not knowing this…
This make sense?
Should I buy a colorimeter? Or is it better to have uniformity than color precision ?(in your
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opinion of course) .
Can I have both doing something??
Thank you again for this huge help !
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 21, 2016 AT 3>28 AM

“this screen in particular has an issue with uniformity unless you use the Uniformity
Compensation feature”
-All models have some degree of bad uniformity. Dellʼs UP 2016 series seem to be
worse than the mean of “non premium” models.
-Uniformity compensation improves uniformity at the cost of contrast (and sometimes
other things). The worse is the starting point, the more contrast you loose.
-As you explained before, uniformity compensation Dellʼs UP 2016 series is avaliable
only in a few OSD modes (Custom color YES, CAL1 &CAL2 NO and I think that factory
sRGB &AdobeRGB no, but I do not remember well). Once active, it blocks RGB
gain/offest controls for Custom color mode. That means that whitepoint needs to be
corrected in GPU LUT. In your situation that means more banding.
***
“So, my options are:”
0-First of all get an i1DisplayPro. Buying a widegamut monitor without means to
measure it is a nonsense.
1-AFAIK factory calibration (gamut or grey ramp) is limited to sRGB and AdobeRGB
model.
In my experience with dells you can get monitors that in an uncalibrated state have grey
tint issues but sRGB and AdobeRGB modes have neutral grey to their white (whatever it
is, usually it is not D65).
Standard mode is (or used to be) native gamut uncalibrated locked control OSD mode,
like Custom Color with default RGBgain=100 RGBoffset=50.
So Standard OSD mode may (should) need GPU calibration for both white point and
grey
2-Measure uniformity with UC feature off, even by sight. If it is bad try to return the
monitor if you are in refund window period.
CAL OSD modes could be used without banding, but as expained in this article, DCCS
may fail to achieve neutral grey or desired whitepoint. In those situation a post
calibration in GPU is needed (covered in 3rd article), but doing that you will get banding
if GPU has not hight bitdepth LUT and dithering in the output stage.
3-If you work mostly with color managed programs: Firefox, GIMP, Photoshop, Capture
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One, Adobe Acrobat, Lightroom, InDesign, Illustrator, Media Player Classic (both EVR or
madVR)…etc, my advice is:
-get i1DisplayPro
-evaluate uniformity and DCCS results (covered in 3rd article, start looking for greenpink tints in non color managed gery ramp like lagoom lcd test gradient viewed in
Internet Explorer/Edge at zoom 100%).
If they are good for what you paid (YMMV) you are done. CAL1=sRGB (or 2.2 gamma
equialent) and CAL2=full gamut to whatever white point you need should cover your
needs.
If this does not happen:
-get an AMD GPU (radeon gamer equivalent to yours in price-performance) …or wait &
test ArgyllCMS 1.9 beta with your 1070GTX (may solve some banding problems, LUT
loading changed)
-(DCCS issues, uniformity “good”) perform a GPU LUT correction for CAL white point &
grey (covered in 3rd article)
-(“bad uniformity”) UC=ON, move to Custom Color mode (avaliable with UC) then GPU
LUT calibration to D65 (should be close to native whitepoint). White point will be
corrected in GPU LUT, warmer whitepoints like D50 may be too far away, but daylight
5800K should be warm and easy to achieve without loosing too much grey levels in
GPU LUT.
Reply

Dani
SEPTEMBER 21, 2016 AT 7>17 AM

OK, thank you very much for your answer.
I don´t undestand it all but I think is better for everyone if I do some research on my
own before asking things that may be obvious to all others.
For example I have discovered that for the first time in geforce series, 1070 and 1080
have now native 10-bit LUT output so I donʼt have to return the graphic card :) (I
needed the CUDA so AMD was a worst choice and Quadro too expensive) I have
already selected the 10 bit output in the driver.
By sight I canʼt see any huge disuniformity. Maybe a little pink tint over one corner… is
there any image or pattern to help me see the uniformity? I am trying to see it with a
white image.
As I have heard of other users of this screen, I think is not going to be very uniform
after calibration so I guess I am going need a GPU LUT correction. At least my GTX is
capable of doing it since it is 10-bit, isnʼt it?
I am looking forward to hearing from you the next article !
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I hope with a DisplayPro in my hands and with no doubts at all.
Thank you again for your patience!
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 21, 2016 AT 8>22 AM

10bit output for DP & HDMI was avaliable before 10×0 series, I do not remember
but I think 600 or 700 series have it.
10bit output != high bitdepth LUT dithered output = no banding
10bit output with geforce series is limited under Windows to Fullscreen DX (video
renders for example). No use for photography. Radeons too, but dithered output.
With ***current*** software all geforces have banding when calibrating in GPU LUT,
all of them, including your 1070 and it does not matter what bitdepth you choose in
nvidia control panel (unless calibration LUT is equal to linear calibration = no
calibration at all).
If want 10bit with Windows & Photoshop then you have to pay a lot of money for a
1070 equivalent in Quadro.
If you need CUDA (Adobe After Effects? 3D rendering software from Autodesk?
Blender?) maybe you did not and do not need a widegamut at all. If this is your
situation, sell your dell and get a sRGB monitor like a 25″ QHD (about 350 euro),
27″ QHD (about 500 euro) or 27″ 4k (between 700 euro like dells or 1000 euro NEC
with HW calibration). Banding in sRGB is more “tolerable”.
Reply

Dani
SEPTEMBER 22, 2016 AT 12>22 AM

I replied as a new comment sorry !
Just wondering, are you the same color consultant than in the canonistas
website? Because you have a very extensive faq there…
Thank you anyway for your patience, once I get my colorimeter (I know I
shouldʼve bought it first) I will try your advice !
Letʼs hope I wonʼt have a lot of disuniformity on my unit !
Reply
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Dani
SEPTEMBER 21, 2016 AT 11>38 AM

I am afraid I need CUDA and widegamut, but the first one is a must, meanwhile the second
is something that I would like to have. What I have also heard about the 10-bit issue is that
the new drivers of the geforce also dither the output (just read about it in some forums, I
canʼt now for sure).
As for the monitor, I paid less than 500 euro for it so I think is worth keeping it. I guess I
can always set to sRGB if I see the banding issues after calibration. Or use it with the
AdobeRGB preset and UC off…
You said something about the ArgyllCMS 1.9 that could help in my situation, how is this
possible? Maybe it does like a dithering over the nvidia driver or something similar?
Thank you again !
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 22, 2016 AT 1>25 AM

-Yes, ColorConsultant here is the same as in Canonistas
-AFAIK 10×0 series have no improvements over older geforces and have banding issues
with *current* LUT loader software.
There are ways to avoid banding: do not use GPU LUT (dedicated card hardware) but
software LUT3D (shaders, like madVR)
devtalk.nvidia.com/defau…6/#4971736
-AFAIK ArgyllCMS 1.9 changed the way VCGT is loaded in LUT, preventing truncation
due to non standard way to do it in nvidia drivers… in Linux (but it seems this is changed
for all OSes in ArgyllCMS 1.9 source code, find someone who can read it, understand it
and explain it to you).
**IF** (a big if) current and past banding issues on ALL geforces (which inclues your
1070 right now) were caused by a LUT loading truncation (driver-api issue), then 1.9
may solve it. That means that nvidia had proper hardware but software was unable to
use it.
*If* banding issues that plagues ALL geforces were caused by other bad practices or
bad or limited implementations from nvidia, your 1070 (or 1080 or Titan) will *never* get
rid of banding if you modify GPU LUT. That means that nvidia hardware like a Titan GTX
is about 10 years behind of 50 euro passive AMD card in terms of image quality.
Thatʼs why I said to test that new version. AFAIK there is no binary distribution, only
source code. Ask someone for a win32 release (or whatever OS you use)
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Reply

Dani
SEPTEMBER 22, 2016 AT 2>42 AM

Thank you !
I think I can wait untill ArgyllCMS 1.9 is released officially to see if that was the
problem. If after calibration I can see the banding I will try one of those workarounds.
I am learning a lot reading you, thanks again !
Reply

Dani
SEPTEMBER 23, 2016 AT 4>40 AM

After reading again your articles, letʼs see if I got it right:
Lets say I have to keep my geforce and dell 2716D, as a lot of people out there
because they didnʼt know anything about this before purchasing, and those are one
of the most common combination for the hobbyst photographer at least (I mean dell
widegamut+geforce, not exactly mi models).
After calibrating I evaluate the uniformity and DUCCS results and they are not
acceptable, so I have to perform GPU LUT correction:
As my geforce is not true 10-bit unless with DX and fullscreen (I think that this is also
true for the AMD) and do not use dithering (as AMD does) I will get banding.
Is this banding dependant on how far I am from the desired whitepoint? Or the
moment I touch the LUT, even if it is minimum, I am going to get this problem because
of the rounding?
To avoid banding I could:
1.- Do not use GPU LUT and suffer the deviation from the ideal whitepoint (just
curious, after calibrating the whitepoint deviation is going to be free? or is it going to
match the desired CCT but go into magenta-green?)
2.- Use software LUT correction as the one mentioned by you before.
3.- Wait untill ArgyllCMS 1.9 is released and see if the LUT loading truncation was the
problem for the banding and use it if it was
4.- Wait untill adobe implement in photoshop that “software dithering” that is already
done in lightroom (do you know in which version did they started doing it?)
5.- could I avoid GPU LUT correction with a better display, is there any that could
calibrate the colors and the white point as well inside the monitor?
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I hope this time I am getting closer !
Thank you again !
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 23, 2016 AT 8>58 AM

“After calibrating I evaluate the uniformity and DUCCS results and they are not
acceptable, so I have to perform GPU LUT correction”
No. If CAL1/CAL2 unifomity (should be the same or close) is bad, then you should
switch to Custom Color OSD, the activate uniformity correction and calibrate to
your desired white like D65 (with its limitations explained before)
“As my geforce is not true 10-bit unless with DX and fullscreen (I think that this is
also true for the AMD) and do not use dithering (as AMD does) I will get banding.
Itʼs an OR, not an AND and its caused by lack of dithered LUT output, no banding
with 8bit DVI on AMDs.
“Is this banding dependant on how far I am from the desired whitepoint?”
Itʼs a table mapping in and out. If you have pink-green tints in an uncalibrated grey
ramp banding issues will be more noticeable.
Just a WP correction with near true uncalibrated neutral grey results in “grey
jumps”, much better than post calibration pink-grey artifacts.
1-DCCS results in WP will fail around <2dE of daylight curve, and "near" desired
CDT… if all goes OK. Explained in this article.
2-Very good for video. I thinks that DisplayCAL has tutorials in its forum for MadVR
and Davinci resilve, check them.
4-Not really, Lightroom or CaptureOne color management calculations with
dithered output requires a bandless calibrated neutral grey. This feature solves the
need of 10bit OpenlGL output from a Quadro or Firepro, just that. Smooth grey
ramp calibration is needed as a pre-requisite in order to work as intened. "Software
LUT3D" like madVR does not need that because calibration + color management
it's done in shaders, all at once.
5-Yes. Right now the cheaper model that offers you this kind of "certain" is
Multisync PA242W plus SV2 or Basiccolor software (avoid Basiccolor). Mulisync
PA272W is a better choice for just a litle more money. About 800 (24")-1100(27")
euro plus 100-200 euro in software.
Avoid CS2420, low quality low contrast panel with strong factory uniformity
correction to solve low quality panel(that is one of the causes of its lack of
contrast).
Check your CAL uniformity and DCCS calibration before trying the NEC route,
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maybe it's all OK with DCCS and your monitor and no GPU LUT is needed at all.
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 23, 2016 AT 8>59 AM

“Just a WP correction “, I meant gamma correction, sorry
Reply

Peter I.
SEPTEMBER 28, 2016 AT 11>02 AM

Hello ColorConsultant, your article is very helpful indeed.
My Windows 10 got updated two days ago and I tried to recalibrate my DELL U3014
monitor.
I went about it as usually, however now when I opened Dell Color Calibration Software it is
not recognizing the monitor as GB-LED with hardware calibration.
I tried to update the latest monitor drivers from DELL. I reinstaled Dell Color Calibration
Software. I unpluged and reconnected the display. Reseted to factory settings.
But still my display is not recognized as GB-LED by the calibration software.
Can you help? Any advice? Can this be caused by the Windows operating system update?
Many Thanks,
Peter I.
Reply

Peter I.
SEPTEMBER 28, 2016 AT 1>35 PM

Problem solved with updating video card driver :)
Reply
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Georgette Grossman
OCTOBER 21, 2016 AT 1>05 PM

Today I purchased but have not received a BenQ SW2700PT monitor.
In reading your article you say ” It is important to point out that LG and Samsung wide
gamut models cannot be properly calibrated internally with the i1Display Pro colorimeter
using their software and the same applies to some BenQ models like SW2700PT and its
Palette Master Elements software. The main issue with those models is that they bundle
an outdated X-Rite SDK (Software Development Kit) in their software without GB-LED
support, which is the current main* (see the footnote at the end of the article below) LED
wide gamut backlight technology. Hence, their software wonʼt get accurate readings,
which in turn leads to inaccurate calibration.”
What does this mean? I have the i1 DISPLAY PRO calibration system by x-rite. Should I use
that to calibrate the BenQ SW2700PT monitor rather then their proprietary Palette Master
Elements software?
Reply

ColorConsultant
OCTOBER 21, 2016 AT 3>22 PM

It means that “palette master elements” is NOT applying a GB-LED spectral correction
in its measurements, so what i1DisplayPro reads with that program is wrong. Itʼs like
take out glasses from a person that needs them.
Accuracy of well behaved colorimeters like yours is based on spectral corrections, a
sample of R G and B spectra for a display type. Since i1DisplayPro strores in its firmware
its true spectral sensivity, it is possible to know where it does not behave as CIE 1931 2º
observer and correct is measure with great accuracy.
Xrite software comes with a set of common backlight spectra and to 3rd party software
it licenses an SDK wgich is just a driver and a set of spectral corrections.
Dellʼs DCCS, BenQʼs Palette Master and HP z32x calibration software comes with a
proper spectral correction for these “widegamut LED” models (actually UP2516D
backlight is a little different in red, but letʼs keep it simple). What does this mean? this
means that i1DisplayPro will take accurate measurements with this programs. Actual
computed calibration may lead to some innacuracies to desired target, but it is not a
measurement failure but an oversimplification of involved calculations, as explained in
this article.
LGʼs True Color Software, Samsung Natural Expert and Benqʼs Palette Master Elements
DOES NOT have a proper spectral correction for these “widegamut LED” models. It just
have WLED (sRGB LED), WGCCFL (old CCFL widegamut backlight like PA271W or
U2410) and the extinct RGB backlight (used in a very and AFAIK discontinued HP
model). What does this mean? this means that i1DisplayPro will make some undesired
errors when used with these programs.
Of couse all kind of post calibration validations will look green, because it is using the
same wrong setup while measuring post calibration setup.
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Why did tehy do that? Ask them, maybe Xrite was not willing to give them permission to
use the new SDK, since these programs allow to use the highly innacurate Spyder toys
from Datacolor, or maybe Xrite was willing to allow that gor a higher fee, who knows,
ask them. The truth is that these programs DOES NOT HAVE PROPER SPECTRAL
CORRECTION FOR GB-LED DISPLAYS, period, itʼs a fact. Check Palette Master
Elements directory.
The funny part (if you do not own a benq like yours, of course) is that Benq “Palete
master” software with is designed for PG2401PT and PV270 Benqs (not yours) actually
HAS proper spectral GB-LED correction because like DCCS itʼs locked to work with
i1DisplayPro and i1Pro2, not Spyders.
This is some kind of company vs company weird battle and YOU as a final user are
trapped in it.
This problems would translate to innacurate white point as the most visible effects. How
much?, it will vary with the kind of innacurate calculations and oversimplifications
present in those programs, like in DCCS. These calibration calculation errors may move
the innacurate measurement from i1DisplayPro even further from your Whiet Ppint
target… or even move it closer to target as a side effect: software computed calibration
inacurately but in opposite direction of i1DisplayPro innacurate measurement.
The key point is that they are not reliable.
My advice is:
-Choose full native gamut if possible as calibration target in Palette Master Elements,
make sure to use ICC v2 profiler, not v4.
-After HW calibration si completed, feed DisplayCAL/ArgyllCMS with proper spectral
correction to your display (RG_phosphor from i1Profiler, please read DisplayCal
documentation, itʼs very easy) and perform a profile validation.
-Look for white point inacuracies or grey ramp issues
-If for YOUR CURRENT SETUP and CURRENT CALIBRATION TARGET it fails (itʼs
software is unreliable, thatʼs teh key point, you do not know where), then perform a GPU
recalibration to fix things. If you own an AMD desktop graphics card or a nvidia Quadro
it will result in smooth gradients, with oter graphic cards chances are bad if a big GPU
LUT correction is needed for YOUR particular setup.
The 3rd article on these “calibration” series was sent to Nasrim months ago and it deals
with this GPU white and grey GPU recalibration stuff expained in more detail than here,
so when Nasrim publishes it you may find it interesting to adquire a deeper undertand
of your problem and how to fix it with the help of ArgyllCMS and a cheap AMD graphics
card.
As a general rule SW2700PT should be avoided. The units Iʼve seen have the same kind
of (bad) quality control regarding uniformity* as UP2716D and its hardware calibration
software is not realiable because it measures wrong. As explained here, DCCS makes
some calculation simplifications, but they were based on accurate input data and like
DCCS, Palette Master is based on i1Profiler for maths an calculations.
Itʼs a shame that all “blog” reviews of SW2700PT are highly biased and lack of proper
uniformity or accurate third party verification. They are mostly a buch of advertisement
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text wihout actual data, corrupted data (Toms hardware color uniformity reviews are not
reliable at all, they use “mean” values), and when they provide us data is from auto
verification test made with the same software. Some guy (easily found with google)
even used WLED (sRGB LED backlight) in i1Profiler to GPU calibrate one of them…
“LOL”. Just advertisement, not reviews.
*=In spanish DSLR canon forums some owners (former owners, I presume) of
SW2700PT, kindly uploaded DisplayCAL unifomity reports at my request, so they are
avaliable to public.
Note: As a general rule Dellʼs UP2516D should be avoided too, horrible awful uniformity
reports, akin to LGs monitors lack of color uniformity which are the worst Iʼve ever seen.
Expect no less that 3deltaC on sides in “255” white measuremenst against “255” white
in center.
I mean this is not a “pro” Dell comment or “pro” Dell Article, itʼs just an expension of
Nasrimʼs U2413 HW calibration post to explain where and why DCCS may misbehave…
and if you read carefully this article you will notice that it too. UP2516D lack of quality
control and poor color unifomity is as true as LG, Samsung and Benq “SDK-issues” with
current widegamut LED technology… and display manufacturers do not care about you.
Sad, but true.
Reply

ColorConsultant
OCTOBER 21, 2016 AT 3>40 PM

And sorry for the typos and “does”s where they should be “do”s, just understand the
length of the comment, that Iʼm not a english native speaker and that I was typing fast
(this is a free colaboration with Photograpgy Life done in my spare time, for free).
I understand the love that many people have for they languages and some typos &
errors make “their eyes bleed”, but I think that all of you will understand that I cannot
edit my own comments here, that some technical explanations of your particular
problems need large text descriptions and explanations, and that I wrote those large
technical explanations *for free* in my spare time.
Hope you will understand this issues.
Reply

Chris Maxwell
DECEMBER 18, 2016 AT 7>10 AM

I own the BenQ SW2700PT and also have the i1 Display Pro. For two weeks I have
been calibrating this monitor several times and the best results using the iPro
uniformity test have been a 12% or less error in Luminescence and 270 or less error in
the White Point. Palette Master Elements was set at 5500K 90 cdm L* Absolute Zero
and Version 2 with matrix lut with large color patch set. I chose 5500K after reading
this article which pointed out that PME has no GB-LED setting to see if I could get rid
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of the green cast. Iʼve also looked into the Dell monitors youʼve mentioned but the
U2713H also has serious uniformity issues according to other test sites. I have two
questions:
1. Are there any other test sites that you consider as having valid tests?
2. What error level is noticeable to the human eye? (It seems every monitor test for
uniformity especially in the $600 range gets the same or worse errors as Iʼve gotten
with the BenQ)
Reply

Chris Maxwell
DECEMBER 18, 2016 AT 8>51 AM

Addition to my comment:
Tomʼs Hardware Review has this:
“To add an Adobe RGB gamut to the SW2700PT BenQ has departed from a
traditional white LED which relies solely on filters to produce red, green and blue.
To achieve the greater saturation required in extended gamuts, colored LEDs with
phosphor coatings must be used. A type weʼve seen in the past is GB-r LED which
employs green and blue diodes and a red phosphor. This new part uses RB-LED
which is red and blue diodes and a green phosphor. In either case the phosphor
emits light when excited by the two active diodes. The end result is less reliance on
filters to produce color and a larger native gamut. The backlight is also part of
BenQʼs Zero Flicker line. It uses constant current rather than pulse-width
modulation to control brightness.”
Is RB-LED the same as RBGLED? If it is this would explain why there is no GB-LED
driver for the i1 Display Pro in Pallete Master Elements. There is a driver for
RGBLED.
Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 18, 2016 AT 9>15 AM

“Tomʼs Hardware” review are just rubbish. Mean values across sceen to report
uniformity and so on. Not to be trusted at all, just rubbish data.
RGBLED is NOT the same as RG-LED. SW2700PT/UP2716D/CG3184k/CG2420/other monitors with bigger DCI-P3 coverage, backlight SPD is like
GB-LED SPD shape but with two red spikes in red zone of spectrum. THAT IS NO
RGB-LED AT ALL. I1DisplayPRO observer “should” be almost equal to CIE 2º
observer there, so no big trouble if feed with RG-Phosphor.
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If you doubt about my words, PLOT the SPD data. No RGBLED at all, so PME
lacks of proper spectral correction for their monitors.
The culprit is Spyder Support, and Xrite deniying BenQ, LG and Samung proper
driver or requesting higher fees for the good one. They (LG, Benq; samsung) just
choose the best way for them ($$$) but the worse your you. Dell, HP choose to
not support Spyders but thet the good driver. NEC, Eizo, Basiccolor and other
companies choose to get it all and pay for it.
Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 18, 2016 AT 9>16 AM

I meant RB-LED…
Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 18, 2016 AT 9>41 AM

P.D. Would be nice if Xrite bundled a new EDR for these monitors instead of
trusting in i1DisplayProʼs “x-bar” when fed with RG-phophor EDR.
But right now there are no new EDRs at this time, just CCSS for DisplayCAL.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JANUARY 11, 2017 AT 9>16 AM

@ Chris Maxwell
It seems that AU QLED panel used in this Benq has not two spikes like new
widegamut LED from Eizos, iMacs or some non-OLED DCI P3 TVs. Anyway,
SW2700PTʼs “R” spectrum is as broad as its BG partners and “nearly” as
equally spaced from each other. Chinese manufacturer labels it “QLED” (AUO
M270DAN02.1).
Current Xriteʼs RGBLED EDR as a very particular signature with a very narrow
and high red spike spaced much more towards longer wavelegths (like CG318
but without 1st spike). That RGB EDR does not look suitable for your BenQ so
you are still in trouble.
As always, individual performance of wrong Spectral Correction with i1d3 (and
its different flavors) is up to its spectral sensivity stored in firmware. A batch of
i1d3s with “perfect” x-bar equal to CIE 1931 2º standard observer wonʼt care
about this.
Dump spectral response (“SAVE_SPECTRA”) from your i1d3 with the help of
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ArgyllCMS to find the flaws of your particular instrument in order to locate
wavelengths where spectral corrections will modify more your particular
instrument readings.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JANUARY 11, 2017 AT 9>26 AM

Posted in wrong reply, please read “18.1.2.1.1.3) ColorConsultant”
Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 18, 2016 AT 8>59 AM

First of all DONʼT USE “the iPro uniformity test”, since is not valid (color
temperature means nothing regarding geen-magente cast). Read my 1st article and
learn to use DisplayCAL. DisplayCAL uniformity test report dE but you can change it
to deltaC by clicking in the units.
In $600 range most of them will fail to get an “all green” ISO uniformity report, so….
bigger than 3dC, return it; “too many” (YMMV) patches with 2.X dC, return it;
“awful” (YMMV) uniformity color cast on sides spotted by eye, then return.
Prad.de has interesting uniformity test (DisplayCAL-like) and pixel time response
test. TFT central has good pixel time response test but not valid calibration and
uniformity test.
U2713H is too old right now (Iʼll be vey surprised if it you can find it in 2017), so my
choice for veeery low bugets will be UP2716D. Iʼll avoid UP2516D, awful uniformity
almost guaranteed. If you donʼt care about contrast (video or even web content),
just print with good uniformity and warm whites then Eizo CS2420 is another
choice… but if you are willing to spend more than $600 for a half baked crippled
contrast monitor like CS2420, then save money and get a real good one (PAs, CGs)
*****************
Anyway, a SOLUTION for youe situation: make a native gamut calibration with PME
to your desired WP and cd/m2 (+5 percent). Then use DisplayCAL to measure it
with the right spectral correction. Is it no OK? then use DisplayCAL again with the
right spectral correction to calibrate whitepoint and grey (which may lower max
bightness, hence the headroom). This is a GPU calibration on top of a monitor
calibration. This process should solve most of the issues with PME and native
gamut calibrations. This “may” work too with smaller gamut emulations like
sRGB/Rec709… but check it by yourself.
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One more thing… SEND YOUR CLAIMS TO BENQ!!! They have software with the
proper spectral corrections: Palatte Master for PG2401PT and PV270. If they do not
let you use the “good software” for SW2700PT… theyʼre laughing at you. If nobody
complains… why would they solve this problem?
Maybe PME shouldnʼt exist, maybe Spyder5 support for SW2700PT monitors is
usseles and harmful to Benq owners (0 gains, lots of troubles)… SEND A
COMPLAINT TO BENQ, let them know that you donʼt care about Spyder support for
PME and that YOU being a Benq customer DO WANT the good software, Palette
Master. Nobody will fight that battle for you, SW2700PT owners.
Reply

Eli38
SEPTEMBER 27, 2018 AT 12>54 PM

Iʼm wondering if there is any change since 2016 regarding PME and X-Rite not being
able to calibrate wide gamut panels?
I purchased BenQ SW271 and X-Rite i1Display Pro and spent about a month
calibrating it each day with no success. PME is awful and I just found out from this
forum that neither of those can calibrate wide gamut panels.
X-Riteʼs tech support says that Iʼm able to chose between White-LED and PFS
Phosphor in their calibration software.
Any thoughts on this one? Not sure if I should keep or sell my i1 Display Pro device…
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 28, 2018 AT 1>17 AM

Sell your Benq since it is the only problem there. Also it is one of the widegamut
monitor models with worst uniformity (average between units).
Regarding PME:
Itʼs easy… check what I said in this article by yourself. There should be a folder for
i1d3 (i1displaypro or i1d3 bundle or a name like that) with EDR files. Those are
binary files with spectral corrections. “oeminst” app from ArgyllCMS transform
them to CCSS text files, same content, different format.
There you will see no RGphoshor (GB-LED), no Panasonic (P3 multimedia monitors,
more cinema-game oriented, without huge AdobeRGB % coverages) and no W-LED
PFS (used in new widegamut models like CG2730 for example)… and no QLED
Auoptronics backlight (used in previous Benq models like SW2700PT)
There should be a ini file or cfg or xml or inf (IDN remember) where you can see
that they are using RGB LED correction for ALL its monitors. Benq/AUOptronics
QLED backlight used in several screens does not match (by far) that RGBLED
sample.
What does this means? It means that if your i1d3 sensitivity curves stored in
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firmware are not close to standard observer in wavelegths where actual monitor
backlight and spectral sampe do not match… you have a problem.
Who is responsible? *Benq and ONLY Benq*. Other monitor assemblers do not have
this problem. If you do not like this situation then do not buy Benq photo monitors…
itʼs easy (“Customer democracy”).
There are QLED samples in DisplayCAL colorimeter correction database.
Unfortunately users who made them measured emulated gamut OSD modes like
sRGB/AdobeRGB instead on native gamut ones (owning $1000 spectros is different
from knowing how to use them or knowing what you are doing and why you are
doing it…). They are not very useful “as they are now” but it is not very dificult to
get a native gamut CCSS from AdobeRGB ones: you just need to set to 0 spectral
power distribution of wavelengths not related to “red color” in red channel.
Spreadsheet work, an easy one. You should be able to do it alone. CCSS file should
store spactral data in 4 rows, with WRGB order.
Regarding X-Riteʼs tech support:
Current version of Xrite i1Profiler 1.8.1 have 3 EDRs for LED widegamuts:
-RGphosphor (GB-LED: “previous” gen of LED widegamut: Dell U2413, U2713H,
NEC PA242W, PA272W… etc)
-RGBLED (not used in current monitors)
-Panasonic W-LED PFS for P3 displays: gamming & multimedia monitors (not
Quantum dot models AFAIK) with moret than 9x% P3 coverage, iMac 5k with P3
support, etc
There is one EDR missing, W-LED PFS for AdobeRGB displays. It is bundled in HP
software. Since Iʼve explained it before, Iʼm not going to write it twice, search
“March 3, 2018 at 10>54 am” in this comment page, or look for HP Z24x in this web.
Since that software is available to download for free, if you want that EDR, get it. Itʼs
easy.
“WLED” correction is used for WLED sRGB monitors, “LED office and multimedia
monitors” that most people have in their homes or laptops. They are not menat for
you and your display.
What backlight does SW271 use? IDNK. Ask Benq or search online. There should
be a panel model somewhere in the back of that model. Do you googling…
Candidates? Since it is an AdobeRGB widegamut there are 3:
-QLED (community source, explained above)
-GB-LED (RGphosphor)
-W-LED PFS (HP software : since all companies are moving towards this… it will be
my first candidate)
Get them and use DisplayCAL to calibrate/measure/profile your display in
“custom”/user” mode or over your failed PME calibration OSD modes. Itʼs the same
I wrote in this article for Dells.
Another option is to sell that Benq or return for refund and get an Eizo CS2730 or
NEC PA271Q for less than SW271 price.
Reply
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Eli
SEPTEMBER 29, 2018 AT 12>42 AM

ColorConsultant, Iʼm impressed with your knowledge and thank you for a such a
response!
I canʼt believe that how well BenQ managed to make people believe into their
wide gamut monitors. Iʼm a total newbie when it comes to color grading and it
appears that I purchased this monitor based on fake awards that it won, fake
good reviews without a good knowledge of calibration, 4k resolution which I
really wanted, hardware calibration and of course a “photographers monitor”
statement. Also, amazing reviews that come from all over the world. Only then I
learned the ugly truth from professionals like you. I knew that Eizo is the king and
also NEC monitors are great but I wanted something cheaper since Iʼm not a pro
and not printing anything.
Excuse my weak knowledge of this topic in advance since I might ask some dumb
questions.
When you say itʼs BenQʼs fault do you mean that there is something they could
have done so that X-Rite could work with SW271? It seems that X-Rite is missing
a proper profile or are your referring to PME software exclusively (“Benq Palette
Master Element 1.2.6: NO (only RGB LED which is not used anymore)”. If itʼs PME
then thatʼs crazy since such a huge company created a huge advertisement
regarding an ability of their SW series to do wonders and it appears to be
somewhat a Ponzi scheme.
Unfortunately, I couldnʼt find “oeminst” app to convert EDR files to CCSS but
“RGB LED correction for ALL its monitors” sounds like a crazy and once again
because of such a bold statement by BenQ regarding an outstanding calibration
ability.
I found these files you were referring to.
3,CCFLFamily_07Feb11.edr
6,WGCCFLFamily_07Feb11.edr
9,WLEDFamily_07Feb11.edr
12,RGBLEDFamily_07Feb11.edr
15,OLEDFamily_20Jul12.edr
17,PlasmaFamily_20Jul12.edr
18,RG_Phosphor_Family_25Jul12.edr
22,ProjectorFamily_07Feb11.edr
23,Panasonic VVX17P051J00.edr
and I couldnʼt locate PMEʼs folder in Program Files. I did a search for .EDR
extension and the only ones I found were under X-Riteʼs folder that you can see
above but that doesnʼt matter since their software suck anyway.
Can you believe that when one gives a custom name for a future calibration
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profile, after 15 minutes of calibration it is going to give an error at the validation
stage simply because the name was changed from its original state? Thatʼs
ridiculous. How did this issue pass through the QA?
It seems that SW271 uses W-LED backlight according to other people who might
be wrong (W-LED is a backlight, right? (still learning)) which stands for white
LED, correct? X-Rite tech said to use White LED. I assume just to get rig of
annoying me. Your response was ““WLED” correction is used for WLED sRGB
monitors, “LED office and multimedia monitors” that most people have in their
homes or laptops. They are not meant for you and your display.”
W-LED PFS is what I really need to use and if X-Rite someday comes up with this
profile I should be listed in their drop-down menu as an option?
Also, a very strange thing. The label on the box of my monitor says that TYPE:
TFT ACL. Do you happen to know what does it mean? Iʼm familiar with TFT panels
but in my case itʼs IPS.
Possible SOLUTION? ->
Do you think there is a chance to properly calibrate this monitor using HPʼs EDR?
You mentioned about HP Z24x which links to some cheap monitor. Is HP
DreamColor Calibration Software what I need to download to extract W-LED PFS
from EDR? Do you remember which file exactly do I need to look for?
“HP Dreamcolor Calibration software 4.0: YES (RG_phoshor=GB-LED and
HP_DreamColor_Z24x_NewPanel, this last one is the new wide gamut led ”
Then I import that EDR with DisplayCal and proceed with calibration. But before
that ““custom”/user” mode or over your failed PME calibration OSD modes.” I
need to chose “Custom” under OSD menu. Regarding PME – if I tried calibrating
with PME and it failed then itʼs okay to calibrate over it with DisplayCAL?
I was highly considering Eizo CS2730 but since itʼs doesnʼt have a 4k resolution I
went with BenQ. I might be able to return it but since I donʼt spend a lot of time
editing Iʼm still hoping to make it work using your suggestion.
Also, not sure if I need to mention this but I plan to edit for Web exclusively which
means sRGB only.
“Reviews without measurement data (calibration and uniformity) or without an
accurate instrument for readings are not reviews, just ADVERTISEMENT.” – now
this is a solid statement, I love it!
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 29, 2018 AT 3>44 AM
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“I knew that Eizo is the king and also NEC monitors are great but I wanted
something cheaper since Iʼm not a pro and not printing anything.”
The price of Eizo CS2730 or NEC PA271Q is less than SW271 price.
“When you say itʼs BenQʼs fault do you mean that there is something they
could have done so that X-Rite could work with SW271?”
Xrite tools work with every monitor, you put your probe over screen and they
measure… even without drivers (i1d3). Itʼs SOFTWARE responsibiloity to take
that CIE XYZ measurements and correct them (with the help of firmware data).
PME is Benq software, itʼs benq responsibility.
“Unfortunately, I couldnʼt find “oeminst” app”
It is inside ArgyllCMS “bin” folder.
“I found these files you were referring to”
No, these are i1Profiler EDRs.
PME has NOT that EDRs. PME EDR list is:
WGCCFLFamily_07Feb11.edr
CCFLFamily_07Feb11.edr
RGBLEDFamily_07Feb11.edr
ProjectorFamily_07Feb11.edr
WLEDFamily_07Feb11.edr
which is MORE limited and lack of all “modern” corrections for widegamut.
(Note: PME does NOT need ALL of them, they just need the “good one” for SW
widegamuts… and they do not have it: no WLED PFS, no RGphosphor, no
QLED. if you plot a QLED spectral sample and a RGBLED sample youʼll see a
HIGH difference in reds for the same white point coordinates)
“and I couldnʼt locate PMEʼs folder in Program Files.”
C:\Program Files
(x86)\BenQ\PaletteMaster\Resources\Instruments\04i1Display Pro.bundle
“It seems that SW271 uses W-LED backlight according to other people who
might be wrong (W-LED is a backlight, right? (still learning)) which stands for
white LED, correct? X-Rite tech said to use White LED.”
There are more than “one” WLED, hence you and other people are confused by
naming.
-“WLED” (WLEDFamily_07Feb11.edr) is a WLED sRGB display (office LED
monitor or rec709 LED TV). Most monitors are of this kind.
-“W-LED” is LED technology with PFS phosphor. For that techology blue and
red phosphor is the same for all ots flavors, but “green” may vary. “P3”
displays like P3 gaming monitors, some triluminos tvs, or imacs use a W-LED
PFS akin to “Panasonic VVX17P051J00.edr”. But “W-LED” with almost full or
full AdoberGB coverage use a different “green”, stored in HP spftware EDR:
“HP_DreamColor_Z24x_NewPanel.edr”.
Xrite does NOT bundle that correction in i1Profiler…. not yet. Why? Ask them…
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***If*** (IDNK) your SW271 is a WLED PFS phosphor display with almost full
AdobeRGB coverage, *then* you sould use “HP_DreamColor_Z24x_NewPanel”
as correction.
Of course you can try to use “Panasonic VVX17P051J00.edr” but if your i1d3 is
not an “ideal device” in that green wavelengths your whitepoint may end a little
green or pink because over/under compensation of correction.
“Also, a very strange thing. The label on the box of my monitor says that TYPE:
TFT ACL. Do you happen to know what does it mean? ”
No, IDNK. Somewhere behind, even under cover there should be a sticker with
panel model no., someting like “AUO8476474CFCTRDT” (juts a fake example).
Get it, google it and if you are lucky a chinese suppier will show it in their list
and they may have label it as W-LED or QLED, or…
“You mentioned about HP Z24x which links to some cheap monitor. Is HP
DreamColor Calibration Software what I need to download to extract W-LED
PFS from EDR? Do you remember which file exactly do I need to look for?”
Get it from Z32x web (32″ UHD widegamut model), install it, get EDR, then
uninstall (you do not need that osftware and it wonʼt work with your display).
EDR filename explained above. “oeminst” explained above.
“Regarding PME – if I tried calibrating with PME and it failed then itʼs okay to
calibrate over it with DisplayCAL?”
IDNK how bad is it. Read this article and validate your HW calibration. A GPU
calibration over a HW calibration (or a factory OSD mode like sRGB/AdoberGB)
will have the same limitations for all these manufacturers: Dell, Benq,
Viewsonic, HP…
Itʼs a dell article but validation and “GPU calibration over failed HW calibration”
is a common explanation for all of them.
“Also, not sure if I need to mention this but I plan to edit for Web exclusively
which means sRGB only.”
NEC EA275Wmi and their new model (maybe EA271Q? but IDNK for sure).
sRGB 8bit panel with HW calibration (just white and grey, like GPU calibration
but inside monitor)
NEC EA275UHD, sRGB-like (a bit bigger gamut), 4k 27″, HW calibration with
(AFAIK) some kind of gamut limiting for “just sRGB” (in order to use it in non
color managed workflows.
NEC calibration software is “paid” (-SV models are more expensive because
they include software). It works with i1d3: NEC i1d3 version or i1diaplaypro
retail as yours. About 80-130euro depending on which store and country you
choose.
Since they are sRGB LED monitors you measure them with
“WLEDFamily_07Feb11.edr”
And of course there are good sRGB displays from Benq, with proper price for
tehir features. IDNK remember exact name but PD**** series should have good
27″ QHD sRGB (IPS/AHVA) monitors. IDNK if they have 27″ UHD models.
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Reply

Eli
SEPTEMBER 29, 2018 AT 9>54 PM

Thank you for sharing a knowledge, I learned a lot of new stuff and it all
makes sense now especially a part about PME files in their folder. Great you
shared it.
Right now Iʼm trying to figure out how to convert
HP_DreamColor_Z24x_NewPanel.edr to .ccss using oeminst.exe. Which I
believe I need to load through a “Correction” menu. I tried to start
oeminst.exe it by double clicking on it but nothing happened…
Reply

Eli
SEPTEMBER 30, 2018 AT 2>09 AM

Thank you for sharing a knowledge, I learned a lot of new stuff and it all
makes sense now especially a part about PME files in their folder. Great
you shared it.
Right now Iʼm trying to figure out how to convert
HP_DreamColor_Z24x_NewPanel.edr to .ccss using oeminst.exe. Which I
believe I need to load through a “Correction” menu. I tried to start
oeminst.exe it by double clicking on it but nothing happened…
P.S.
I donʼt know how far my current BenQ will take me but would like to try a
final step that you recommended using HPʼs edr.
Could you please recommend one sRGB monitor (not less than 27″) that
you personally would take and one AdobeRGB (either one under $2k)? I
would get one with less calibration issues if there is such.
For now, Iʼm considering
1) Eizo ColorEdge CS2730 27″ 16>9 IPS Monitor with EX3 Calibration
Sensor (Not sure if I need i1 Display Pro in this case or EX3 is some sort of
a built-in calibrator).
2) NEC PA271Q-BK-SV 27″ 16>9 Color-Critical IPS Monitor with
SpectraView II Color Calibration (It seems that it already includes a
calibrator.)
3) NEC 27 WQHD Desktop Monitor with Ultra-Narrow Bezel and
SpectraViewII Color Calibration Solution.
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Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 30, 2018 AT 6>32 AM

Do not even touch “Eizo EX3”. Itʼs a rebranded spyder. Keep your i1d3. It
works with color navigator (although color navigator management of
i1d3 could be better regarding spectral corrections, they use another
black box thing instead of EDR to correct their monitors)
NEC sells itʼs PA271Q without NEC i1d3 sensor, so do not neet to buy it
since you have your i1d3. You just need SVII software and monitor.
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 30, 2018 AT 5>10 AM

ArgyllCMS set of apps are command line apps. Each of them has its own
web in argyllcms documentation with command line parameters
Reply

Eli
SEPTEMBER 30, 2018 AT 1>22 PM

ColorConsultant, do you happen to know if there is a step by step
tutorial on how to convert EDR to CCSS using ArgyllCMS? Iʼm not even
sure if it was installed properly since I donʼt see it under my Device
Manager even though I was able to find the .exe location of this app.
Reply

ColorConsultant
OCTOBER 1, 2018 AT 1>01 AM

Read ArgyllCMS documentation regarding “oeminst”.
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Eli
SEPTEMBER 27, 2018 AT 12>56 PM

Iʼm wondering if there is any change since 2016 regarding PME and X-Rite not being
able to calibrate wide gamut panels?
I purchased BenQ SW271 and X-Rite i1Display Pro and spent about a month
calibrating it each day with no success. PME is awful and I just found out from this
forum that neither of those can calibrate wide gamut panels.
X-Riteʼs tech support says that Iʼm able to chose between White-LED and PFS
Phosphor in their calibration software.
Any thoughts on this one? Not sure if I should keep or sell my i1 Display Pro device…
Reply

Karl
OCTOBER 25, 2016 AT 9>00 AM

Just wondering if anyone has tested ArgyllCMS 1.9.x on an nVidia + Windows combo?
Same banding problems? I want to buy a GTX 1070, but not keen on returning it if I find it
still has the same problem. Also stuck with a Dell UP2716d with terrible uniformity and in a
country where it is not so easy to return things. :)
Reply

ColorConsultant
OCTOBER 28, 2016 AT 1>35 AM

No geforces over here, get rid of them a looong time ago ʼcause Radeons dither out of
the box even with i1Profiler software.
Keep in mind to do not try that test with nvidia optimus or inter switchable graphics
present in laptops because it would give you a false negative: itʼs very likely that all
displays attached to a laptop will be driven by intel GPU LUTs. Try new ArgyllCMS with a
desktop computer.. and please post your results.
Best way to test it is to force a huge GPU LUT white point correction, like to drive a near
D65 monitor to D58, D55 or D50 white. This is because if monitor has a out of the box
behavior close to D65 white, neutral grey and 2.2 gamma… there is not very much to
correct: VCGT tag in ICM profile will be veeery close to a linear LUT, almost no
correction so banding may not happen even if card is doing things wrong.
The ideal way to test it would be a uncalibrated monitor with pink or green tint in grey
gradients: awful banding spotted by eye without highbitdepth luts AND dithered
outputs.
Reply
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Karl
NOVEMBER 7, 2016 AT 5>10 AM

I am hoping that someone else sees this post and does a test with an nVidia GPU.
Unfortunately we might be in the situation where we can get good colours, but using
more power and less performance in gaming (AMD) vs bad colours but less power
use and better performance. (AMD)
Reply

ColorConsultant
NOVEMBER 8, 2016 AT 5>41 AM

A note for those testers:
First of all: thanks if you wish to share your results, second and most important:
read carefully the last two paragraphs of my comment “19.1”.
Test conditions are as important as test results: a monitor with perfectly neutral
grey and very close to desired white implies a linear LUT… even an intel GPU will
perform good there and someone may get to wrong conclusions. The ideal way to
test it would be a uncalibrated monitor with pink or green tint in grey gradients.
Reply

Floris Westerman
DECEMBER 4, 2016 AT 12>29 PM

So Iʼve given it a shot using my Dell UP2716D, GTX960 and ArgyllCMS v1.9.2. First I
hardware-calibrated my UP2716D using DUCCS to D65 in CAL1, after that I softwarecalibrated my computer using DisplayCAL to D55 and loaded that profile in my GPU
LUT. As expected, this drastically changed the colors on my screen, but as far as I
could see there was no banding. Did not really know where to look, but everything
seemed as smooth as on my other monitor (another UP2716D, just hardwarecalibrated and still on D65).
Maybe itʼs fixed then, but maybe I missed it. Do you have some specific
example/picture where the banding will be clear?
Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 4, 2016 AT 3>04 PM

Lagom LCD test gradient for example, google it, viewed in Internet Explorer
(because itʼs not color managed).
As explained before (19.1.1.1) your staring point to test this things would be an
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uncalibrated OSD mode which has not a neutral grey response. That means that
one or two channels will need an important correction over the other two/one,
hence “dithering quality” at lut output will be very important.
As far as I understand from your example, CAL1 linearized to neutral grey with
DCCS prior to that GPU white correction… distorts this testing, since you are
freeing GPU LUT from the most difficult task.
Switch to “standard” OSD mode (no OSD tweaks there, no gain or offset control)
and measure its grey response uncalibrated. The worst greys are (a* color
deviations towards green or magenta), the better for this testing. Then calibrate to
a warm white. After this is completed ensure that DisplayCAL/ArgyllCMS LUT
loader is running. Then open lagom LCD test in Internet explorer and look for
banding artifacts.
If you have an uncalibrated gray “standard” OSD mode with severe color oscilations
in grey (like grey 200 with a*>1.5, and grey 60 with delta a* < -1.5, I mean severe
pink-green oscilattions) and after this process you have a neutral grey with no
banding in Internet Explorer with lagom lcd test gradient… Congratulations! Mr. Gill
solved it!
If your uncalibrated "standard" osd mode has near neutral grey (all greys have near
the same "color tint") then your setup is far from ideal to ensure ol' nvidia LUT issue
is solved. But… if there are no banding artifacts for that particular display,
congratulations again: *Your* particular setup is able to correct all the wrong
doings of DCCS with a post-DCCS GPU calibration in your 960GTX, if needed
(mostly white point missmatch to your desired calibration target).
Reply

Floris Westerman
DECEMBER 7, 2016 AT 2>05 PM

Thanks for the link!
In order to test it more “correctly” I used an older U2711 which had major
green/red deviations (average DeltaE of 9) and calibrated it using DisplayCAL to
D50 and D65. Both calibrations yielded much better reports, and I could not see
any banding in IE.
So now I would like to calibrate my UP2716Dʼs again, but this time only software
to be able to enable UC on the monitors (there is a small but noticeable deviation
on the edges). Do you have any advice on specific settings in DisplayCAL?
Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 7, 2016 AT 3>10 PM

Good
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AFAIK, UP2716D with UC=ON has locked RGB gain but free brightness
controls (2013 models do the oposite). If we asume that Custom color mode is
somehow near D65, just three very simple advices:
-D65 full native gamut is attainable without issue, but you will loose contrast
and I cannot know how much (due to UC). Measure it because it could be a
problem with video or web content
-D50 or warm white with be corrected in GPU, loosing grey levels. That “may”
cause color mamagement rounding errors (8bit output) even if lagom test is
smooth. Try and evaluate by yourself a 8bit an 16 gradients in PS for example.
-Since white point is corrected at GPU LUT level, brightness will drop from
what you measure in “interactive adjustment” windows in DisplayCAL. Warmer
white means more correction means more brightness drop. It order to save
time you can calibrate in “Fast” ultrasimple matrix profile and check brightness
drop if final cd/m2 accuracy is important to you. Then run a proper calibration
with your desired speed and profile complexity levels taking account of
brightness drop measured early.
Reply

Floris Westerman
DECEMBER 13, 2016 AT 1>03 PM

Iʼm having some trouble setting the proper settings in DisplayCAL. So what I
want is basically the same options as with hw calibration, so two profiles,
one for sRGB and one for Adobe RGB. As far as I understood from your first
article, the sRGB would have to be accomplished by using a 3D LUT, and the
second one is less difficult. However, with all settings I try in DisplayCAL I get
AdobeRGB-like calibrations. Do you have any advice on that? What settings
to use in this case?
Also some other questions:
– Should I enable any compensations? (white level drift, black level drift,
some Spectral thing)
– Should I use Ambient light level adjustment?
– What kind of profile type should I use? XYZ LUT or L*a*b?
– What settings to use at the 3D LUT screen?
Iʼm quite new to this, so maybe Iʼve understood something incorrectly :) I
figured most of this would be explained in your next post, but since that
seems to be “under review” or something I ask it here :)
Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 14, 2016 AT 2>05 AM

AFAIK UC=ON could be used for “2016” models in Custom Color mode,
and maybe Standard. In CAL1/CAL2 UC isnʼt avaliable. I do not remember if
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you can use it in Factory Calibrated OSD modes (sRGB and AdobeRGB)
which are LUT3D calibration modes but users cannot modify them.
ArgyllCMS/DIsplayCAL allow you to correct:
-whitepoint
-gamma
-grey neutrality
but it does not modify gamut. You could use it to generate LUT3D data for
lutboxes or software LUT3D like some video editors… but it doesnʼt works
as you want, like a CAL1/CAL2 mode for every program.
If UC is avaliable deo factory sRGB amd AdobeRGB OSD modes, then use
them and ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL to correct itʼs white point.
If UC is not avaliable to those modes… then you canʼt, so your options here
are:
-save money for a NEC PA (currently Eizoʼs CS and CX are a worse option
by far)
-use color managed programs with a DisplayCAL calibrated “Custom
Color” OSD mode at itʼs native gamut
-get an AMD card and use its EDID gamut mapping to sRGB feature, and
try to load a GPU calibration on top of it if needed.
AFAIK gamut remapping feature on Windows desktop is not avaliable in
nvidia control panel but I am pretty confident that at least 10×0 geforce
series are HW capable of that. Contact nvidia, maybe there is a hidden
option.
AFAIK AMDʼs gammut remapping feature is limited to EDID->sRGB
(actually like a LUT3D withinput srGB and output EDID native gamut). This
feature is as old as ATIʼs highbitdepth LUT dithered ouptut (more than 10
years!) and was used to provide sRGB gamut for games and video content
on windows with the very first widegamuts without “emulated” sRGB
modes (I remember some HP models).
AMD “should” allow users to use that kind of feature with arbitrary RGB
primaries coordinates as input or output gamut, but AFAIK they donʼt…
This feature is actually like the “simplified” LUT3D present in Dells, LGs,
Benqs, HPs ane even CX/CS eizos: prelut (to linear, 3x1D) , matrix (for
gamut, 3×3), postlut (to gamma, 3x1D). Actually Eizo and HP doesnʼt call it
even a “LUT3D”, just LUT or matrix+LUT…and theyʼre right. Iʼve called it
simplified lut3d in my first article because some manufacturers advertise it
that way. Results are equal to a LUT3D and itʼs able to correct serious grey
neutrality issues in bad behaved panels. The drawback comes when you
try to emulate bigger gamuts like for example Rec2020 y relative
colorimetric to feed a GB-LED monitor with Rec2020 content without color
managed software. If you wantʼt to get more technical about it there is an
US patent (HP) with the description of how this process is done at HW
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level (US 20120013635 A1)
So… if such feature were avaliable to “users” with arbitrary input-output
coordinates for RGB primaries youʼll have “LUT3D”-like calibration
avaliable for every monitor, all done at GPU level with highbitdepth
dithered LUTs… but theyʼdonʼt (AFAIK, only AMD and only to move EDID
gamut to sRGB).
AMDʼs gamut remapping in current Crimson drivers have “tricky” naming.
They call it “Color Temperature”.
-If OFF, EDID gamut is moved to sRGB… which may match your needs.
-If ON and 6500K value (default), it does nothing (my guess is that EDID
white must match 6500K too, which usually is always true)
-If ON and other value than 6500K it tries to correct white point in GPUʼs
LUT HW, taking as true that monitor is D65 (my guess about EDID white =
D65) at itʼs current configuration.
****
Regarding your other questions
-drift=off with a LED monitor and a i1DisplayPro
-Spectral correction GB-LED from i1Profiler (RG_phosphor)… or CCSS
made by users (check them first! plot them in a spreadsheet RGBW CCSS
rows vs wavelength 2D plot, some of them are wrong!)
-ambient light off, always, unless you know what you are doing and you
really need it (read Argyll and Displaycal documentation)
-matrix profile should work without issue with these GB-LEDs, maybe
youʼll need a XYZLUT for your WGCCFL U2711
Reply

Floris Westerman
DECEMBER 14, 2016 AT 8>41 AM

Wow! Thanks again for your lengthy response!
I think I will stick with the non-UC CAL1 calibration, since the uniformity
is relatively well on my two monitors (around 2-3dE worst, but not too
noticeable). If I would have the money to buy 2 NEC PAs I would
probably buy the UP2715K instead :P Also Iʼm out of luck with my
GTX960 in this case, but so be it. Itʼs a rather new computer and I donʼt
fancy replacing components already, maybe in the future I will switch
back to AMD.
Currently this setup is already far better than before with the U2711s,
and my camera is not good enough to justify spending more money on
it, it simply wonʼt benefit me much more.
And again thanks for your quick response, I look forward to your last and
third post!
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Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 14, 2016 AT 9>43 AM

-PAs or CGs mean good uniformity + working software + bigger than
native gamut colorimetric intent LUT3D + emulation on the fly of
whatever ICM you want. Serious stuff… which you may not need,
maybe you just need “good enough uniformity” and run all these other
features on GPU/Software.
-Iʼll buy a UP2716D if I were on limited buget (affordable risks for the
price and pretty easy to evaluate uniformity with DisplayCAL to return
for refund), but I WONʼT buy a UP2715K if I can spend 1200 euro,
PA272W wins hands down.
-Write to nvidia, ask them if there is a way to enable in its drivers an
EDID to sRGB gamut emulation.

Karl
DECEMBER 13, 2016 AT 5>32 AM

Interesting, thanks for checking. Would be good to see the results for the
UP2716D with UC on as well. I assume you are on Windows and not Linux?
Reply

xPainter
OCTOBER 27, 2016 AT 6>22 PM

Hello, this is a very interesting article and its nice to read all this info although i donʼt
understand most stuff.
Because i really canʼt find answer anywhere, i though you can help me here :)
I am a professional digital painter/concept artist/photograph hobbyist and i am searching
for a good monitor with good color/uniformity and minimal ips glow and backlit bleed. The
thing is, after reading some article i wonder if going with an gb-led monitor like dell
up2716d will give me better colors in srgb space than a w-led monitor like asus pb279q. I
am very intresting of buying one of those two for proffessional work. I have gtx 780. Do i
need to buy a color calibrator even if i work with srgb? Also, if i have a non quadro/firepro
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will i be able to run dellʼs dci-p3 color space like apple monitors? I ask this because i
always watching apple displays having somewhat good intensity and color and i resently
find that they were using rgb-led backlit, even though i dont know if that makes a
difference while in srgb color space in relation to w-led. I would apreciate very much your
opinion, and if you can, advice me if the dell or the asus is a better monitor for me and if i
need to buy a calibrator even though i will work with srgb. Thank you :)
Reply

ColorConsultant
OCTOBER 28, 2016 AT 1>21 AM

-pb279q = AHVA (IPS-like from AUO), lower gamma (and “blue” white) than sRGB at
factory settings. Try with an 4k IPS/PLS (like P2715Q) rather than a 4k AHVA if you plan
to use it out of the box without colorimeter.
-” Do i need to buy a color calibrator even if i work with srgb?” white point and gamma
correction, plus profilling, like any other monitor. How bad is your monitor at factory
settings? Does it have neutral grey without coloration on a grey ramp? ectetera sRGBlike monitors “may not need” profiling to work out of the box (sRGB gamut or very close
to that), but their actual whitepoint, gamma and grey neutrality out of the box are not
guaranteed to be close to sRGB values.
-gamut (what you called colorspace) is given by monitor, not by graphics card. A good
graphics card for image editing like a Radeon, Firepro or Quadro grants smooth
gradients after calibration, some of them grant 10bit pipeline under certain programs
like Photoshop.
-Apple displays do not use RGB backlight. IDNK where did you read that, but itʼs not
true. Itʼs a crippled version of Dell UP2716D/Eizo CG318 backlight, crippled in green to
limit gamut to P3 and thus not being able to cover cian color present in offset printing.
RGB backlight was abandoned after LP2480zx, now they use cheaper versions like GBr led or RB-g, all of them, even NEC or EIZO.
Maybe you were talking about new iMac 5K P3 having a widegamut display, yes, they
are widegamut. Crippled green widegamut unable to show some some printed cians,
but widegamut after all.
Current widegamuts cover a larger ganut than sRGB in red and green and hence in cian
and yellow-magenta. They are meant to be used in color managed apps (like Photoshop
or GIMP) or at specific calibration configurations for specific image data feed to them
(video). Read my first article: photographylife.com/the-b…alibration
For actual comparison between iMac 5k p3 backlight and other widegamut options,
check out DisplayCALʼs colorimeter correcion database, look for “CCSS” files, “clean”
data a little (just take 4 last lines of data…in most of those CCSS files) and plot spectral
data in a spreadsheet.
First of all you (us) need to know your budget. Under 800 euro, and IF you only need
sRGB/Rec709 gamut (this is a condition), go with a P2715Q (4k, entry level) or Eizo
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EV27**W or Nec EA27*Wmi (2560×1440).The later ones “should” have better quality
control and more gamma options. If you need a widegamut display… youʼll be rolling
dices with color uniformity with that budget, sorry, your best chance in 27″ 2560×1440
will be an UP2716D but keep in mind that I cannot guarantee a good unit.
Reply

xPainter
OCTOBER 30, 2016 AT 6>04 PM

ColorConsultant, thank you very much for your fast response and advices. I was away
from pc for some days.
After reading some review p2715q is very attractive in terms of what you mentioned.
Indeed i need the best Srgb performance i can get out of the box. I will search for a local
store to calibrate my monitor to start with and then eventually i will buy my own
colorimeter.
My budget overall is 800 euros max.
I dont have a problem with buying a 2k. But to prefer that over 4k, i have to be relatively
sure that itʼs performance on Srgb, uniformity and ips glow+Blb will be somewhat
guaranteed over any 4k i have as an option. I was planning the 4k with 150% scaling on
windows 10 and use photoshop. if i go with 4k in the end…
I read the rec.709 article on wiki that you linked on your first article. Im not really sure. I
know i need srgb because simply the internet works with it.
I didnt know radeon cards grand good smooth gradients after calibration…good to know. I
suppose over nvidias gtx since you donʼt mentioned them. i have gtx 780 btw. Maybe i will
prefer radeon better the next time i will upgrade. (since i dont work with 10 bit now and am
a little bit of a casual gamer, to prefer quadro or firepro).
Indeed you are right. I suppose i donʼt even have an idea of how wide color gamut works
and itʼs backlit types. After i checked in tftcentrals panel database i saw variations like
(RB-led, B+R&G LED,GB-r-LED etc. ) I need to search more of these in the future if i
decide i need wide gamut the years coming.
And yes i show it from 5k imac and indeed its not as i thought.
I have no idea of the things you told me about ccss files. I tried to do the things you told
me with the sheets and stuff but with the knowledge i have nothing makes sense to me
right now. Sorry. I guess if i really did need that much accuracy in color representation
details , i would knew about all this by now. :/
Basically i have worked and i wish/plan to work for clients with printed card games. Not
only them but they will also be a major part together with device games. I havent ever
read an article or something about how they print or specific requirements about the
proccess. i only now about the image crafting they require. And by now they havent ever
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mention to me anything practical about the things we are talking about nor i have ever
heard some top industry artist to tell info about anything. Im sure some of them print in a
way that a wide color gamut monitor could be usefull. But maybe they dont care. Still, i
want to be as close as i can to the production of the industry i belong. I used an old
samsung syncmaster with out of the box setttings and i discovered the colors are insanely
off, when i compared it side by side with a dell u2414h. The colors were out of control redish and “dull”. I discovered images i was sending to people was different from what i was
thinking.
I guess i will go with one of those you suggested to me, i was impressed also with some
reviews on LG (ud68(4k), 27mu67-b and 27mb85r-b) about their performance in color
and glow/bleed. But i guess since you didnt mention these in my price range they arenʼt
worth it? especially for ud68, i read people compare it with the dell p2715q which is
probably what im thinking to go with right now.
Sorry for going a little bit away from threadʼs subject. I just wanted a good opinion from
people that know things better than me and of course learn some new info about the
whole calibration thing. I really appreciate it. :)
Reply

ColorConsultant
OCTOBER 31, 2016 AT 6>00 AM

CCSS: read my first article, then go to wikipedia link and see where CIE XYZ
coordinates come from. Each one is an integral of emited spectum “weigthed” by an
observer senttivity curve… like our eyes.
i1DisplayPro stores in its firmware its own observer curve, supposedly measured in
factory. Then you can feed CIE1931observer with a SPD (spectral power distribution) an
get CIE XYZ coordinates, and also feed i1DisplayPro own “observer” with the same SPD
data. Sice both observers are feed with the same SPD, you can compute a
transformation (matrix) to “move” measurements from i1DisplayPro observer to CIE
1931 observer with high accuracy.
LG widegamuts have the worst quality control Iʼve ever seen, avoid them.
IDNK all WLEDs (sRGB ones from LG) but from your list 27mu67-B is uselles rubbish,
prad.de may give them a PAID “very good” but if you read the small print of iundividual
test you realize how low-grade (uniformity) or how bad (grey ramp at factory settings) it
is.
LG27ud68 is not reviewed at all and they give it a “very good” with actual data…funny
I know nothing about 27mb85r-b.
Beware reviews, even from prad.de, look for *individual tests*, actual data and *try to
figure out if the test itselft is reliable*.
As an example, Tom hardware measures uniformity, but they give a mean value which is
useless. I donʼt care if my monitor has a MEAN of 1.5dE and thus labeled as
“unnoticeable”, I would be worried that it has a pretty good uniformity (low mean) BUT it
has a few ugly red or green spots located at 2/5 or 4/5 colums.
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Same goes to TFTCentral that only measures brightness uniformity, or pcmonitors that
measures uniformity in dE units (brightness +tint, in one number). I want to see actual
“tint” measure because it is what worries me with current displays and current (lack of)
quality control.
Same goes to self claimed reviews even measure how good is factory white just by a
comparison of CCT/CDT against 6500K value, but I (you) want to see if out of the box is
“white” (not pink, not green).
Anyway, prad.de ussually is a very good source of actual data for customers (even the
only one fro some models), *IIF* you look for specific test without spending your time in
its…”imaginative” writting which sometimes magically transforms measured “grade D”
displays in “very good” ones.
Regarding your questions about printed card games, you should compare (DisplayCAL
for example, ArgyllCMS VRML models) some standard offset printing profiles to an
averge sRGB monitor profile (driver ICC profile, EDID, ICCv2 from a review…). Than you
can see “where” that monitor is not going to show that printable color.
If this is not important for your works, go with WLED sRGB QHD or 4k, if the lack of
cian-green is a worry… consider a widegamut display (24″ 1920×1200 or 27″ QHD with
your current budget).
I cannot make that choice for you.
PD: SDK issues discused in this article does not apply to LG WLED models (sRGB), just
to widegamut ones. LG software comes with Xriteʼs WLED spectral correction for
i1DisplayPro.
Reply

ColorConsultant
OCTOBER 31, 2016 AT 6>03 AM

CCSS: read my first article, then go to wikipedia link and see where CIE XYZ
coordinates come from. Each one is an integral of emited spectum “weigthed” by an
observer senttivity curve… like our eyes.
i1DisplayPro stores in its firmware its own observer curve, supposedly measured in
factory. Then you can feed CIE1931observer with a SPD (spectral power distribution) an
get CIE XYZ coordinates, and also feed i1DisplayPro own “observer” with the same SPD
data. Sice both observers are feed with the same SPD, you can compute a
transformation (matrix) to “move” measurements from i1DisplayPro observer to CIE
1931 observer with high accuracy.
LG widegamuts have the worst quality control Iʼve ever seen, avoid them.
IDNK all WLEDs (sRGB ones from LG) but from your list 27mu67-B is useless monitor,
prad.de may give them a PAID “very good” but if you read the small print of individual
test you realize how low-grade (uniformity) or how bad (grey ramp at factory settings) it
is.
LG27ud68 is not reviewed at all and they give it a “very good” with actual data…funny
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I know nothing about 27mb85r-b.
Beware reviews, even from prad.de, look for *individual tests*, actual data and *try to
figure out if the test itselft is reliable*.
As an example, Tom hardware measures uniformity, but they give a mean value which is
useless. I donʼt care if my monitor has a MEAN of 1.5dE and thus labeled as
“unnoticeable”, I would be worried that it has a pretty good uniformity (low mean) BUT it
has a few ugly red or green spots located at 2/5 or 4/5 colums.
Same goes to TFTCentral that only measures brightness uniformity, or pcmonitors that
measures uniformity in dE units (brightness +tint, in one number). I want to see actual
“tint” measure because it is what worries me with current displays and current (lack of)
quality control.
Same goes to self claimed reviews even measure how good is factory white just by a
comparison of CCT/CDT against 6500K value, but I (you) want to see if out of the box is
“white” (not pink, not green).
Anyway, prad.de ussually is a very good source of actual data for customers (even the
only one fro some models), *IIF* you look for specific test without spending your time in
its…”imaginative” writting which sometimes magically transforms measured “grade D”
displays in “very good” ones.
Regarding your questions about printed card games, you should compare (DisplayCAL
for example, ArgyllCMS VRML models) some standard offset printing profiles to an
averge sRGB monitor profile (driver ICC profile, EDID, ICCv2 from a review…). Than you
can see “where” that monitor is not going to show that printable color.
If this is not important for your works, go with WLED sRGB QHD or 4k, if the lack of
cian-green is a worry… consider a widegamut display (24″ 1920×1200 or 27″ QHD with
your current budget).
I cannot make that choice for you.
PD: SDK issues discused in this article does not apply to LG WLED models (sRGB), just
to widegamut ones. LG software comes with Xriteʼs WLED spectral correction for
i1DisplayPro.
Reply

xPainter
NOVEMBER 1, 2016 AT 6>30 AM

Wow, thatʼs a lot of usefull info. Thank you very much for your advices.
I will have to read and learn some stuff first before jump to buying one of the monitors you
suggested. If i make it with all these, i ll post some qestions about the things i didʼt find
out with research.
I saw p2715q in a shop out of the box…i wasnʼt able to observe carefully itʼs black levels
etc. becase the lightsources there were too intense, no point at it. But i liked it. If i will go
with that, i ll make sure i ll get rev a02 because the first one has problems. it was working
with an amd rx*** card. I also saw the 5k imac with the “wide” gamut. Hadnʼt seen any
before. Impressive, even though it works as you said with the light performance
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mentioned. Anyway, thank you again.
Reply

Igor
NOVEMBER 1, 2016 AT 12>05 PM

Hi!
Thank you so much for this article and also for your time to respond on our questions!
I am very eager to read your 3rd article – when do you expect it will be released?
Recently I own Dell UP2414Q and Wacom Cintiq13 HD Touch. For longer time I have
serious concerns what I am doing wrong – my colors are different on these two devices, or
between 3 computers… But now I hope that with the information I´ve got here I know, how
to calibrate my displays properly.
Still, can you ask you – which monitor would you recommend to me – I am professional
photographer, most of my work is for online purposes (websites), but some also for prints
(flyers, booklets etc.). So I think I should have very good WG display, it does not need to
be 4K, let´s say Full HD is enough and 24″ is more then enough (with my UP2414Q I
would have not enough space on my table for larger monitor). I really want monitor on
which I could rely (all of these things you are writing)…
Maybe in 3 different budget ranges, e.g. A/ bellow 500-600€ B/between A and 1000€ and
C/more then 1000€.
I am on WIN10 with 970GTX and x-rite i1display pro (which I bought to be able properly
calibrate Dell monitor – before I was using Spyder Pro3).
Thank you very much!
Reply

ColorConsultant
NOVEMBER 5, 2016 AT 6>56 AM

3rd article was sent to Nasrim months ago, but I think he is busy traveling for new
articles. 3rd article is ore or less a guide to DisplayCAL and how to perform a white
point and gray correction to these Dells (and even the inacurate SW2700PT internal
calibration) with the help o GPU.
If you read carefully DisplayCAL documentation… itʼs almost all there (more or less
explained)
UP2414Q is a widegamut GB-LED, Cintiq 13 is a sRGB WLED. Your Cintinq is meant to
work with sRGB images or if you need wider colorspaces, use softproof options of your
drawing software in order to spot where are colors that you cannot seen in that screen.
Then you can move that image to UP2414Q and see it with actual colors.
Get an AMD card with the same computing power of that GTX. You wonʼt be able to
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performs huge corrections to DCCS calibration with that GPU (stuff covered in 3rd
article)… IF you need those corrections, maybe DCCS is working flawless because your
UP2414Q had very good grey neutrality out of the box so no GPU calibraton is neede
and your 970GTX wonʼt mess things.
Regarding models, short list (EU prices, you may live in Itally but buy ths stuff online in
Germany as an example): about 650euro UP2716D (but you will be rolling dice for good
uniformity), 1000 euro Multisync PA272W, 1300 euro CG2420 (CG, not CS, awesome
contrast but 24″ 1920×1200), 1700 euro Spectraview PA272W….and then jump to the
3000euro leage with NEC PA322UHD and Eizo CG318.
Staw away from current Eizo CSs and all LGs… but IF you read carefully this article and
understand its LIMITATIONS there is a widegamut Samsung 32″ 4k (1400euro, maybe, I
donʼt remember current prices).
HP z32x may be another good one (widegamut 32″ 4k), but Iʼve not see it…I can only
say that its software comes with poper spectral corrections as do Dells.
First of all check how your UP2414Q performs, maybe you do not need to buy a new
one.
Reply

Filip
NOVEMBER 23, 2016 AT 12>59 PM

My brightness is at 70 and contrast at 80.
When I calibrate with the i1, Iʼve set the luminance to 80 cd/m2 and AdobeRGB.
I see a little difference in color, but my screen isnʼt getting any darker.
Where can I set it to exactly 80 cd/m2
Reply

Filip
NOVEMBER 23, 2016 AT 1>00 PM

Itʼs a Dell 2715K with a windows 10 machine
Reply

ColorConsultant
NOVEMBER 24, 2016 AT 1>18 AM

Your explanation is very short, there are some unkown details. First of all check that you
have enabled DDC/CI in monitorʼs OSD.
-if you meant to say with “When I calibrate with the i1” that you use “DCCS” (hardware
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calibration), set preset AdobeRGB in software (NOT in monitor OSD!), set 80cd/m2 as
target… and it did not get desired brightness… then check out logs (user home –
AppData – Roaming – some dell or Xrite folder, I donʼt remember). There should be a list
of commands set to monitor, including brightness at the last steps. If there were errors,
you should discover them in that log files (text files).
-if you meant to say that you use i1Profiler (colorimeter software), then you ned to
switch to “Custom color” OSD mode, then you have to enable DDC/CI in monitorʼs OSD
if want “full auto”. Otherwise, while in Custom color mode, configure i1Profiler to change
OSD controls manually (RGB gain – offset for white point), and brightness/contrast for
your desired cd/m2 target. You can use ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL as an i1Profiler
alternative with manual mode. Best results here with a Quadro or AMD card.
Reply

Filip
NOVEMBER 24, 2016 AT 3>44 AM

I used the DCCS software. I have to check if I have enabled DDC/CI in monitorʼs OSD.
Can it be, that I have to manualy select the “cal1” in the monitor instead of AdobeRGB?
I use a MSI Geforce 1060.
Reply

ColorConsultant
NOVEMBER 24, 2016 AT 4>19 AM

DCCS modifies CAL1 or CAL2, nothing else. After DCCS do its job, your monitor should
be in CAL1/CAL2 mode without user modification of OSD menu modes. Measure its
brightness at THAT particular OSD mode (DisplayCAL or other software, toolscalibrated screen report). If measured brightness is very dfferent from your target value,
look for further info in the logs.
Reply

Mark Taylor
DECEMBER 12, 2016 AT 7>39 AM

Thank you for your excellent articles about color management, is this the 2nd one
promised in this series ? In the “color management basics” it was said there will be 3
articles from you about the subject. Somehow related, do you care to comment about Dell
(and other manufacturers) wide gamut notebook screens (Dell XPS 15 4k – Sharp Igzo,
Dell Precision 5510, etc).
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Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 12, 2016 AT 8>10 AM

Yes, this is the 2nd.
3rd was sent to Nasrim 4 or 5 months ago… ask him. It covers GPU calibration
correction with ArgyllCMS in order to solve this DCCS issues but its recepits could be
used to other monitors.
Reply

conrmon
JANUARY 17, 2017 AT 5>07 AM

Hi Color Consultant and thanks for the very informative article. Could I ask your advice
please:
I have two benQ sw2700pt displays. The original is expected back to Amazon asap before
they charge me as I marked it a defective due to a magenta/pink tint on the left. The
second, my replacement, had the same issue worse. Amazon originally didnʼt want to
cover the majority of the cost of shipping a 12kg box back but a quick enquiry fixed the
matter. However, I get the feeling I may meet some opposition to attempt this again when I
mark the replacement monitor as being needed to be returned also. The idea of infinitely
replacing a monitor until I get lucky with a good one seems far fetched in my case.
Given that:
1/ I stretched my budget going for a sw2700pt, need a large colour accurate monitor
2/ I have to accept thereʼll be some issues as Iʼm certainly in the ‘budgetʼ area despite
paying double what a gaming monitor of the same size would cost
3/ knowing a bit about the likelihood of getting worse replacement monitors and dealing
with the increased difficulty of customer support for returns in the UK with Amazon and
BenQ (versus their American counterparts)
Should I just keep my original and return the replacement?
I actually start to feel Iʼm being too fussy about the original when editing most photos as I
see no problems, bar the subconscious nagging that one corner might be subtly redder
than it is. However, if I open an Illustrator or InDesign document later I keep being
bothered by the noticeable warmer tint down that side of the monitor. If I could see into
the future and know there was any way of getting this monitor through replacements that
didnʼt have a visible cast to it, Iʼd do it in a second. But if I could see that it would involve
arguments with customer support, massive disappointments from getting more
replacements with the same problem, and possibly wishing Iʼd kept the original as it was
the least bad out of the lot, Iʼd do that.
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You canʼt see the future too but seem to have familiarity with the repeat issues and the
industry and Iʼm wondering if youʼve any advice on what youʼd do?
————————–
Measurements of the original monitor:
Its luminosity and (k)WP deviations are not particularly awful from what Iʼve seen from
others, at about 6% max off white, about 12% off dark grey for luminance and about
-180(k) off white and grey and -240(k) off dark grey in a suspect corner. This was all
measured with iProfiler uniformity test and your discussion of needing to use Delta C to
get a better feel for colour casts matches my experience as I have a magenta/pink cast on
the left side that others donʼt have as prominently, yet I have a lower (k) deviation than
some. Iʼm currently going through DisplayCal to see if I can find its Delta C deviations. The
pink cast is subtle, in that I sometimes donʼt notice it immediately when looking at a
neutral blank screen but after my eyes adjust I certainly see a tinge of muddy pink
covering a quarter of the display in the bottom left. The replacement has the same issue
covering half the left side.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JANUARY 17, 2017 AT 8>37 AM

Hi @conrmon
Information about uniformity is in my first article, here:
photographylife.com/the-b…alibration
And of course Kelvin CCT is not a valid measure. There are several colors that will share
the same CCT but some are “green whites” and others “pink whites”. There is a diagram
on that article with curve segments at the same CCT that may help you understand that
point.
So given a white point in the center and taking it as “white” (true or not) you want to
measure the color distance to other points in the screen. Using the proper meaning of
“distance” that means deltaE2000 distance, a very “perceptually uniform” definition of
color distance for human vision. Hence in order to pass ISO 12646:(insert year)
uniformity requirements, color uniformity should be less than X dE (actually is defined in
uv distance and brightness, but just to simplify this stuff).
That ISO requirement is not easy to meet. Iʼm pretty sure that ALL these affordable 27″
in 600-800 euro range wonʼt meet it without some kind of uniformity compensation.
But you can get a “good enough” unit.
Letʼs get back to distance. Such deltaE2000 distance includes in its value “brightness”
distance because two neutral greys shoud have some “color distance” between them.
All of these mid-low end monitors will sufer some brightness drop near the borders,
-10% -15% is “normal” in theses displays (uniformity compensation features OFF).
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Normal does not mean good, just hat it happens very often.
If you take deltaE measurements for uniformity, then such brightness errors will be
taken into account and just by a number you wonʼt notice green magenta casts that you
worry about. You may event dont care about if the cast is pink or green just that there is
an awful colored cast in some points of screen: you are looking for deltaC uniformity
measurements.
By default DisplayCAL 3.x reports an HTML file win uniformity in deltaE and ISO
constraits. If you click on deltaE unit name it will change to others, deltaC is one of
them. Checkout your values. For these monitors a few 2dC values are very likely to
happen (usually minimum of 2 or 3 in a 5×5 grid). If you do not like that then you must
save money for some higher end model (very good ones about 1000 euro, NEC MS
PA272W)
Some high or mid-lowend monitors have a uniformity compensation feature. At the
expense of contrast which is partialy lost, you gain color and brightness uniformity.
Some mid or low end models even do not offer uniformity compensation for color, just
brightness… so these models wonʼt be able to fix these magenta-green casts if they
happen.
AFAIK there is no uniformity compensation avaliable to SW2700PT… so you wonʼt be
able to fix it. Is as basd as it lookek and wonʼt get better. As soon as you open the box,
plugin in the monitor, show a white or grey fullscreen image and wait for a while to color
to stabilize… what you see wonʼt improve. Usually it gets worse on warm white points
and low brightness configurations.
Prad.de review (data in deltaC) of that model shown “common” behavior for these midlow end models (600-700 euro) but “good enough” for most users (2dC). But
remember, itʼs just an unit measured and if manufacturer does not keep a very good
quality control other units may vary. Thatʼs what happened to you.
Some users in spanish canon DSLR forums reported worse results that pradʼs:
www.canonistas.com/galer…q_2700.jpg
Very bad indeed.
Keep in mind that “good enough” definition may not be the same for you. Anyway, IMHO
I wonʼt keep a 3dC fault in a 27″ 700 euro model. Ask those people you talk about with
“perfect” SW2700PT for actual data, not fancy words, even a picture of their screens
with white or gey fullscreen image and compere them to yours.
You may have just a few 2dC cells in the grid, but if it really bothers you, donʼt keep it.
Alternatives in the same price range I think that are limited to Dell UP2716D. Itʼs pretty
much the same as SW2700PT… and same Quality control which leads to teh same
probability of uniformity issues given its price… but UP2716D has uniformity
compensation (UC) feature although a limited one.
You can only enable UC in “Custom color” or Standard OSD mode, not in CAL1/CAL2
OSD modes with hardware calibration (like Benq, 2 slots for storing internal calibration),
and if enabled it locks RGB gain and offset controls.
That means you can use the monitor with UC=ON(color cast removed to some extent, if
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present), have it calibrated to near native white (D65, or even D58) full native gamut, all
done in graphics card LUT. AMD and Quadros cards have high bitdepth LUTs (10 or
12bit) and have dithered outputs, so even in a 8bit dvi connection will give you smooth
gradients after calibration, without banding artifacts (non color managed images). Here
some users report that ArgyllCMS 1.9.x solved geforce banding issues over HDMI or DP
at least for 900 series, so yo may get the same with current Geforces.
I mean, you can use them with UC=ON even with these limitations. “D50 paper white”
calibration will be huge for GPU but users may give it a try.
On the other side if you get a good enough UP2716D and do not need to set UC=ON,
Dellʼs software does not allow L* gamma in CAL1 or CAL2… and Benq does.
If you put all these things together, IMHO UP2716D is a safest choice: calibration could
be done in GPU for every monitor, but uniformity cannot be fixed in GPU right now.
Dellʼs UP2516D (25 inch 2560×1440 widegamut) has a very bad quality control, avoid
that model. Uniformity compensation may fix it and make it suitable for GPU calibration,
but with UP2561D there isnʼt even the chance to get a good one without enable than
uniformity compensation feature.
Also read my comment from a few days ago regarding EDRs. These “QLED” does not
seem to be “GB-LED” nor “RGBLED” ***in the meaning of Xrite EDR samples*** for
spectral correcion suitable for Xriteʼs driver (wich argyllCMS and DisplayCAL do not
need).
There are some samples of SW2700pT spectral power distribution avaliable to public:
www.ixbt.com/monit…00pt.shtml
Its red is narrower than my first guess “GBLED” (which was wrong), but much wider
than Xrite EDR for RGBLED. AFAIK Xrite has not published EDR update for that kind of
backlight… so Benq wonʼt be able to fix their software while using Xriteʼs SDK untill Xrite
add that EDR, but you could ask these russian guys for CCSS sample suitable for
DisplayCAL.
You can even build a CCSS given this image (native gamut not smaller gamut emulation
active):
www.ixbt.com/monit…rum-07.jpg
An ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL CCSS file is just a text file with “height” for each wavelength,
for each channel (RGBW = 4 samples). You only need an image editor, a spreadsheet…
and some hours from your time.
As always, individual performance of wrong Spectral Correction applied to an
i1DisplayPro (and its different flavors) is up to its spectral sensivity stored in firmware. A
batch of i1d3s with “perfect” x-bar equal to CIE 1931 2º standard observer wonʼt care
about this.
Dump spectral response (“SAVE_SPECTRA”) from your i1d3 with the help of ArgyllCMS
to find the flaws of your particular instrument in order to locate wavelengths where
spectral corrections will modify more your particular instrument readings. i1DisplayPros
are very close to CIE 1931 2º observer in reds.
Reply
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Nick
JANUARY 30, 2017 AT 6>36 AM

Hi ColorConsultant,
You mentioned “Stay away from current Eizo CS”. Does this also apply to the new Eizo
CS2730?
How about EA244uhd, are they generally known for good uniformity? Since uniformity
compensation on this model only allows on/off instead of 5 levels as on NEC PA, I assume
that the only way to preserve good contrast on this monitor is to be lucky enough to get
one with good uniformity, right?
Thanks!
Reply

ColorConsultant
JANUARY 31, 2017 AT 3>30 AM

No, I meant CS2420 and CS270 wich are the “crippled contrast” models, check the
date of each comment because as time moves forward new models became avaliable in
your/my country (which may not appear at the same pace).
CS2730 has expected contrast for these IPS/IPS-like displays, good color uniformity out
of the box (plus on/off color&brightness uniformity). Good price for its features
(1000euro), pretty good model.
AFAIK all these CS/CX use a lut-matrix-lut (like these Dells, witch is good enough to
emulate sRGB/AdobeRGB colorspaces), not a lut+LUT3D as PAs or CGs (arbitrary
screen emulation), but Eizos usually supports 24/25/30p on all models so which to buy
is up to your needs.
Related to your question, newer CG2420/CG2730 behaves the same way as CS2730
(no LUT3D) but 1500>1 superb contrast. Keep in mind that an external LUT3D is an
option and that could be used on other displays (TVs and such), buy once, plug in many
devices.
Lots of options in the 1000-1800euro range but optimal choice for your money is up to
your needs… but I would discard CS2420(unless ultra low budget softpoof only
monitor), CS270 and all current CXs (which are not bad monitors, but CG2420/CS2730
offer equal or better features, and price)
About EA244UHD your first concert is to have a GPU able to drive it (DP & HDMI
requirements & limitations, checkout NEC website and monitor documentation),and if
such high dpi is suitable for you.
Regarding UC=ON/OFF, color uniformity with UC OFF and contrast in these “semipremium” models your main concern is to not choose CS2420/CS270. I do not know
other premium or semipremum model with these issues as those two models.
Anyway itʼs an EA model, not a PA and AFAIK no LUT3D if you wish to emulate other
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screens (as CS/CXs models). Itʼs an entry semipremium 4k from NEC, no LUT3D (AFAIK
lut matrix for smaller gamut emulation), no 24/25p and HDMI limited to 30Hz on native
resolution. If you have DP1.2 and for general or photo use your main concern will be if
you want that high dpi (24″ 4k). If you want the whole pack the you have to save money
(much money) for CG248-4k or MS PA322UHD-2 (in EU that means the cheap
Multisync version) or other more expensive models
Reply

Nick
JANUARY 31, 2017 AT 8>35 AM

Thanks ColorConsultant for the excellent feedback. Iʼm currently still on a good old
NEC MS 2180UX which has served me very well for many years. My use case is that I
spend only 10% on photo editing and 90% on office applications (reading / writing).
Especially for the latter I would like to switch to a high DPI display. And even with only
10% photo editing I still want to do things right so my preference is with NEC or Eizo
wide gamut models with hardware calibration. PA322UHD-2 would be great but
exceeds my budget and workspace. My ideal display would be a 27″ UHD display, but
afaik only NEC is offering one (EA275UHD) and itʼs only sRGB. So Iʼll have to make
compromises towards size, gamut or resolution. Difficult choice :-)
Reply

matteo
JANUARY 31, 2017 AT 12>33 PM

Hi ColorConsultant,
I have a DUCCS Crash software problem between my Dell UP2616D and macbook pro
early 2105 – 13,3″ (OS X Sierra software).
When i open DUCCS with 1Display Pro x-rite and click on Display Calibration “Start
Measurement” i see the crash of DUCCS (Basic and Advanced mode)
The same things does not happen if i click to test Uniformity Panel Test or Quality Colors
Test.
Could you help me?
Sorry for my english i write you from Italy.
Best Regards
Matteo
Reply
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ColorConsultant
FEBRUARY 1, 2017 AT 2>57 AM

UP2616D does not exist, I think you meant 25 or 27.
Uniformity and Pattern measure does not send calibration data to your monitor, just
sends color patches to your screen (as any other application do) and reads
measurements for your probe.
DCCS is failing when sending or reading DDC/CI commands to your monitor.
Usually DCCS write log information file to some folder in userʼs $HOME. For windows it
was located in user home/Appdata/Roaming, I think… I do not remember well. Check for
hideen folder in you userʼs home for actual OSX log location, or search in system log
folder.
Why does it fail? Letʼs try to make a TODO checklist
-Check that you plugged in USB computer cable to your macbook, do not use USB
hubs.
-Try to do not plug your i1DisplayPro to monitorʼs USB but to macbookʼs USB
-Do not plug daisy chain monitors to your Dell.
-Disable DP 1.2 if that option is present in your OSD menu
-Try to use latest DCCS version
-First UP25/UP27 unit needed a firmware udate in order to work with DCCS. Firmware
update program AFAIK was limited to MS Windows platform. Check if you unit is
affected (contact Dell) and DO NOT TRY to update firmware inside a MS Windows
virtual machine guest running on your OSX host, do it in a MS Window PC or non
virtualized Windows running in your macbook.
-Do not change OSD preset while DCCS is opened. DCCS changes to CAL1/CAL2 on its
own.
After you have checked all of these situations, if DCCS fails look for log cash info and
contact Dell… but keep in mind that as long as Dell does not test its software in Apple
propietary HW…usually they wonʼt care about such complains.
Anyway, DCCS log file (itʼs a text file) may give you a hint of which command is failing
and what to check.
Reply

matteo
FEBRUARY 1, 2017 AT 8>33 AM

Hi my Friend,
First of all Thank you to your support, you are really Gentle person.
Second iʼm sorry to wrote you the wrong model: yes, i have UP2516D .
Now everything works, finally.
I read all your checklist, everything was right (firmware and updates especially) but i
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missed to disable DP 1.2: connect 1Display Pro to Mac USB and left the Intuos Pen
cable from USB Mac the DCCS works
I am not sure but i think the problem should be the DP 1.2…
Profiled RGB on CAL2 and sRGB on CAL1, UC OFF, it seems not so bad job)
I know this model is not perfect and problems are a lot (backlighting and grey-roe tint
from left to right screen) bu for now, i can work. Next model will be Eizo (CG) or Nec
for sure.
Thanks a lot for now, i will follow you on Facebook page and there too).
Best Regards,
ciao from Italy
Matteo Platania
www.matteoplatania.com
Reply

Goran
APRIL 23, 2017 AT 2>42 PM

Hello ColorConsultant,
Your posts are a true treasure. This is nowhere to be found in once place. Thank you so
much.
I bought Dell UP3216Q recently and i1 Pro to go along. I expected banding after hardware
calibration with DUCS but I thought to give it a shot. Surprisingly Dell corrected the issue.
No banding at all. Firmware M2T103, DUCS 5.1.12. Display Cal with RG Phosphor
correction did however produce banding afterwards. When I have more time I will
experiment further but for the moment the hardware calibration works fine.
Once again thank you so much.
Reply

ColorConsultant
APRIL 27, 2017 AT 2>52 PM

There are several types of banding. When I talked here about banding I meant banding
caused by calibration itseft (read my first article) and that kind of banding could be
spotted by eye displaying a smooth 8bit gradient in a NON color managed enviroment.
For example lagom gradient on MS Edge or Internet Explorer.
In that situations even a huge 10dE whitepoint correction done in GPU LUT, like in an
ArgyllCMS calibration without touching RGB gains in monitorʼs OSD, it should not and
will not render banding artifacts with your hardware if:
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-ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL LUT loader is used (not basiccolorʼs, not Windows which
discard lowbitdepth information past 8th bit)
-using AMD drivers (Windows), some users rerported in the past that GNU free drivers
on linux did not enable LUT dithered outputs, IDNK current state of such drivers.
So if you see banding after DisplayCAL calibration is loaded and you met the conditions
explained, there must be some software problema in your system. Given the text nature
of this comments I cannot help you with that.
If you donʼt see banding in non color managed programs, but you see banding in
Photoshop or DXO or NX or Canon DPP or GIMP when displaying smooth “synthetic”
gradients, this is banding caused by color management rounding errors. It could be
solved by two kinds of solutions:
-dithering: try to open 10bit gradient (like the one you can use to test 10bit workflow) in
LRʼs Develop module or Capture One. These programs should not display banding, itʼs a
trick similar to GPU LUT dithering covered on 1st article. I thinks that apple do the same
for newer macbooks (there are not 10bit, but upon 10bit activation in PS, Appleʼs
custom driver for intel GPU does dithering in canvas OpenGL rectangle… so most users
belive that they are 10bit).
-10bit workflow, which Nasrim covered in an article time ago. Thay means that they
make you buy overpriced K620 and such. For most users the dithering solution will be
the best and cheapest… but Photoshop marketing team does not think in the same way.
Anyway, there are ways to make this color managemet induced banding “look better”
even if you cant rid of it. One is to use a less accurate profile description of the display
(single TRC curve equal for the three channels evne ther actual response is not equal)
instead of complex an accurate LUT or table profiles. This way color managed programs
“corrects less”, which has some drawbacks but if you are a web designer or illustrator
(so you use lotʼs of synthetic gradients) is the way to go IMHO.
P.D: Iʼm happy that you can use DCCS without issues.
Reply

ColorConsultant
APRIL 27, 2017 AT 3>07 PM

If you see banding in non color managed programs, try to download a tool from
Microsoft and Sysinternals called “Autoruns”.
Look for programs launched on Userʼs Logon, like gamma loaders form Xrite,
Basiccolor… and disable them (Admin rights needed). Of course do not disable
DisplayCALs LUT loader, it needs to run on startup.
Also make sure that Windows LUT loader (called “use windows calibration”) is disabled.
Itʼs covered in the last part of this article.
If there was an issue and you needed to disable, reboot and see if itʼs solved, if not then
try to force DisplayCAL to install your DisplayCALʼs profile again.
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Reply

Goran
APRIL 23, 2017 AT 3>26 PM

I meant i1 Display Pro. I have AMD 290 gaming card in my rig currently.
Reply

Nick
MAY 24, 2017 AT 6>09 AM

Hi ColorConsultant,
Coming back to Benq wide gamut displays, they have now a 31.5″ 4K AdobeRGB model,
the SW320. From what I can find online, there is a high chance that this model is based on
the 31.5 wide gamut 4K LCD panel from Sharp. This particular panel has WLED and not
GB-LED. Would this mean that the Palette Master Elements software with the “wrong”
Xrite SDK can accurately measure it with an i1 Display Pro? Is there any way to verify if the
latest version of Palette Master Elements is still using the “wrong” (old) SDK?
Thanks!
Nick
Reply

ColorConsultant
MAY 25, 2017 AT 12>44 PM

If thet call it WLED, that “WLED” is not an “WLED”. If they call it “WLED” and itʼs a
widegamut its backlight is akin to new CGs or Widegamut TVs from Sony. That means
blue spike, green spike but a red spectral distribution has two very narrow spikes. That
is a “new Widegamut WLED”… *IF* that BENQ really uses that. Those new Widegamut
WLED are similar too to new P3 iMac but they (I mean “Not mac monitors”) have better
green for AdobeRGB/eciRGBv2 cyans than Appleʼs iMac which is very limited for
photo/printing purposes.
If it is not a “new WLED” then it is likely a QLED like SW2700PT (single right moved red
spike in a SPD vs wavelenth plot).
No Xrite SDK has those two backlight EDRs so all kind sof software using EDRs wonʼt
measure it properly with a colorimeter unless your particular instrument matches CIE
1931 2º standard observer to a high degree. That means that you may end with a
green/magenta cast in whitepoint.
i1DisplayPros are very good colorimeters, very similar to CIE 1931 2º observer and with
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a very high inter instrument agreement, but you may end with such color cast in white.
We are talking about 3-4dE for QLED, new WLED (double red spike) and about 4-5dE
for GBLED for raw uncorrected i1d3 measurements for a “normal” i1d3.
DisplayCAL can measure them properly with CCSS/CMX, but it wonʼt write internal
LUT3D in those monitors, just graphics card LUT.
Eizoʼs CGs have a built-in colorimeter which is matrix lab-grade-spectrophotomerter
profiled for its particular backlight, no no problem there.
There is some stupid guy who is “trolling” user made DisplayCALʼs spectral correction
database so SW320 listed there is a fake/clone of an LG model. There is “too much”
paid reviews for these SW2700/SW320, too much intoxication. Benq should invest more
money on QC for panels than in such “advertisement”.
And the last BUT MOST IMPORTANT REASON: SW320 lacks of any kind of COLOR
uniformity compensation, so it is a utterly rubbish monitor with a 1500 euro label. The
bigger the panel and the less money invested in QC panels from manufacturer, the
higher the odds for getting a rubish monitor with a green cast on the left an d an ugly
cast on the right.
I said “color”, not “brightness”. “Usually” darkening in corners is not an issue but green
magenta cast across de screen is epidemic on those low end monitors like current Dells
and those Benqs
If you cannot afford one of the big ones like PA322UHD (cheap Multisync for 2500 euro,
Spectraview for +1000) or Eizo CG318-4k (more expensive but beware that ther is no
HDMI 2.0!) then get a GOOD but somehow affordable 27″ QHD widegamut monitor like
Multisync PA272W/CS2730 (1000 euro).
Right now -and I mean May 2017- going to Benq or Dell for a widegamut ITʼS A WASTE
OF MONEY AND TIME… but at least Dell has color uniformity compensation (but once
enabled it blocks HW calibration and you need to use DisplayCAL to fix grey ramp and
white point.
Right now the deal breaker for a hobbyst/pro with limited budget is CS2730: 1000€, free
HW calibration software, widegamut GBLED 1000>1. Itʼs just 300 euro more than
CURRENT Dell and Benq toys. PA272W has some nice extra features but you need NEC
software to use them at full potential and some limitations with low Hz video inputs… so
it is very good but CS2730 may be much easier to use for rookies.
PS: Benq software installs in user directory (Windows:
C:\Users\NAME\AppData\Local\BENQ\PaletteMaster\Resources\Instruments\04i1Display
Pro.bundle). Go there, see which EDRs are bundled… and of course RGBLED is not a
“NEW widegamut WLED” and it is not a GBLED and it is not a “QLED” … but appling one
of those will lower a little the raw uncorrected measure although you may end with such
green/magenta cast in white point (YMMV with your i1d3 and of course software
innacuracies which may move destiation towards desired “real” white or move further
from it…)
Iʼve not cheked for new versions of Benq software in a few months, maybe they do
something… but the lacks of good Quality Control and color uniformity compensation
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make both SW2700PT and SW320 a pair of useless toys…
Buy whatever you want, for me and right now Dell and Benq are NOT recomened for
widegamut displays… go for de CS2730 ;-), itʼs the “CS240”-like bargain of 2017
without any doubt.
Reply

vera
JULY 28, 2017 AT 12>36 PM

I am a total noob when it comes to calibration, looking to buy my first ever proper
monitor for graphic design. Buying online is unfortunately not an option for me, and
the resellers I know and trust donʼt work with NEC.
Between the CS2730 and the CG2730 which should I pick to have the easiest time
when calibrating (assuming the experience isnʼt the same)? I understand that since
the CG2730 has a 1500>1 Contrast Ratio it will also have a spiky SPD, will that affect
calibration with either the built-in or an external calibration tool? And should I get an i1
Display Pro colorimeter regardless of which of the two monitors I end up buying?
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 29, 2017 AT 5>19 AM

CG2730 has a built in colorimeter. Eizo in its factories build a correction matrix for
THAT backlight so as long as built in colorimeter filters donʼt fade too much… it is
not relevant what SPD monitor has. As a side note a very spiky SPD is more likely to
cause observer metameric failure (YOU vs CIE observer)… but this “new WLED”
backlight is noit so spiky to cause serious troubles there.
TL;DR = CG2730 built-in colorimeter should be accurate out of the box.
If you buy CS2730 then you need i1DisplayPro.
If you wish to use a i1DisplayPro you need a custom CCSS because Xrite software
does not bundle such correction. That does NOT mean that YOU need an
i1DisplayPro if you buy an CG2730…from your text I would say that you do not need
it, built in colorimeter should be accurate enough, but some users “may” need it for
example to generate a software LUT3D with a 17 cube measurements and custom
software fro measurement (DisplayCAL).
The next text if for THAT kind of users:
DisplayCAL colorimeter correction database has some CCSS fpr that backlight like
the one for CG247X. The problem is that this database is user made and some
users do not know what are they doing… so uploaded CCSS are wrong. This is what
is happening with “Eizo CG247X (i1 Pro).ccss” for example. This CCSS is the SPD
of a CG247X with AdobeRGB emulation (smaller gamut than native). CCSS samples
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should be ALWAYS taken at native gamut, ALWAYS. All color that such monitor can
show are a linear combination of its RGB primaries.
So… if you want to use an i1DisplayPro with a CG247X/CG2420/CG2730,CG318-4k
or other monitors with these panasonic panels, BUT you do not have an i1Pro at
hand…
Then you need to:
-Download “Eizo CG247X (i1 Pro).ccss” for DisplayCAL
-translate SPD data to CSV (comma separated values)
-import them to your favorite spreadsheet program (Win, Linux, OSX… whatever
you use)
-clean red channel from the begining up to 575-580nm
-export it to a CSV again
-remove commas, etc and insert it again to that CCSS
It is no “so easy”, but a non technical user can do it. Itʼs just a spread sheet.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 29, 2017 AT 5>21 AM

With “If you wish to use a i1DisplayPro” I meant to say “If you wish to use a
i1DisplayPro WITH A CG2730”.
Reply

vera
JULY 29, 2017 AT 9>04 AM

I understand, thank you. A couple more questions:
When calibrating either screen with the i1DisplayPro should I be using it with
the i1Profiler software or with Eizoʼs ColorNavigator 6? And do you recommend
validating the calibration with ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL afterwards?
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 29, 2017 AT 12>00 PM

CG2730 : use built in colorimeter and Color Navigation to calibrate. You are
done.
If you wish to OPTIONALLY verify CG2730 calibration and profile from built in
colorimeter CN, with DisplayCAL and a iDisplaypro… then you need to get a
proper CCSS (spectral corrections for i1DIsplayPro and Munki Display). One
way to get one is the spreadsheet task explained before (comment 32.1.1.1)
with this wrong AdobeRGB-emulated-gamut CCSS:
colorimetercorrections.displaycal.net/hash/…ro%29.ccss
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CS2730: use i1DisplayPro and Color Navigation to calibrate.
With CS you can verify DisplayCAL with GB-LED spectral correction (RGphosphor from Xrite or equivalent from DisplayCAL… but if you use
DisplayCALʼs from public database, please plot its 4 samples (WRGB) agains
a nanometer scale in an spreadsheet. I you see/spot that one of the RGB
channels is a linear combination of the other two plus itself… do not trust it,
clean it.
For example this is a good one for a GB-LED like those CS (or NEC PAs), no
need to verify, Itʼs good:
colorimetercorrections.displaycal.net/hash/…ki%29.ccss
You donʼt need Xriteʼs i1Profiler nor DisplayCAL to calibrate, but you could
verify CN profiles with DisplayCAL and an i1DisplayPro.
Keep in mind that there is a reasonable amount of uncertain if you compare
CN corrections (matrix-like since ther is no EDR folder) to a
i1DisplayPro+”proper made” CCSS spectral correction. The biggest
uncertain should be white point <3dE, if its higher it needs inspection. It
does not need that one of these programs failed if its higher, maybe you did
something wrong that its your fault, but a i1DisplayPro with a proper CCSS
for that backlight (like these two examples, including CG if you clean
CG247X sample) should be accurate enough unless broken unit, so I would
trust DisplayCAL + i1DIsplayPro + proper CCSS measure over "CN+whatever
consumer colorimeter" unless i1DisplayPro is proven broken.
If you are an Xrite customer and you have an i1Displaypro/Munki Display
already bought, then you shuould ask ,as customer, that Xrite updates its
SDK+EDR pack to these new backlights like SW from Benq or these Eizos
(and TVs with similar backlight).
You paid, you're their customer, they shuold listen to you… but if customers
don't move and don't ask… well, why would they update it?
Reply

vera
JULY 31, 2017 AT 7>42 AM

Thank you very much for all your advice.
Reply
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ColorConsultant
MAY 25, 2017 AT 1>00 PM

Modified comment so it passes auto-filters for ‘not beautiful wordsʼ
————————————————————————
If thet call it WLED, that “WLED” is not an “WLED”. If they call it “WLED” and itʼs a
widegamut its backlight is akin to new CGs or Widegamut TVs from Sony. That means
blue spike, green spike but a red spectral distribution has two very narrow spikes. That
is a “new Widegamut WLED”… *IF* that BENQ really uses that. Those new Widegamut
WLED are similar too to new P3 iMac but they (I mean “Not mac monitors”) have better
green for AdobeRGB/eciRGBv2 cyans than Appleʼs iMac which is very limited for
photo/printing purposes.
If it is not a “new WLED” then it is likely a QLED like SW2700PT (single right moved red
spike in a SPD vs wavelenth plot).
No Xrite SDK has those two backlight EDRs so all kind sof software using EDRs wonʼt
measure it properly with a colorimeter unless your particular instrument matches CIE
1931 2º standard observer to a high degree. That means that you may end with a
green/magenta cast in whitepoint.
i1DisplayPros are very good colorimeters, very similar to CIE 1931 2º observer and with
a very high inter instrument agreement, but you may end with such color cast in white.
We are talking about 3-4dE for QLED, new WLED (double red spike) and about 4-5dE
for GBLED for raw uncorrected i1d3 measurements for a “normal” i1d3.
DisplayCAL can measure them properly with CCSS/CMX, but it wonʼt write internal
LUT3D in those monitors, just graphics card LUT.
Eizoʼs CGs have a built-in colorimeter which is matrix lab-grade-spectrophotomerter
profiled for its particular backlight, no no problem there.
There is some *bad person* who is making *very bad use* of users made DisplayCALʼs
spectral correction database, so SW320 listed there is a fake/clone of an LG model.
There is “too much” paid reviews for these SW2700/SW320, too much intoxication.
Benq should invest more money on QC for panels than in such “advertisement”.
And the last BUT MOST IMPORTANT REASON: SW320 lacks of any kind of COLOR
uniformity compensation, so it is a utterly rubbish monitor with a 1500 euro label. The
bigger the panel and the less money invested in QC panels from manufacturer, the
higher the odds for getting a rubish monitor with a green cast on the left an d an ugly
cast on the right.
I said “color”, not “brightness”. “Usually” darkening in corners is not an issue but green
magenta cast across de screen is epidemic on those low end monitors like current Dells
and those Benqs
If you cannot afford one of the big ones like PA322UHD (cheap Multisync for 2500 euro,
Spectraview for +1000) or Eizo CG318-4k (more expensive but beware that ther is no
HDMI 2.0!) then get a GOOD but somehow affordable 27″ QHD widegamut monitor like
Multisync PA272W/CS2730 (1000 euro).
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Right now -and I mean May 2017- going to Benq or Dell for a widegamut ITʼS A WASTE
OF MONEY AND TIME… but at least Dell has color uniformity compensation (but once
enabled it blocks HW calibration and you need to use DisplayCAL to fix grey ramp and
white point.
Right now the deal breaker for a hobbyst/pro with limited budget is CS2730: 1000€, free
HW calibration software, widegamut GBLED 1000>1. Itʼs just 300 euro more than
CURRENT Dell and Benq toys. PA272W has some nice extra features but you need NEC
software to use them at full potential and some limitations with low Hz video inputs… so
it is very good but CS2730 may be much easier to use for rookies.
PS: Benq software installs in user directory (Windows:
C:\Users\NAME\AppData\Local\BENQ\PaletteMaster\Resources\Instruments\04i1Display
Pro.bundle). Go there, see which EDRs are bundled… and of course RGBLED is not a
“NEW widegamut WLED” and it is not a GBLED and it is not a “QLED” … but appling one
of those will lower a little the raw uncorrected measure although you may end with such
green/magenta cast in white point (YMMV with your i1d3 and of course software
innacuracies which may move destiation towards desired “real” white or move further
from it…)
Iʼve not cheked for new versions of Benq software in a few months, maybe they do
something… but the lacks of good Quality Control and color uniformity compensation
make both SW2700PT and SW320 a pair of useless toys…
Buy whatever you want, for me and right now Dell and Benq are NOT recomened for
widegamut displays… go for de CS2730 ;-), itʼs the “CS240”-like bargain of 2017
without any doubt.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 2, 2017 AT 3>11 AM

Iʼve checked PME 1.2.3. Still old SDK from 2013 before GBLED and OLED corrections.
There is a manifest file for i1d3 with:
AppCodes = *CEYD*
Name = i1DisplayPro
Image = i1DisplayPro.png
Top View Image = sensor.png
Hot Spot = 290,290
UIName = i1Display Pro
LoadCalibrationFile = RGBLEDFamily_07Feb11.edr
MAC/Executable = Plugin.bundle
WIN/Executable = Plugin.dll
So there is no dedicated correction for SW2700PT QLED nor “new WLED” from
Panasonic panels.
Actual measurement error is up to your particular i1d3 and its matching without
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corrections to standard observer in wavelengths from 500nm to 550nm (very similar
greens but QLED moved slightly towards shorter wavelengths) and from 600nm to
650nm (very diferent reds, RGBLED has a very narrow SPD).
ArgyllCMS allows you to dump spectral sensivity data from your own i1d3. Sample QLED
SPD with D65 color coordinates feed to one i1d3 at my disposal and corrected with that
RGBLED.edr data show dE00 ~2 and dA~1.3 dB~0.8 against same i1d3 sensivity curves
feed with the same QLED SPD as input and corrected with that QLED SPD CCSS.
RGBLED correction for that particular i1d3 sees QLED SPD a little more green than it
actually is. A “perfect” calibration software will try to correct it, ending with a slight
magenta cast from desired D65 target in this example.
YMMV for your particular instrument. Maths from this example are taken from definition
of CIE XYZ coordinates (an integral) with ArgyllCMS CIE 1931 2º observer data and a
QLED SPD of my own.
Anybody could dump sensivity curves from his id3 and try various SPD CCSS samples
against several SPD data from sample displays… but you have to do maths. Step by
step tutorial is out of the scope of this post. CIE 1931 2º observer is avaliable in CIE
website or ArgyllCMS, integral definition of CIEXYZ is avaliable on wikipedia. Now itʼs
readerʼs homework…
Note: As said many times before in this post if you find traces of color cast on white
with DCCS or Benqʼs PME, then perform an ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL calibration on top of
your calibration1/calibration2. If you have a proper graphics card for calibration like all of
the AMDs (and new geforce 1000 and maybe 900, see comments in this page) this kind
of correction is very easy and you will retain more tan 95% unique grey levels plus
dithering (visually smooth gradients in non color managed enviroment).
Reply

Tom Dlugos
JUNE 14, 2017 AT 9>45 AM

Hi ColorConsultant,
This is Tom Dlugos of X-Rite, great write up and post! You sure have done your homework
and thank you for this!!! We would love the chance to talk you off line in hopes of taking
what you have tested to improve the solutions and address the shortfalls/gaps. We very
much value the feedback and are committed to continual improvement for all of our
customers.
Please feel free to reach out to me-tdlugos@xrite.com
Kind regards,
Tom Dlugos
Reply
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ColorConsultant
JUNE 14, 2017 AT 3>36 PM

Hi Tom,
Some of issues related to Dell (or Benq, or Asus, or LG) are note related to Xrite but
manufacturers QC.
Some issues “may be” related with “licensing policies” between you and those monitor
manufacturers… so as long as you developed a product its up to monitor manufacturer
to “get access” to whatever EDR you license to them at your conditions …so thatʼs not
Xrite fault. I understand it perfectly.
But there are some issues related to calibration steps where Xrite guys could improve
DCCS. Most of them are asumptions about ideal monitor behavior that these low cost
manufectures like Dell, Benq, Asus, Lg, Samung… cannot meet in a high number of
units. Iʼll send you a mail in a few days with a list of issues and a proposal to fix it (like an
“how to” draft).
I just want to make a public request in exchange. Current DCCS version 1.7.0 works well
with 2013 monitors like Nasimʼs U2413. I know that Dell has published a cool SDK to
access matrix-lut structure (very very interesting toy for people you understand its
possibilities) for 2016 models like UP2716D that is very likely to do not work on older
models like Nasimʼs (itʼs dells fault, not yours)… these customers have been “forgotten”.
I would like that all improvements/fixed bundled in “DCCS 1.8.0” from my suggestions to
be avaliable to 2013 models like Nasimʼs U2413, so these customers wonʼt be forgotten.
Reply

Igor Socha
JUNE 15, 2017 AT 10>41 AM

Hi, can i use this DCCS 1.7.0 with my UP2014Q, ot better to stay with old 1.5.8
version?
Thank you!
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 15, 2017 AT 10>57 AM

UP2014Q does not exist, it should be UP2414Q.
AFAIK DCCS 1.7.0 works even on older models like U2713H and in latest version of
Win10 Pro Creators Update 1703. IDNK if there is an specific incompatibility with
your UP2414Q. Since its a 4k model take the same cautions you do with your
current version: DP MST configuration, no USB hubs… etc.
DCCS 1.7.0 brings no new functionality… so you can stay with older versions. Same
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warning to 2013 series owners, you can stay with 1.5.3 as long as you donʼt see
new problems with newer OS upgrades.
Reply

Igor Socha
JUNE 15, 2017 AT 12>01 PM

Yes, sorry, it´s 2414 off course :)
Where can I find DCCS 1.7.0? I can´t find it :(
Thanks to your advice, I´ve recently exchanged nVIDIA GTX970 to AMD RX580
and after that, DCCS shows “could not initialize color matching library” error. I
couldn´t find any solution for this problem, tried to re-installed it, tried version
1.5.3 version 1.5.8, nothing helped :( So I want to try last version. Thanx!
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 15, 2017 AT 12>54 PM

Oh, please forgive me. Latest i1Profiler is 1.7.0, latest DCCS is 1.6.0. MY
MISTAKE.
Just copy URL for DCCS 1.5.11 from this article and change “1.5.11” text by
“1.6.0”.
Try to update GPU drivers, seems an issue related to that. Try to install latest
version from i1Profiler and try to run it. If it works but latest DCCS donot work
email them. It seems they are willing to cooperate with users. Checkout DCCS
log for your particular error.
Reply

Igor Socha
JUNE 15, 2017 AT 1>05 PM

I already fond and downloaded 1.0.6.xxx version under some of the last Dell
monitors drivers section :)
After the installation everything works as supposed. Thank you!
Regarding the GPU drivers, I had to roll back the driver to March/April version
because it was causing problems with LR and ACR :(
Reply
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ColorConsultant
JUNE 15, 2017 AT 12>58 PM

Anti spam filter may block this URL, so I instructed you to change URL if if you
are confused about which url, itʼs this:
downloads.xrite.com/downl…nSetup.exe
Reply

Tom Dlugos
JUNE 15, 2017 AT 1>49 PM

Hi ColorConsultant,
Thank you for your quick reply, very much appreciate the positive feedback. I have
copied your reply below with some short replies, again thank you for your effort and
homework! Look forward to working with you.
Hi Tom,
Some of issues related to Dell (or Benq, or Asus, or LG) are note related to Xrite but
manufacturers QC.
Some issues “may be” related with “licensing policies” between you and those
monitor manufacturers… so as long as you developed a product its up to monitor
manufacturer to “get access” to whatever EDR you license to them at your conditions
…so thatʼs not Xrite fault. I understand it perfectly.
(TD) The EDRs are not a licensable item they come as part of the SDK that is used by
the SW dev, in the case of DCCS that is us. We create the EDRs based on a sample
set of displays that we test. I have some technical data and I am happy to share this
with you if you like.
But there are some issues related to calibration steps where Xrite guys could improve
DCCS. Most of them are asumptions about ideal monitor behavior that these low cost
manufectures like Dell, Benq, Asus, Lg, Samung… cannot meet in a high number of
units. Iʼll send you a mail in a few days with a list of issues and a proposal to fix it (like
an “how to” draft).
(TD) This would be great to have, look forward to working with you!
I just want to make a public request in exchange. Current DCCS version 1.7.0 works
well with 2013 monitors like Nasimʼs U2413. I know that Dell has published a cool SDK
to access matrix-lut structure (very very interesting toy for people you understand its
possibilities) for 2016 models like UP2716D that is very likely to do not work on older
models like Nasimʼs (itʼs dells fault, not yours)… these customers have been
“forgotten”.
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I would like that all improvements/fixed bundled in “DCCS 1.8.0” from my suggestions
to be avaliable to 2013 models like Nasimʼs U2413, so these customers wonʼt be
forgotten.
(TD) Our Dev Team is also looking forward to working with you and if you can share
any info on the Dell SDK that would be helpful for them to understand what controls
there are that the could take advantage of!
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 15, 2017 AT 3>11 PM

Hi,
Iʼm not sure how can I help you with new public SDK from Dell. It has the same
functionality as “private” SDK/library that you DCCS guys have, I mean:
-change OSD mode to CAL1/CAL2
-set/get contrast OSD control
-set/get brightness OSD control
-write prelut+matrix+postlut in CAL1/CAL2
The only difference is that this one is public:
downloads.dell.com/FOLDE…_FINAL.zip
so any programmer could build its own “free” DCCS-like program based on
ArgyllCMS for example, and the second difference is that this new SDK does not
work on older models… so if Nasim has a problem with DCCS, this
“GNU”/community solution wonʼt work for his U2413.
Itʼs pretty much the same SDK you have… IDNK why Dell does not free the SDK you
use for LUT writing on all this widegamut LED series (from U2413 to UP3218K). It
seems that guys from Qubyx (medical imaging) have a SDK from Dell too, IDNK if
its the public version or a private one like yours.
For me all do the same. Innacuracies arise form the way you compute data that
goes into the LUT, a SDK itʼs just a way to deliver that info to monitor and store it.
Regarding the way DCCS computes data to be written in this prelut-matrixpostlut… well, here we may have chances so fix some things.
Iʼve sent you a “hello” email (Proton), check your spam folder. Itʼs me ;-)
Feel free to reply me with whatever EDR info you find useful, or just reply with an
“Hi!” so I can now if you can read my email.
When I have confirmation Iʼll try to send you my “TODO” list for DCCS this
weekend. I mean a “TODO list” with some suggestions about how to do them, of
course.
English is not my first language and this ColorConsultant-PhotographyLife
collaboration is for free, so please forgive me if there are some grammar errors
since I wrote this stuff in my limited spare time.
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Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 15, 2017 AT 12>56 PM

Latest i1Profiler is 1.7.0, latest DCCS is 1.6.0. MY MISTAKE…
Reply

Tom Dlugos
JUNE 21, 2017 AT 6>20 AM

Hi Color Consultant,
I have checked my e-mail tdlugos@xrite.com, I have not received your e-mail as of
yet.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 21, 2017 AT 8>35 AM

Your first email had a “me-” prefix. Sent again to that new direction. Once we can
comunicate Iʼll send you some things.
Reply

Tom Dlugos
JULY 20, 2017 AT 11>07 AM

Hi ColorConsultant,
I still have not recived an offline e-mail so that we can discuss possible fixes with
what you are seeing. I think we have a line on this and wanted to discuss this with
you to make sure w 100% understood the issues.
If you can please send me a short note and we can set up a time with or Dev
team.
X-Rite, Inc.
Thomas J. Dlugoš, Jr.
Director OEM Sales-APAC
(m) +1-616-808-1540
TDlugos@xrite.com
skype- tom.dlugos
Reply
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ColorConsultant
JULY 21, 2017 AT 3>05 PM

Sent you that email TWICE. Now an address with uppercase?
Ok, but this is the last one… after that no more wasting my time in this. Make
sure to check your spam folder or to ask your IT team to accept mails from
protonmail. Iʼm not going to use another mail account or skype.
Anyway, Iʼve explained here what you or your team should do to solve DCCS
issues like for exampel lack of grey neutrality in some units (jsut take more
measuremenst for native gamma ramp!). It is up to you to fix it.
Reply

Andrew Rodney
JUNE 22, 2017 AT 7>45 AM

Great article! There are so many poorly written and incorrect articles on this subject it is
such a joy to find one that is filled with accurate information on the topic. Kudos to
ColorConsultant; keep up the good work! This is a keeper and Iʼll refer others to it in the
future.
Reply

Luc
JUNE 22, 2017 AT 8>25 AM

Hi Color Consultant
I have a Dell U2515H (2560 X 1440) for over a year , can it be calibrated, more accurately
than using my Datacolor Spyder Elite 3 with the Spyder3Elite 4.0.2 software ? if yes what
steps must I follow ? My video card is an AMD FirePro V4900 (1 meg). I print a lot with my
Epson 3880 (17X22). I have the intention to buy the Datacolor5 SpyderPrint kit
(spiderElite 5 + Spyderprint calorimeter), is it a bad choice ?
Regards
Luc
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 22, 2017 AT 8>50 AM

Question 1: best use DisplayCAL, but keep in mind that (1) Spyder3 or i1Display filters
fade and (2) they are not suited for LED backlights. Maybe you can find an WLED
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correction matrix for a Spyder3 (checkout DisplayCAL page, there is a publci database
with corrections) but I doubt it will be correct for your particular instrument.
Question 2: it is a bad coice, get a Munki Display or i1DisplayPro. The first one cannot
be used with high end monitors with hardware calibration (Xrite policy) and itʼs slower.
Since Dell U2515H has no internal LUT programable by user, you will use GPU
calibration like in 2nd page of this article. You can use colorimeter software but I would
use DisplayCAL. Itʼs better and itʼs free.
If you decice to ignore my advice and go for a Spyder5, then use DisplayCAL not
Datacolor software. If you decice to ignore my advice and go for a Spyder5 DONʼT BUY
“Ellite” version, itʼs the same HW than “Pro” taht is cheaper… and sooner or later youʼll
be using DisplayCAL so it does not matter what software comes with each Spyder5
flavor. Again, my advice is to DO NOT BUY a Spyder4 or 5.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 22, 2017 AT 8>52 AM

With “i1display” I meant “i1display2”, sorry for the typo. I1display2 is and old
colorimeter form Xrite no longer for sale as new.
Reply

Luc
JUNE 24, 2017 AT 8>38 AM

Thanks again for your recommendations, that I will surely follow
regards
Luc
Reply

Luc
OCTOBER 7, 2017 AT 9>36 AM

Hi ColorConsultant
There was a bargain sale for 24 hours for the ColorMunki Photo at 299$us, that I
bought. I am very happy with the result for the CMP using Agryll (DisplayColor) but
because I couldnʼt get the device driver recognized by CMP software I updated the
device driver by choosing one from X-RITE. I was able to register the unit and
calibrated my two screens and my epson pro 3880 printer. I have to say that the
Agryll monitor results were better than using CMP software. For the printer calibration
with the epson paper comparing their icc and the new generated one while using
Conecolor inks ( with new DMAX) I didnʼt see much improvement (slightly better).
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May I ask you if there is an easy way (not too technical ) to print with Agryll , and if
yes can you please include the link ?
Thanks a million time for taking the time to help us.
Win 7 pro 64 16 gigs ram
Regards
Reply

ColorConsultant
OCTOBER 10, 2017 AT 2>00 AM

I assume that you are asking for a “open implementation” (GNU-like software) taht
gives you a Graphical User Interface for ArgyllCMS and printer profiles.
“The Little Argyll GUI” (http : / / www DOT russellcottrell DOT
com/photo/LittleArgyllGUI.asp , delete blank spaces and replace DOTs, it is to avoid
you waiting for moderation of this reply) is one of this solution, but… user needs to
know what values should be setted for each run. However there is documentation
avaliable.
“Coloris” (FR) is another initiative but AFAIK it is not GNU-like (no sources
avaliable) so itʼs up to you to install & try it.
Anyway, since a ColorMunki Photo is a very limited device which cannot use full
ArgyllCMS potential (OBA compensation), just run basic workflow:
chartread + colprof (no compensation with -f, read documentation) + profcheck.
P.D. My advice is to get an i1DisplayPro/MunkiDisplay for those 2 screens that you
have “calibrated”, do not use the munki photo.
Do not create matrix corrections for an i1DisplayPro with that munki photo, it is not
enough accurate to take its measurement as “reference”… that will cause
i1DisplayPro to underperfom (the only reason to use that matrix correction is to
make both devices to measure near equal values).
Create a CCSS for each screen and feed that CCSS to DisplayCAL and the
i1DisplayPro, and use 3nm High Resolution mode with ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL while
capturing CCSS spectral correction.
Reply

ColorConsultant
OCTOBER 10, 2017 AT 2>10 AM

My mistake: Coloris is GNU software. Itʼs avaliable on github (Calderis/Coloris folder
on github).
My apologies to their developers.
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Reply

Vinnie
JUNE 22, 2017 AT 11>45 PM

Hi Color Consultant,
I have an LG 27UD68-W IPS monitor, and also an i1 Display Pro. Can I calibrate my
monitor, or do I need to do the same that you advised another reader here to do with his
Asus monitor (needs an AMD graphics card, Argyll CMS/DisplayCal software)? Also, can
the outdated LG SDK software be updated to include GB-LED support, or is this why an
AMD card is needed?
Thanks in advance,
Vinnie
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 23, 2017 AT 12>45 AM

AFAIK LG 27UD68-W is NOT a widegamut LED monitor, just a sRGB one. Outdated SDK
that LG bundles in its forware for LG monitors with HW calibration comes with WLED
spectral correction for i1DisplayPro (sRGB LED backlight). It lacks of GB-LED correction
but WLED is included and works fine
IDNK if your “27UD68-W” model is supported by LG software, check LG website, but if
it is supported, software can measure it properly (measure it properly… calibration
accuracy itʼs a different thing from you can read in this article).
If “27UD68-W” has no user-writable internal calibration, they you can use DisplayCAL
and load calibration in GPU LUTs… like in all monitors. All AMD cards from 10-12 years
ago till present have high bitdepth LUT + dithering which prevents banding caused by
calibration. “Some” NEW nvidia geforce cards when used with DP or HDMI outputs
seems to do the same… but better use them with ArgyllCMS. Search for comments here
about succesful experiences with newer geforces and latest versions of ArgllCMS, even
with extreme whitepoint corrections.
Reply

Graham Salter
JUNE 23, 2017 AT 5>19 AM
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Please help. This is a most valuable article, but I am lost in all the technicalities. I am selfpublishing a serious acoustics textbook, and shall soon need accurate colour output to
pdf. My monitor is a Dell 2415, with Mac OS 10.6.8, and I can no longer use my Eye-One
Match device or software. I usually work in PS Adobe RGB. The Dell on-screen options
(6500 etc) look improbable, so I am getting results that *look* good (which proves
nothing) by calibrating to the OSX Apple apples-sliders in 3 colours. The result is totally at
variance with the monitor presets. 1) Is there any approximate value in using the OSX
option? 2) Dare one trust the on-screen options? 3) Is there a simple and affordable
device that will put matters to rights? Thank you in advance. Can you please send also to
my email address. in case your reply is not findable here?
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 23, 2017 AT 11>56 AM

IDNK what you call “Eye-One Match”, I will assume that we are talking about Eye-One
Display 1/2/LT given the fact that you say itʼs no longer supported.
U2415 is a WLED sRGB monitor and that WLED SPD is well know. Should be supported
by xrite EDRs or samples in DisplayCAL public database of CCSS corrections. So the
cheapest alternative is a Color Munki Display (i1DisplayPro is faster and supported by
HW calibration high end monitors but more expensive).
U2415 cannot show you cian-turquoise-greens of AdobeRGB… itʼs a sRGB monitor. If
you want to see AdobeRGB cheapest rock solid monitor is Multisync PA242W about
850 euro. Eizo CS2420 is cheaper, about 650 euro, but it has bad contrast… *IF* you
want it just for softproof it will do the job. Of course you could go to Dell/Benq but right
now in 2017 I wonʼt jump on that boat.
Since you said in your comment that your are working in a non protography (or
gardening) book… then you may not need AdobeRGB at all, you may not need that extra
gamut in cian of yellow-orange. Do your graphic work in sRGB and softproof against of
whatever offset profile your printer offers you. IDNK what interchange format your
printer offered you, but they should be able to work with sRGB… if they donʼt, Iʼll think
working with other people.
Letʼs say that you take that sRGB option in your PS images. Letʼs add that you cannot or
do not want to spend money in a Color Munki Display. What to do?
First of all is to visually inspect grey ramp. Check this article. Grey is grey, without
color? good, you should worry only about white point color and gamma, and brightness.
Is it not grey? buy a Munki Display.
If you have neutral grey (or it seems neutral grey), then play with OSD presets or RGB
gains untill you get a white that seems “white”. For gamma youʼll have to play with
whatever visual calibration tool offered by your OS.
Thatʼs all you can do without taking actual measurements and the quality of the whole
process will rely on visual matchs.
BTW, U2415 should have an sRGB OSD mode with precalibrated grey ramp (neutral
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grey), if there is no “sRGB” OSD mode that it should be “Standard”.
Make sure to check that while in Standard or color temperature or Custom color OSD
modes that your operative system has as display profile the one bundled with monitors
driver (Windows) or whatever EDID trick does MacOSX. This is important because
U2415 gamut is slightly bigger than sRGB (like ALL those WLED monitors with 99.9%
sRGB coverage)
I do not publish my mail here, I do not take works from you. Person behind
ColorConsultant business do not mix and will not mix with Color Consultant
collaborations with Photography Life.
This kind of “fast typping” comment support if all you can get from me , and its free
while I enjoy it.
Reply

Chris Maxwell
JUNE 23, 2017 AT 9>40 AM

I had to exchange three BenQ SW2700 monitors and now have an acceptable one. Florian
at DisplayCal recommended using the RGBLed correction for this monitor after looking up
the specs. After doing the validation test with DisplayCal of a calibration done with the
Pallet Master software there are only four patches out of 51 over a Delta E of 2 with the
highest being 2.54 and the rest under 2.13. In the summary measured whitepoint Delta E
was 1.54, average Delta E was 1.04 and the maximum Delta E at patch number 23 was
2.54. According to your article this is a good result for this monitor. Iʼd like to get your
opinion.
Reply

Chris Maxwell
JUNE 23, 2017 AT 9>56 AM

Update:
The above calibration was done at a luminescence of 80 but re-calibrating at 90 yielded
even better results.
Delta E Values:
Whitepoint – .91
Average – .85
Maximum – 2.47 (again at patch number 23 but all other patches were under 2)
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 23, 2017 AT 11>24 AM
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My opinion is to get a good monitor like CS2730 or Multisync PA272W instead of these
current 27″ or 32″ widegamut toys from Benq or Dell. We are talking about 300 euros
more, affordable I think and worthly of each cent you pay.
Regarding validation, since you are not measuring it against a proper correction (read
previous coments, IT IS NOT A RGBLED monitor) it has some uncertains in grey and
white. Read comment 32.3. Since actual correction from raw measurements varies with
your colorimeter (data in firmware about “colorimeter observer”), this 1.5dA shift
towards magenta/pink may be smaller or greater than my example in 32.3
Anyway:
1-your eyes will adapt to your current white point so it may be not so important while
your white is <3dE of your target… and *if you don't bother of a slight magenta/pink
cast*, RGBLED EDR shoukd be able to provide that kind od accuracy.
2-you should not check that average values in report, read page 2 of this article, look if
there are severe deviations from your white color in grey ramp, look for grey range in
a*b*… etc. It's on 2nd page of this article.
3-I wont' worry of near black 2-3dEs if profile was created with BPC. IDNK what is patch
"23" of whatever verification file you used. Test against grey ramp in a color managed
enviroment to check if profile TRC causes near black greys to go brown. It's on 2nd
page of this article.
If those checks fail, calibrate and profile in GPU (over HW LUT calibration) to fix grey
issues… like in a Dell. With RGBLED EDR applied in DisplasyCAL green/magenta cast will
remain, with gery will be neutral to that white… and your eyes will adapt after a while.
Mye be I could upload a true QLED CCSS to "pastebin" website so you can check by
yourselves difereneces agains RGB LED CCSS with your particular colorimeter.
Reply

Chris Maxwell
JUNE 25, 2017 AT 6>52 AM

I used the Extended Verification Chart with 51 patches, number 23 is a red patch. So I
retested using the same chart and would like to post the report to you but it is an html
file. After looking at page 2 the results are not what you would think for a BenQ
SW2700PT.
Thanks to you however I am lusting after an Eizo CS2730! (currently $568 USD more
than the BenQ)
Reply

Chris Maxwell
JUNE 25, 2017 AT 7>01 AM

Just like to add I have an i1DisplayPro
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Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 25, 2017 AT 9>01 AM

I do not understand what you meant with “the results are not what you would think
for a BenQ SW2700PT”
My main concern about ALL these models is uniformity. With a proper GPU you
would ALWAYS get a good calibration at native gamut… but right now uniformity
issues cannot be fixed with GPU**
The culprit of those pink-green tints on panel side is actually panel manufacturer
(korean LG for IPS, chinese AUO for those AHVA benqs.. etc). Their fabricatrion
process is tunned to offer X amount of “valid” panels at Y cost. Given those
constraits they could only offer a percent of panels that I would call “valid” for
hobbyst and a smaller percent for critical use. Itʼs like NBA draft. NEC and Eizo pay
more and they get “valid” panels which become even more valid after factory tuned
with their color uniformity compensation features (well… given the bad contrast of
CS2420 and CS270 they do not paid too much so it needed further “tunning” with
uniformity compensation). Then the others get a lower proces for the leftovers
which not 100% bad… thatʼs why they are less expensive. Right now a lut-matrix
electronic component brings no difference if itʼs bundled in a Benq or a dell or an
Eizo CS.
Regarding Benq software MEASURING innacuracies Iʼve repeated it eough times so
Iʼm bored of repeating it again. Correction amount varies on factory sensivity data
stored in firmware for i1d3 family. For a perfect colorimeter, its correction is always
a identity matrix mo matter what EDR/CCSS you feed to them. For a non perfect
colorimeter actual correction will vary a lot if at some nanometer interval it has a
different enough response from CIE 1931 2º observer AND, I repeat it agin, AND
there is a spike in SPD backlight sample offered as CCSS/EDR. CIE XYZ
coordinates are the integral of a function product, they are free on wikipedia, read
their definition, understand it. An i1d3 uncorrected (I mean after RGB sensor to XYZ
coordinate conversion from firmware data) is very close to CIE 1931 2º. That means
that innaccuracies for a QLED* feed with Xriteʼs RGBLED CCSS would be for a
sample i1d3 around values I posted days ago (more or less 1.5dA towards pink with
a “perfect” software). They are MEASUREMENT innacuracies… you could have a
special ops sniper rifle (measurement, CCSS correction) and fail when shot
(calibration, DCCS asumptions of near idela monitor behaviour). In the same way
you coulld have a 18th century pistol (like the ones in Kubrickʼs Barry Lyndon
movie) and make a perfect shot… by chance, or because of userʼs wrong aiming
towards the same side cancels barrel deviation of which user is not even aware, so
when you use another 18th century pistol with another different barrel deviation
(another i1d3.. or an revA vs revB), you will fail. If you build a device or its software
you must aim for predecibility and limiting errors around a mark, not about perfect
shots by chance.
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Most south EU stores SW2700PT 700 euro (680-750euro), CS2730 1050 euro
(official partner), MS PA272W about the same price but in EU SV2 software is sold
separatedly (NEC should bundle it for free, I do not understand their policy).
UP2716D is about 680-720 euro.
IDNK US market or local taxes for each store, but in EU stores a good model
(PA/CS) is about $335 more expensive (google change of currency) for two or
three times more quality and functionality than Benq/Dell.
Back in 2013-2014 when Nasim and lot of people like him bought a U2413 (I saw it
at 450 euro) NEC/Eizo alternatives*** had prices between 1200-1400 euro 24″
models. U2713H for 650-700 euro, Eizo/NEC alternatives had prices around 17002100 euro.
These entry widegamuts were a REAL alternative because of its “good enough”
performance an the HUGE price gap, maybe the only choice for too many people…
but right now (2017) with these entry premium models about 1000 euro (650-850
for 24″ models) and Benq/Dell QC gone to the drain, NO WAY…
My recomendation to all people with 700 euro budget is to seve your cents and get
a good one instead.
In the end people like you just roll dice 2, 3… 5? times till you get a somehow valid
unit regarding uniformity. I doubt these 700 euro returned units go to waste for
recicle, so rolling dice penitence starts agains for another customer in the same
online store.
I do not see that such effort is worthly of 300 euro, getting LESS in the end. You
get LESS in the end: first of all D50 white unifority wonʼt be so permissive as D65
and there are software calibration features not present in Dell, nor Benq (contast,
visual match, fast loading of previous calibration, another screen emulation for
models with LUT3D…)
*: Actual QLED corrected against Xriteʼs RGBLED with your i1d3 from CIE 1931 2º
observer in 525-560 range (different green spike nm) and in 600 to 650nm
(different shape of spike) would mean errors. How much, itʼs up to firmware data vs
std observer. Take your time and play with a spreadsheet. If you want to dump your
own i1d3 sensivity curves youʼll need to compile ArgyllCMS changing some
“define”s, if you ask Mr. Gill in ArgyllCMS he may help you. GB-LED EDR wonʼt fit
QLED SPD either, you need a new EDR/CCSS for that backlight.
UP2516D/UP2716D different backlight will add errors in 610-620nm (small) range
and 630-640nm (the big red spike) against GB-LED EDR/CCSS. If you take
RGBLED correction absolute differeneces will be bigger.
**: There was a IEEE paper a few years ago related to use current sonsumer GPU
(at its time of publishing) massive shader engine to map uniformity compensation
in a 10bit end to end DP channel. I do not find URL right now. That would require a
GPU driver written from scratch… and since it would mean the end of
“segmentation game” (gamer vs Quadro/Firepro, lowcost vs premium companies,
CS vs CG, Multisync vs Spectraview… etc) itʼs unlikely that we will se it
implemented.
A close example is that current AMD GPUs for example are able to do a full matrix-
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lut gamut correction (like these lowcost widegamut monitors), but such
functionality is not exposed to users even HW is able to do thet. They just offer a
native gamut (persumed D65) to sRGB d65 amulation on the fly all done in GPU…
and even it is half hidden in Crimson drivers UI. Same for OpenGL 10bit
composition over an 8bit desktop, HW is able to do that, but itʼs blocked unless you
pay the higher model. Who would pay for a Quadro Firepro up to $400 for half or a
third computing power? No one.
***: There were some stores (EU) in those years with high stock of old PA241W or
PA271W (CCFL grainy mate coating) that misguided customers and told lies aboud
GBLED techonogy in upcoming NEC PA2*2W “not being good for photo or printing
use”. In some official comercial channels (I mean no amazon or online reseller
without official partnership) it had to pass 4 moths before you can buy the new
PAs! How many customers were needed to “clean” their warehouse? Shame!
Reply

Chris Maxwell
JULY 10, 2017 AT 12>18 PM

So I have sold the BenQ SW2700PT and now have an Eizo CS2730! Itʼs a bit
different and itʼll take a few days to get the hang of the ColorNavigator software.
Preliminary uniformity tests with the i1Displaypro software show a vast
improvement in luminescence and color (though using DisplayCal to test
uniformity is a bit more complicated and I still must figure that out). The CS2730
is a very utilitarian version with presets for 1-custom, 2-Adobe RGB, 3-sRGB, 4Cal1, 5-Cal2, and 6-Cal3. Well itʼs only the first couple of hours with the Eizo and
Iʼve yet to read the manual.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 11, 2017 AT 4>09 AM

Each CALx is for one input. I do not remeber the order but letʼs say 1=HDMI,
2=DP, 3=DVI.
If these Benqs/Dells you can have CAL1/CAL2 and if you want to change its
calibration, you must calibrate again. If you want old calibration back, you need
to calibrate again (I think that widegamut Zx models from HP have a “get last
calibration back” functionality… but I do not remember that very well).
For these Eizos there is only one CAL avaliable to your OS, the one linked to
your computer. You can change between past calibrations and reload them in
that CAL slot. That means that you are not limited to CAL1=native D50,
CAL2=sRGB like with your old monitor. Now you can have all of them like native
D50 ISO P2 brightness, native D65, sRGB, native D50 ISO P2 brightness L*,
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etc. You just need to calibrate each one and reload them (from computer +
Color navigator) as you need.
NEC PA have a equivalent feature (SpectraviewII) plus a 5 preset mode
computed on the fly from firmware data (Multiprofiler). User can uptate it to
match its colorimeter data as monitor ages with Spectraview II.
Of course as monitor ages calibration that stored calibration wonʼt be acurate
and you will need to update them.
These kind of features are not due to Eizo/NEC hardware, they exist because of
Color Navigator software (or Spectraview II for NEC). It could be possible to
have these features in Benq or Dell widegamut hardware with a GNU DCCSlike built from scratch from monitor LUT SDK + ArgyllCMS.
Itʼs a big task… but if you want them and have programming skills is the way to
go, I do not think that Dell, Benq or Xrite guys will give them to you.
Reply

Chris Maxwell
JULY 12, 2017 AT 8>18 AM

Iʼve done uniformity tests on the Eizo CS2730 using i1DisplayPro and
DisplayCal. The profile tested was photography which is included in the
Color Navigator software. Windows 10 64 bit loads this monitor as a generic
pnp monitor which Eizo says is correct (there is no Eizo driver). I have an
AMD HD7870 video card with 2 gigs and am using the DP input. When
testing with the i1DisplayPro using the WLED correction the results were not
in agreement with the Color Navigator or DisplayCal results. It was only when
I selected the generic setting that the Displaypro uniformity test numbers
were in line with the CN and DisplayCal results. The Display Cal verification
test keeps failing the monitor. Iʼve used no correction, auto, and the WLED
correction and all give the same result. Do you have a suggestion about how
to correctly do the verification test in DisplyCal on an Eizo CS2730?
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 12, 2017 AT 12>07 PM

CS2730 is not an WLED, is a GB-LED (RG_phosphor). WLED correction is
for sRGB-like LED monitors.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 12, 2017 AT 12>18 PM
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If you donʼt like generic spectral corrections you could use the user-made
CCSS for CS2420 from DisplayCAL database:
colorimetercorrections.displaycal.net/
Itʼs pretty much the same as RG_phpshor if you clean this generic file
keeping just the last 4 rows of data which are WRGB data of an U2413 like
Nasimʼs.
Keep in mind that user-made CCSS files in that site are often WRONG
because users who do not know what they are doing upload CCSS data of
EMULATED GAMUTS, which is wrong. Always use CCSS with native gamut
backlight, all colors that monitor can show are linear combination of that
native primaries backlight spectra.
Reply

Chris Maxwell
JULY 24, 2017 AT 7>11 AM

After three weeks using the Eizo CS2730 a couple of things have
become clear. First I trust the Color Navigator results as they produce
spot on prints from my Epson P800. The uniformity results from
i1DislpayPro and DisplayCal are not accurate for this monitor. The
i1DisplayPro results are always way off both in color temperature and
luminescence using any spectral correction included with the software.
DisplayCal is a little better using the GBr-LED correction I downloaded
from their site and gives this monitor stellar results on the uniformity
test (although the color temp and the luminescence values arenʼt the
same as Color Navigator). On the DisplayCal verification test the results
are really way off, the software measures the whitepoint a couple of
hundred K above the Color Navigator results. I havenʼt the knowledge to
make a custom CCSS file for this monitor maybe someone else can do it.
Thanks for recommending this monitor it is worth every penny and
saving loads of ink and paper as I can get it right on the first print. I
would highly recommend this Eizo model to anyone!
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 24, 2017 AT 9>27 AM

First of all, visual match of whites is a result of your eye adaptation.
Second, unless you use normalized D50 light and have an
spectrophotomer to measure paper under that light *you are not using
CN to calibarte against your particular target*,
Thus, these phrases of yours are wrong:
“First I trust the Color Navigator results as they produce spot on prints
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from my Epson P800. The uniformity results from i1DislpayPro and
DisplayCal are not accurate for this monitor.”
The only way to test your claims, which are NOT correct, is to:
1-get spectral data from your paper and illumination
2-set color coordinates of that paper white, THAT particular paper of
yours, as calibration target
2-activate “DUE:uniformity” manually set RGB gains in OSD
measuring with DisplayCAL calibration popup and several CCSS of
your choice. THEN is when you can sat “I get a closer visual match
with A or B program using C or D spectral correction or matrix”.
*Otherwise your claims about ACCURACY are false.*
DisplayCAL is accurate, it does not matter if you like the results or
donʼt like them.
Since i1DisplayPro is a very accurate colorimeter and since typical
GB-LED spectral is easy to adquire, and very similar among various
samples and sources, then if DisplayCAL reports that you have a
deviation greater than 3dE from your CN target white it means that CN
had FAILED to obtain desired white set as target. PERIOD. Why did it
fail? mostly by assumtions about monitor behavior instead of big
amount of actual measurements.
-It does NOT mean that such CN calibration it is not usable, or even
that it id not a visual match to your particular non normalized
illumination conditions. This is because dE is about error in L*,a* and
b*… and errors in b* are HARD to notice upon visual inspection of a
white color screen aganist a “number” in kelvin.
-It does NOT mean either that if you manually set RGB gain with
DisplayCAL with one of its CCSS to your calibration target it will
render a worse visual match tan CNʼs… which indirectly is your claim
(and itʼs FALSE)
-It does NOT mean that your CN calibration has a correlated color
temperature (CCT) close to your target, because the term CCT is
useless here (read Andrew Rodney-Digital Dogʼs papers about what
does correlated color temperature means… b* axis information, not a*
axis inforation at all… explained in my fist collaboration wth
Photography Life)
With all respects the whole comment “38.2.1.2.1.1.1.2.1)” of yours is a
nonsense, it is not related to color managemet but to magical
thinking, itʼs about how to infere wrong facts and about lack of
knowledge of color management.
If you used CN to calibrate to… let say 5800K intersection with
daylight locus, and after calibration when using your i1DisplayPro with
a proper CCSS GB-LED spectral data (Xrite or community) and
DisplayCAL reports 5400K CCT and 1.8dE to daylight locus … then *it
really has a warmer CCT than your calibation target*… and a white
close to “whites” (low da*)… so itʼs usable, even its a visual match to
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your particular illumination and paper, BUT IT DOES NOT MEAN that
CN did its job as intended.
Please educate yourself on this matter before infering wrong and false
facts. You could use other sources than these 2 blogs entries of mine
if you do not trust this information, take a look on public papers in
Digital Dog website for example.

Chris Maxwell
JULY 24, 2017 AT 2>39 PM

I appreciate your advice but you must practice your bedside manner!
I am not demeaning Xrite or DisplayCal just saying there is no spectral
correction specifically for this monitor. Therefore I must depend on
the physical evidence which is the print as the judge of what is
actually on the screen. For instance DisplayCal is reporting in the
verification test huge errors in every color with delta E errors of 10 or
more with every spectral correction, that would without a doubt
appear on the screen. I canʼt see any tints on the screen or in the
physical print. If the print colors are correct as seen in daylight then
the error must be in the software. (I used to have an art restoration
business doing huge projects in NYC using the Munsell system to
match colors restoring murals on walls and ceilings as well as many
other color intense projects and those colors had to be exact. Iʼve also
had a computer since 1979 and used photoshop from the first
version.)
Another difference is that Color Navigator is using the monitor
hardware where DisplayPro and DisplayCal are using the video card
hardware.
This is from the Color Navigator manual:
Video Gamma:
The data used to correct the signal output from the computer.
Software calibration corrects the monitor by using the video card
gamma. Because ColorNavigator does not use video card gamma, if
the video card gamma has been changed by other software, the
adjustment result may not be reflected correctly.
If you or anyone else has the correct spectral correction for an Eizo
CS2730 to use with DisplayCal Iʼd really like to have it and do a proper
verification test.
I do enjoy this site and have contributed to it so please try to be gentle
in your response:)
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Chris Maxwell
JULY 24, 2017 AT 3>13 PM

I think the problem is using DisplayCal or i1DisplayPro to test
uniformity or verification using an icc profile made with Color
Navigator. the clue is in the Video Gamma info above. To get a correct
test result the monitor should be calibrated using either DisplayCal or
i1DisplayPro as they use the video card and not the monitor hardware.

Chris Maxwell
JULY 24, 2017 AT 3>53 PM

That is exactly the problem! DisplayCal and i1DisplayPro canʼt be used
to test an icc profile made with Color Navigator. I have recalibrated the
Eizo using i1DisplayPro and am getting the expected results ie all color
temps and luminescence figures are the same. The monitor is getting
excellent results on all tests.

ColorConsultant
JULY 24, 2017 AT 4>04 PM

“38.2.1.2.1.1.1.2.1.2)”
“For instance DisplayCal is reporting in the verification test huge
errors in every color with delta E errors of 10 or more with every
spectral correction, that would without a doubt appear on the screen.
”
NO, not really. DisplayCAL test several things. One is distance to
daylight locus. As said in my article you may not be targeting those
whites, but particular color coordinates of your white paper with your
lamp. DisplayCAL would report the truth there, 7, 8, 10dE disntance
towards daylight locus, but you did not target that white, so
calibration is valid.
Second is the idealized nature of CN profiles. CN profiles does not
reflect the true behavior of monitor after calibration but an idealized
“matrix 1TRC” (equivalent name in DisplayCAL configuration) profile
that simplifies rounding errors in color managed programs. Such ICM
profile report “itʼs perfect” even it is not, so PS corrects less and
banding caused by color management itself is near non exitent. This
kind of idealized profiles are useful too dealing with near black colors.
Device may be not so accurate there (specetrophotometers for
example), so sch idealized profiles just store “perfect near black”, so
PS does not try correct. This kind of correction done by PS or other
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programs could not be done lowering one or two channels because
itʼs near to 0… so itʼs likely to appear as black crush or strong tints in
grey under color managed programs.
Third one is that DisplayCAL *PROFILE* verifications test accuracy of
ICM profile (captured monitor behaviour) against actual monitor
behavior. Monitor could be even close to target… but profile may be
innacurate, or even user DID NOT SET profile he wants to verify as
default profile… so itʼs users fault after all.
Anyway, claims about such 10dE without a report are useless, the
culprit maybe itʼs just you who donʼt use it properly or do no set
properly verification target. Without screen captures of program
conditions and program reports, such innacuracy claims are useless.
“Video Gamma:”
DisplayCAL does NOT need to modify VCGT (Video card gamma
table, 1D LUT discussed in my 1st article) to make a profile, it just
need to measure. Of course it can calibrate too, its the way monitons
without programamble LUT calibrate.
Read DisplayCAL documentation or this article again, here we talked
about “reprofiling” (not calibration, just RE-profile). That means to
capture true monitor behavior. Sometimes itʼs useful sometimes not. If
monitor calibration is close to target, “idealized profiles” are better
choice since software “color manages less”. If monitor calibration is
not near to target itʼs better an accurate one so PS/LR, can correct it.
This is just a brief summary of your replies. Just a fast explanation
about why your considerations about accuracy are false, most of
them are misconceptions about color management and I gently ask
you to educate yourseft a little in those matters before falsely arguing
about “accuracy” of one program against another.
“Accuracy” is about errors and measures against a target. *Since your
paper white may be too different from calibration target* (THIS is very
very important) it is not the same as a visual match because:
-you may not use normalized light
-maybe you did not capture actual paper white under those
conditions (youʼll need a i1pro/i1pro2)
-device inaccuracies (possible but not so likely, related to reason 2)
-metameric failure (read my 1st article, my first guess about the
culprit will be CCFL normalized light lamp… itʼs time to move to violet
LED + phosphor even CCFL is cheaper than thse LED if you need near
D50 UV content)
Those are the reasons because CN and NEC software (and
DisplayCAL) have an optional “visual match” tuned by your eye.
Of course with a HIGH precission instruments, not so “spiky” light
sources like a GBLED monitor/V-LED plus phsophor for paper and as
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long as you do not have problems in your eyes… itʼs very unlikely that
a HUGE observer metametic failure will happen…. so itʼs all about
about money investment in devices and light sources that visual
match and numeric match by device and software would be very close
or even identical.

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 27, 2017 AT 4>23 AM

Itʼ seems that Luminous Landscape did not find interesting your
troubles with CN, or maybe they just do not know how to solve them.
Did you asked Eizo for support?
I1displaypro (unless broken) + GB-LED variants in CCSS + DisplayCAL
is the ACTUAL measure, the accurate one, *NOT* CN
report/validation.
I hope your issues are solved right now.

Chris Maxwell
SEPTEMBER 3, 2017 AT 6>34 PM

It seems someone finally figured out the right settings in Color
Navigator for the CS2730 and now all results between iDiplayPro,
Color Navigator and DisplayCal are in agreement. In Color Navigator
Preferences set the measurement device compensation method to ‘no
compensationʼ. In DisplayCal the correction setting is set to none and
mode to LCD Generic. From the Color Navigator manual in reference
to the ‘no compensationʼ setting:
‘For other companyʼs monitor validation tool. The sensor
measurement value is used as it is. Wide gamut monitors may not be
measured correctly depending on your measurement deviceʼ
With those settings the color temperature and luminescence values
are correctly reported and measured in other software. I canʼt figure
out how to attach reports from DiplayCal to show the results.

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 4, 2017 AT 7>07 AM

These settings mean AGREEMENT between programs, NOT
ACCURACY.
That means to measure a monitor with an i1DisplayPro WITHOUT
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spectral corrections. That means ~3-4dE errors to actual value in
measurement. That means to waste i1DisplayPro self correction
capabilities.
Your problems are far from being solved. This person pointed “a” (not
“the”) method to make those programs measure the same value, not
to calibate your Eizo to a desired WP value with accuracy. I mean…
this person may have answered “one” question: “How to match
results?”.
If there was actually such a *BIG* difference between CN “matrixwhatever that black box uses for CS and CX” and DisplayCAL with
proper CCSS spectral correction for GB-LED, that means ONE OR
MORE of these issues:
-CN is not accurate, should use spectral corrections: CNʼs matrix
offsets are NOT suitable for your particular i1DisplayPro unit. This is
the point of using spectral corrections (EDR/CCSS) instead of a
matrix: 1 correction, all devices.
-CN is not able to apply its inner spectral correction to your particular
colorimeter.
-i1d3 broken or bundled with highly innacurate “colorimeter observer
curves”.
Give the fact that CN is a black box and that reverse ingeneering
attempts may violate Eizo License or even not be legal in your/my
country… my educated guess point to 1st or 2nd problem. New
firmware versions, revisions… etc could make CN to fail reading
factory colorimeter observer curves bundled in firmware, thus making
i1d3ʼs self correction capabliblites useless.
This happend before, in 2014-15 with updated CNs at that point of
time and a CS240. Users in spanish Canon DSLR forum reported that
issue. This user ended returning i1d3 and buying a new one instead of
requesting a fix for CN which seemed to be broken. My advice was to
report the problem to Eizo as it seemed their fault (colorimeter was
working properly with other software, it was CNʼs fault). After a while
an update for CN came out and no more complains from users.
Several “GBLED-like” EDR/CCSS taken at native gamut ***SHOULD
NOT*** drift more than 2dE between them, when applied to a
“common” i1d3. If two native gamut GB-LED CCSS/EDR make huge
differences in measurement for a GB-LED display… that would point
THAT parcilular i1d3 as the culprit: colorimeter broken, colorimeter
curves innacurate… etc.
You could take user made CS2420 correction as a reference
(refrenced in comments), Xrite one, and a few more (make sure that
they are accurate and at native gamut, explained in coments before).
Test your colorimeter behaviour with them and your GB-LED CS2730.
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If you want to attach some results upload them to some public server
like Mega, Dropbox and such. Since these links may be considered
spam will be marked as “wating moderation” or something similar
untill someone in PLʼs staff revises them.
***************
The proper way to handle these issues is that calibration software
SHOULD be able to ask users for colorimeter correction:
-with custom CCSS or EDRs (and tools for users to creathe EDRs), or
similar open format file for SPD information. This is the best choice
-with a matrix. This is the easiest choice for software developers, just
a popup with 9 boxes. Multiply raw XYZ measurement by that matrix,
job done. Users can compute matrix correction from a CCSS, a i1d3
colorimeter (you need to have one) and ArgyllCMS. It is possible but is
far to be user friendly: you have to type ArgyllCMS commands and
options, to invert a matrix and multiply two 3×3 matrices on your own.
Someone should ask Graeme/Florian to bundle that functionality in
future versions of ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL (I do not need them because
I already have it, but you may find them very valuable… very useful to
port CCSS corrections not present in EDRs to CalMAN, for example).
As a side note I asked such functionality (at least matrix one) to Mr.
Dlugos from Xrite.

Chris Maxwell
SEPTEMBER 6, 2017 AT 12>19 PM

Somehow I knew you would find this unacceptable. I feel monitor and
colorimeter manufacturers should supply the information necessary
for good calibration. I just spoke to the Eizo representative and they
refuse to tell me what the proper spectral correction for the CS2730 is
so I must assume they only want me to use Color Navigator for
calibration (the Rep actually suggested this is the case). Without
knowing the technology of the screen in the monitor saying it is GBrLED, WLED, RGB-LED, or any other LED is a wild guess. At this point
Iʼm tempted to disassemble the monitor to see what screen is actually
inside (which I might do if I decide to void the warranty). Windows 10
just runs this as a generic monitor. Anyway Iʼm going to upload three
measurement reports one with no compensation and no spectral
correction, one with compensation and no spectral correction, and
one with compensation and GBr-LED correction.
Does DisplayCal Calibrate in 8 bit or 10 bit? My understanding is if it is
just 8 bit it would leave 2 bits blank. I have a Nvidia Quadro P2000 10
bit card.
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ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 6, 2017 AT 3>44 PM

DisplayCAL computes 16bit 1D LUT (3 tables, 256 entries per table,
16bit per element in table). This is stored in VCGT tag in ICM file, itʼs
just a GPU calibration.
DisplayCAL (icon in task bar near date) loads that VCGT in Graphics
card (GPU) LUT. No all GPUs admit more than 8bit in its LUT, see my
1st article. AMD/ATI cad should load more “than 10bit” (old ones just
10), then output dithered correction to whatever your
SO+conection+monitorinput admits. A 8bit dithered ouput from a
16bit data in VCGT is VISUALLY AS SMOOTH AS 14-16bit internal
calibration inside monitor.
Users have reported here that geforce 10×0 with ArgyllCMS >1.9.0
can output visually equivalent result as long as certain conditions are
met (DP or HDMI, more than 8bpc in nvidia controsl panel). AMD
solution works always no mater how many bpc or if you use DVI.
If you are using a laptop even if it has dedicated GPU is very very
probable that it will use intel HD 8bit LUTs with undithered outputs,
thus banding when you apply a non trival calibration in GPU LUTs.
You have a Quadro, so all itʼs OK, if you use DisplayCAL GPU
calibration no banding full 10bit output dithered from whatever 1016bit LUT resolution has this links or card. My explanation above if for
other people to read with other GPUs.
I assume that 256 entries in VCGT are extrapolated to 1024 entries in
Quadro/AMD LUTs. I mean gradients are SMOOTH and IT DOES NOT
MATTER because this 256 entrie sin table are computed from “up to
96” measurements across grey gradient. NO software from Dell,
Benq, NEC or EIzo will take so much measurements to compute their
LUT. These others will compute calibration form LESS data tah
ArgyllCMS.
CS2730 is a GB-LED, just download CCSS for CS2420, plot it in Excel,
or libreoffice or Numbers or whatever you use. Then compare it to
other GB-LED CCSS at native gamut, or the 4 last samples in
RG_phosphor EDR (translated to CCSS text files by DisplayCAL when
you import Xrite corrections).
If your i1d3 works as expected between similar GB-LED CCSS, then
itʼs OK, so there is a problem with CN.
In that situation, two posible scenarios, not exclusive:
-old bug which causes CN to not apply proper correction
(“Canonistas issue” explained previously), but CN has proper
correction, itʼs just that some isue reading firmware info from
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colorimeter
-CN uses matrix corrections unsuitable for for particular i1d3 sensivity
curves. The whole point of using EDR/CCSS, even the whole point of
buying a i1d3 is to use this truly advanced feature (plus no ading
filters). This is what i1d3 was a game changer… If that is the situation
CN is “just a toy”.

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 6, 2017 AT 4>28 PM

A SIDE NOTE:
———————
You could just use CN and forget this…as long as :
-itʼs WP looks “white”/”near white”
-grey color is neutral to its white color
-gamut description in profile is accurate enough(Profile validation in
DisplayCAL is OK with the exception of WP or very dark greys)
Then just use it. Your eyer will adapt to monitor WP deviation from D65
(if it was your target)… and if your goal is to get a visual match with
paper, as long as you lack of more advanced measurement equipment
you will be likely relying on manual “visual match” of monitor white to
paper. This is why Eizoʼs CN or NEC Software have this functuionality, to
provide a visual match when equipment (10nm spectros) or the lack of it
are not eough to capture paper white coordinates… or even to solve
observer metameric failure from those spiky D50 CCFL lamps (time to
move to LED, like those D50 “V+r+g+b” leds from Yuji).
I mean, this discussion thread is more about “ACCURACY”, about to use
your hardware to full capabilities. To a severe degree it is the same as
DCCS issues in grey explained in this article: those Dell monitor have
1024 entries per LUT table, they are more than capable to obtain
whatever smooth grey of whatever gamma. The culprit of their issues IS
THE SOFTWARE, because it takes only 10 measurements over grey
ramp.
In your case, if your i1d3 is not broken (test it with several GB-LED
CCSS) CN seems to be “missusing” your colorimeter capabilities. Itʼs
like make it fight with its left fist and its right arm bounded to its back…
itʼs absdurd, but even in that sitiation i1d3 can keep fighting to some
degree (WP errors about 3dE without CCSS against actual WP
coordinates).
I mean, if you find this discussion “too much scholar”, and:
-itʼs WP looks “white”/”near white”
-grey color is neutral to its white color
-gamut description in profile is accurate enough (Profile validation in
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DisplayCAL is OK with the exception of WP or very dark greys)
Then just use CN and forget this thread….
But if you want to use what you paid for at its FULL capabilities (which I
truly understand, same for Dell users), my advice is to do that checking
and ask again an d again Eizo for a solution. This is a de facto NEC/Eizo
duopoly in the “very good uniformity” league, and sooner or later they
become “lazy” and customer get answers like you got “we are eizo, do
as we want, we do not acknowledge any 3rd party test that does not
came form us, no matter the validity or accuracy or true repeteability of
that test”.
“Apple/Google way” if you know what we are taking about.
Reply

Igor Socha
JUNE 24, 2017 AT 10>24 AM

Hi ColorConsultant,
You´ve finally published 3rd part of this story! Thank you very much!
One question – you write
“DisplayCAL 3 and DispcalGUI 2.6 can do profiling without calibration, but IMHO this is
faster and easier to do with DispcalGUI v2.6 because it has a button for that. With v3 you
need to change calibration target to “native” in several user interface fields (whitepoint
and gamma) and disable interactive adjustment. For this feature, DisplayCAL 3 needs
improvement like the older version for just profile, without calibration.”
But I didn´t find calibration target “native” in whitepoint (there is only As measured / Color
temperature / Chromaticity coordinates) nor in gamma fields… Just to be 100% sure that I
´m doing it right – what should I choose then?
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 25, 2017 AT 3>58 AM

I wrote this 3rd part some time ago but it need peer review. Right now, June 2017, Iʼll
use DisplayCAL 3.3.1 with ArgyllCMS 1.9.4 beta (unless you discover some proble, then
go back to 1.9.2), even for just profiling. Florian solved some issues for complex profiles
since 2.6.
When I say “native” in DisplayCAL itʼs equivalent for “as measured” which means “do
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not change” take whatever current stae of monitor has, sorry if you misunderstood.
Once you change this settings on calibration tab, profile only button will show. I would
like that Florian add a button just for this, but all this DisplayCAL “look & feel” seems to
be a “guided” UI like i1Profiler. Same applies to madVR LUT3D validation in
DisplayCAL… I donʼt like it. I would like to validate whatever LUT3D I want just picking a
file in File chooser. Maybe with a menu enabling “fast shortcuts for advanced users”…
Reply

Igor Socha
JUNE 24, 2017 AT 11>32 AM

OK, I followed your instructions and here are my results for my Dell UP2414Q:
Uniformity:
www.360foto.tirol/test/…16-45.html
What do you think about it? Is it OK or not very good?
Calibrated with DUCCS – here is the validation report :
www.360foto.tirol/test/…17-18.html
(I always had bad feeling about my blacks – is it what I can finally see here, in this report?
After my postproduction in LR+PS and checking other monitors, my photos seemed to me
always without contrast… so I had to add some contrast just by estimate and it the
shadows became too black…)
Also, when I checked it here: www.lagom.nl/lcd-t…cktest.png – I couldn´t see any
difference between 3 or hardly 4 topleft black squares…
But this was the results with DUCCS.
I followed your instructions and did the profiling in DisplayCAL and here is new result:
www.360foto.tirol/test/…19-09.html
Is it OK, or should I rather do the “GPU-recallibration” part of your manual too?
Thank you very much!
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 25, 2017 AT 4>40 AM

Uniformity is not very good on the lower half… but if you visually tested it with a white
255 full screen image and look acepatble for you for the money you pay, OK.
Another visual test: www.fogra.org/index…poreid=200 page 5/15. Two skin like color in
altrnate strips. Issues in uniformity make those solid colos strips to make a gradient.
Non premium widegamut models are very likely to fail, some entry level premium
monitors like a CS or Multisync PA may fail a little too unless you activate uniformity
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compensation features. I mean, do not think too much of it, and if you do… then you
should have bought a higher class monitor.
Your profile validation report may be biased because of using a simulation profile. You
donʼt really need it for Photo use. I mean, I think that your monitor has more contrast
after DCCS than reports shows.
Also since you used that a simulation option I do not know which kind of black your
profiles have (realistic 3TRC, 3TRC+BPC, 1TRC+BPC). Since I do not know that data… I
cannot say which behaviour you may see in PS/LR (black crush on images for web,
magenta tint in dark greys-blacks… etc).
An IPS monitor with nominal 1000>1 CR and calibrated to 2.2 power law itʼs very unlikely
that will show differences in black till RGB=3. I mean you have 1000>1 (800>1 after
calibration, even less in your situation) and you try to simulate a 2.2 power law gamma.
Do the maths… Itʼs normal for such calibration target and such contrast.
To have less than 700>1 contrast at D65 after DCCS is an issue…. but itʼs another issue
not related to that back squares test.
Some thoughts about these validation report:
-Althogh DCCS has some limitations fixing neutral hrey issues, as discussed in this
article, your UP2414Q seems to have an uncalibrated grey response good enough to
perform well with DCCS. Good!
-DCCS white point drift vs daylight loccus like yours is pretty common, I would not
bother unless you actually see a pink-green cast on the center of a full screen white
255 image.
-Both report shows a bad contrast for calibrations that do not aim for a fixed low contrat
value for a GB-LED at D65. Maybe this value is biased beause of your simulation profile
configuration. This option itʼs not really meant for what you intened. Just validate
Settings:”current” profile, choose “ISO_126462008_color_accuracy_and_gray_balance.ti1” and run it.
ArgyllCMS calibration seem to have a tint in a particular value of midle grey (115), IDNK
what GPU do you have but this may be spotted by eye. This may be an issues for B&W
images of web design/illustration with lots of gradients. If you donʼt see it, then itʼs OK.
DCCS calibration seem to have an acceptable (I mean “expected”) white point drift and
grey is neutral, good.
Reply

Igor Socha
JUNE 25, 2017 AT 5>04 AM

Hi, thank you for the answer!
Yes in the FOGRA test I can see the gradation on both sides – but it is in the areas
occupied with toolboxes and different windows in LR and PS, so I do not mind,,,
Regarding the monitor itself – well, only thanks to you and your articles I know that my
monitor is not so good as I thought (thanks to some reviews back in 2015), As I see i
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have to really invest in near future (I´ll most probably go to NEC 272W, which you
recommended several times).
Regarding simulation profile – I left “simulation profile” box checked and chose Adobe
RGB and unchecked “use simulation profile as target profile”. Perhaps I
misunderstood something. I´m going to do it once again without simulation profile
once again.
GPU is AMD 580RX
I don´t really see any shifting in neutral grey
Thank you!
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 21, 2017 AT 2>01 AM

Each one of these have particular features not avaliable to the others:
-NEC Multisync PA272W + SV2
-NEC Spectraview PA272W (+bundled Spectraview profiler) + SV2, only avaliable in
EU I think.
-NEC CS2730
-NEC CG2730
-NEC CG277
Choose the one that suits better to your needs. As a fast summary:
-PAs and CG277 have LUT3D for emulating other screens, but CG277 has a LUT3D
with more nodes (better)
-CG277 cannot be uset at native resolution with 60Hz with HDMI. It uses an HDMI
controller dated to dinosaur era (same applies to CG318-4k).
-CG2730 has a superb contrast for an IPS, 1500>1, but do not have LUT3D
-PAs have a 5 step uniformity compensation, Eizos have 2 step (on/off)
-SV2 software form NEC is not free, ColorNavigation is free.
-PA272W does not accept 24/25/30p input signal (video)
Which is better? None of them… all of them. Just read this “summary” and choose
the one that fits your needs better than the others. IMHO I would stay away from
CG277 unless you really need its LUT3D features because HDMI only laptops are
very common these days.
Reply

Igor Socha
JUNE 25, 2017 AT 5>46 AM

So here are the results (I´ve loaded icc created by DCCS calibration, made validation
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in DisplayCAL, now without simulation profile):
www.360foto.tirol/test/…13-10.html
seems bad :(
after Profiling in DisplayCAL I did the validation again:
www.360foto.tirol/test/…13-36.html
seem also bad
What should I do? Should I follow the steps in “GPU Re-calibration” section of your
article?
Thank you!
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 25, 2017 AT 12>20 PM

Grey is neutral, profiles are accurate (even DCCS one) but white has a little ciangreen cast. Upon visual inspection if this cast bothers you, GPU recalibration will
render it perfect.
ArgyllCMS calibration white is off too, so you did something wrong like setting
native white and perform a full GPU calibration (grey levels are not 100%)… instead
of “just profile”. Button name changes if you are going to do a profile only
operation. If its name contains “calibration” then you did something wrong. I did not
notice before…
So you do not need reprofiling, DCC profile is accurate enough. You just need whiet
point correction if 3dE towards green bothers you. Just set a white and gamma
value and ArgyllCMS profile & cal over CAL1/2 will be D65.
Contrast seems wrong, pretty bad for a GB-LED (like those CS2420).
Standard OSD mode or Custom color OSD mode with RGB gain = 100 and contrast
at factory level (usually 50%) should render a higher value.
A good normal GBLED should have between 850-1000>1 uncalibrated. If you still
get 600-700>1 at native white, you got a bad unit.
Tools, report, uncalibrated screen repot. It is plotted on console windows view, no
HTML. You can understand it by yourselft, self descripting.
If you get a good uncalibrated contrast in those OSD modes, then DCCS is the
culprit… and since DCCS is a black box, you cannot change it unless Tomʼs team fix
it.
Reply
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Betty
JUNE 26, 2017 AT 5>01 AM

Thanks to Color Consultant for another truly excellent article.
It confirms what I found when starting out on my own colour management journey.
Calibration and profiling can become a nightmare of complexity, especially for
photographers who, like me, are not imaging scientists and just want a reliable and
accurate monitor that is easy to calibrate so they can get on with their photography, rather
than getting bogged down in calibration problems.
As has been so clearly shown, most if not all monitors out there have problems with
accuracy, uniformity and ease of calibration many of which either cannot be overcome
without a great deal of trouble or cannot be overcome at all.
My own early investigations brought me to the conclusion that if I wanted a stress free
photographic life, I would have to bite the bullet and buy a proper professional graphics
monitor from NEC or Eizo.
So ten years ago I bought an Eizo CG301W and an iDisplay. Calibration and profiling was a
breeze and that combination served me well for nearly nine years until the screen finally
died. Not bad – and that included a warranty replacement of the back light panel just
short of 5 years with a FOC, courier delivered, temporary replacement while the work was
carried out!
I replaced it with the CG318-4K with built in hardware self calibration. This monitor,
running at 10bit colour, is stunning and has passed every test I have thrown at it with
flying colours. It wakes itself up every 200 hours, updates its calibration and goes back to
sleep until itʼs needed again. What could be better than that?
All CG Eizoʼs and NEC Spectraviews come with a factory uniformity and colour adjustment
data sheets showing all the measurements, adjustments and results for your particular
monitor. There is a 5 year guarantee against any defect of any kind. Priceless. Even their
second tier models knock spots of LG, Benq, Samsung, Apple and the rest and are easy to
calibrate with their packaged Spectraview/Colornavigator software.
The bottom line is, you get what you pay for and while I appreciate that not everyone can
afford the investment, it never ceases to amaze me how many photographers, including
professionals, will spend thousands of dollars on camera gear and top quality glass, but
baulk at investing in what is probably the most critical part of the imaging chain – the
display on which they produce and show their work. The ‘savingʼ in the purchase price is
quickly negated by the endless hours (unpaid in the case of a professional) of trying to
untangle the problems and the frustration of realising that their monitor will never fulfil
their expectations.
Reply
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ColorConsultant
JUNE 26, 2017 AT 7>07 AM

Actually if you could add some pre-requisites for your work:
-modern GPU (high bithdepth LUT + dithering)
-monitor configured at its native gamut
then the only issue is uniformity. If you find a monitor with “good enough” uniformity for
its price (whetever uniformity/price ratio, or minimum uniformity quality is your sweet
point)… then you are done: you can ALWAYS calibrate and profile with DisplayCAL, easy
and straightforward (as long as you have a CCSS file for your backlight type).
Of course there are people who cannot accept these two requisites. For example web
design and video editing: most of their tools are not color managed so in the end you
need sRGB/Rec709 emulation (LUT-Matrix HW calibration is enough), or even custom
gamut per device emulation (LUT3D). Most photographers do not belong to this group,
so they usually do not need such features.
A side note for @Betty:
1) All new CGs with 1500>1 contrast ratio like yours have a more spiky SPD than GBLEDs
(current PA series fox example), itʼs the same as some LED TVs with P3 gammut
support. Itʼs a double red spike in power/nm. UP2516D/UP2716D have a mild version of
this.
The narrower the spikes in SPD are, the higher the odds of an observer metameric
failure. Old CCFL monitors were much worse regarding to this in red channels… so if you
use those in the past and do not care about this issue, do not care now with that CG…
but the odds are higher than with a CS240 for example.
2) Maybe I am wrong but I believe that you wonʼt use the true “cool” features of CG3184k (17^3 cube custom gamut emulation)
3) As long as contrast is not an issue (to gain AAA+ uniformity with ColorComp at the
cost of contrast), EU version of Multisync PA322UHD (the cheap one, EU has two
flavours of PAs) is about half the price of your Eizo and would do the job.
Reply

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 27, 2017 AT 5>12 AM

Repling to those new comments I re read my response to yours. I did not meant to say
that is not a good purchase, maybe it was misunderstood.
I just said that for photo & softproof the MS PA322UHD (the “cheap one” in EU market)
with ColorComp set to “5” will do the job equally.
Of course ther are losts of reasons to get the top models (Spectraview PA322UHD-2 or
CG3184k), better contrast, better uniformity at max contrast (uniformity switch to off),
or unattended calibration (for your CG, as you said).
I meant that for photo & softproof those features are not needed or are just extras (like
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unattended calibration). For this use the KEY is uniformity & proper HW calibration and
PA322UHD (2500 euro in some EU stores) will do the job even in most pro enviroment.
If you need of find useful the extras, go for the big ones.
I hope that my previous comment was not misunderstood.
Reply

John Daniel
MAY 7, 2018 AT 1>50 PM

Hi Betty,
I have a question on your calibration method, I have 10-bit monitor with Quadro card. I
use NEC spectraview to calibrate but my SRGB web output does not match the
ProPhoto TIFF output in terms of color. ProPhoto looks vibrant and saturated but SRGB
looks dull. What could be the reason.
Thank you,
John
Reply

ColorConsultant
MAY 7, 2018 AT 2>59 PM

Content out of gamut of sRGB. Answered before. Test it with softproof tools.
Reply

Alberto Rossettini
JULY 4, 2017 AT 9>34 AM

Hi!
I use two monitor on my computer. One Dell UP2516D (wide gamut) and another is a Dell
P2314 (non wide gamut).
I known that i have to calibrate the first one (the wide gamut) with i1 Display Pro and
DUCCS.
Can I use this same itens to calibrate the monitor Dell P2314 (non wide gamut)?
Thank you!
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Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 4, 2017 AT 2>32 PM

No, P2314 has not user writable LUT, but if you unplug UP2516D from your computer
and then you start DCCS it should behave like i1Profiler. Anyway I would use
ArgyllCMS+DisplayCAL. You must remember that P2314 requires WLED correction for
i1DisplayPro.
If you want to get a visual match in white for both screens, fist calibrate (and optionally
GPU recalibrate) UP2516D as described in this article. Then try to match its white with
your P2314: with actual white coordinates of UP2516D after calibration or with visual
match.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 4, 2017 AT 2>41 PM

BTW Mr. Dlugos has not answer my mail: 3 tries, one for the wrong email direction and
two for the last one.
INDK if he read my “hi!” mail, but Iʼm not going to try it again and waste my time. Dear
Dell/Xrite OEM customers: this is what you get.
Anyway I do not think that he requires futher assitance with DCCS issues. They are well
know:
-too few grey ramp measures, so they cannot get neutral grey in some displays while
i1Profiler of ArgyllCMS CAN DO IT.
-messing arround with brightness level after LUT has been written
-inaccuracies in white point LUT calculations: that 3-6dE form white towards cyan that
lots of users suffer after DCCS.
Solution for Dell monitor owners:
-just recalibrate in GPU over DCCSʼ CAL1/CAL2 with DisplayCAL. You should get more
than 95% unique grey levels in GPU LUT and very modern nvidias and ***ANY*** AMD/ATI
card from 10 yeras ago till present will get you bandless gradiens in non color managed
enviroments after that recalibration.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 6, 2017 AT 2>28 AM

It seems that Viewsonic version of i1Profiler for HW calibration has the same issues as
DCCS: very high grey range in a*b*, strong oscilations in hue of the grey gradient as we
can see in some reviews of Viewsonic VP2768 (sRGB/Rec709 monitor)
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If Xrite OEM development has done this software, then they would need to fix the same
issues as in DCCS.
Itʼs a generalized problem and Mr. Dlugos Team should put more effort in solving it.
Otherwise as a solution for Viewsonic owners : just use DisplayCAL with a non intel
modern GPU.
Reply

Debbie
JULY 20, 2017 AT 10>37 AM

Wow, I wish this would come in laymen terms. I know my camera, my know LR, now Im not
sure my colors are right! Im so extremely confused.
Reply

Rosta
JULY 21, 2017 AT 2>40 PM

Hello,
I have had DELL UP2414Q for a number of years now and itʼs a good monitor, particularly
after calibration with x-rite i1display pro. However, the calibration process started playing
up ever since I got macOS Sierra – it would calibrate the monitor and then within a minute
or so the colours would look wrong again. Even when I re-selected CAL1 or CAL2. Anyway,
with a few updates of the software this glitch seemed to have been fixed.
However, I tried to calibrate the monitor today and the calibration process wouldnʼt get
past the ADC calibration at the start – [Step 1 of 6] Setting optimum contrast. It would
freeze at that point for 5 seconds or so and then I get an error message saying: “Could
not set optimum contrast. Please set the monitor to a different preset, restart the
application, and try again.” Iʼve never seen this error before and my calibration workflow
hasnʼt changed. I tried different settings, including factory reset but nothing works. Iʼm a
bit upset now as the factory reset has deleted the previous calibration so I canʼt use the
monitor, all profiles look quite wrong…
Has anyone experienced this? I donʼt know what else to do to fix this…
Dell UltraSharp Calibration Solution: v1.6.0.2168
XRD Version: 2.4.0.1
Many thanks in advance,
Rosta
Reply
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Arne
JULY 26, 2017 AT 6>21 AM

This is extremely helpful – given how how poorly DUCS and the monitor are documented,
some of this is life-saving…
Two questions:
1) Why are you recommending to use the older DUCS version 1.5.3 instead of the newer
1.6.0 for older monitors?
2) I learned from your article that table profiles (as opposed to matrix profiles) are not
Firefox compatible, but am not too worried about that. But are they compatible with Adobe
Lightroom? Would they make for the better profile for working with Lightroom?
Thanks for your generous help to others.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 26, 2017 AT 8>56 AM

1) If you have an U2713H (for example) you can set in “Custom xy” sRGB-like gammut
and gamma 2.4 with DCCS 1.5.3.
As explained in ths article if you do the same with newer version other values tan 2.2 will
be ignored and DCCS will use 2.2 instead.
Itʼs a BUG, Xrite knows it at least from this weekend (Mr. Dlugos mail)… maybe future
versiosn will solve it.
Disclamer: Iʼve not tested 1.6.0 nor 1.6.1
2) Itʼs a Firefox incompatibility. Also a Basiccolor Display incompatibility if you try to
validate your DCCS profiles with this tool (it sees whitepoint as D50 PCS instead of
actual one). Same applies to i1Profiler profiles. DCCS ICMs=i1Profiler ICMs in terms of
compatibility.
You can use DCCS/i1Profiler profiles with Adobe suite. Itʼs better that you test that
profiles with DisplayCAL first as explained in this article (2nd page).
If you have grey range issues or similar errors, itʼs better to use Xrite “Table” profiles
because they use 3x TRC instead of 1TRC to store gamma. This way Adobe suite can
try to correct some of the issues in calibration.
If calibration itʼs ok without those grey range issues a matrix profile will do the job and
because 1TRC matrix profiles are “idealized” profiles, theyʼre less prone to banding
caused by color management rounding errors (whic are different from calibration
banding issues).
Reply

Arne
JULY 30, 2017 AT 9>19 AM

Thanks – these are really helpful and incredibly competent tips. Since you might be
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interested: I have tried DUCCS 1.6.1 now. I didnʼt get round to checking whether it
honours non-2.2 gammas in custom xy mode, but it does appear to have a major bug,
at least where my U2713H is concerned: running calibration and profiling for native
(and after factory reset and in and for CAL1) produces a colour space that is notably
similar to, but actually even smaller than, sRGB (as can bee seen in ICCview.de).
Neither 1.5.1 nor 1.5.8 do this. Both of those create credible native colour spaces for
the U2713H based on the same procedure, so this is presumably a major bug of some
kind in 1.6.1. (To be fair, the version for download to support the U2713H on the Dell
website is in fact 1.5.8 – but that then propmts to update to 1.6.1.)
Reply

Justin
AUGUST 25, 2017 AT 1>10 AM

Thanks a lot for your tutorial! I do not really understand the difference between the reprofiling and GPU calibration. Should you do both or just one of the 2 in case you have
bad gray points? My gray points are very far off and I would love to correct this!
I would also expect that within DUCCS you should select NATIVE instead of AdobeRGB or
RGB. It sounds like it would use the colors the monitor can produced more optimal.
Reply

Justin
AUGUST 25, 2017 AT 1>33 AM

Thanks for you comprehensive tutorial! What I do not really understand is whether you
need to do both re-profiling and GPU calibration or just one of the two? I do own a
Geforce 1080 and my gray points are very far of from desired.
Also, why do you recommend calibrating the DUCCS to AdobeRGB or sRGB instead of
native colors?
Reply

Justin
AUGUST 25, 2017 AT 1>34 AM

Dubbelpost… I had an error after the first one.
Reply
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ColorConsultant
AUGUST 27, 2017 AT 3>45 AM

1-Reprofiling is meant to be used over HW calibration exclusively. DisplayCAL ICC v2
profiles are compatible with most programs (matrix support almost universal for color
managed apps, or lut-profile for lots of them). DCCS profiles (I meant the ICM file with
monitor behaviour description created by DCCS) are not compatible with Firefox (as an
example) and other calibration programs do not recognize their WP (itʼs defined as D50
PCS)… so you cannot cross validate them.
SUMMARY: Reprofiling is for compatibility OR to have a 3 x TRC curves so color
managed apps could try to “fix” errors in grey ramp.
2-GPU Recalibration on top of HW calibration is meant to be used if you want to fix WP
or grey neutrality if HW could not fix them. Reasons that lead to this errors in HW
calibration are explained in this article so Iʼm not going to expain it again.
Xrite know them (Mr Dlugos) so future versions of DCCS (dell) or HP/Viewsonic variants
of i1Profiler could fix them…
Point 1 and 2 are independent. You may need no one, or 1st or 2nd. 2nd point also does
the 1st because itʼs a full GPU calibration and profiling in DisplayCAL.
As expained in this article DO NOT use “Native preset”: It has too many locked options.
If you want native gamut, then use “Custom xy” and put native xy coordinates for
R,G&B. Itʼs explained in this article. This way you can choose gamma and WP.
There are lots of reasons to have one CAL to “sRGB/Rec709” gamut. One of them is to
test web pages or other applications which are not color managed, theyʼre meant to be
displayed in a sRGB display.
Of course there are lots of reasons to have both CAL1 & CAL2 to native gamut with
diferent WPs.
I asked Mr Dlugos that DCCS or HP/Viewsonic vairants should have a “load old
calibration from disk” to users can fast switch between several calibrations (4,6…) to
taht 2 CAL slots.
Reply

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 27, 2017 AT 4>15 AM

An update or side note to this article:
—————————————————————
As explained in other articles the only choice for consumer colorimeter and hardware
calibration is i1DisplayPro. Munki Display is good too, but itʼs locked in firmware (Xrite
commercial polity). So you DO want that your current or future widegamut monitor to have
proper support for i1DisplayPro and spectral correction fot itʼs backlight.
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Viewsonic guys in their HW cal software (another variant from i1Profiler like Dellʼs) have
RG_phosphor EDR, so if they have a GB-LED with HW cal, their software “could”mesure
them properly with an i1DisplayPro. Kudos for Viewsonic.
The non-premium “measure OK” club is right now: Dell, HP & Viewsonic. You could
measure OK, but due to over simplifications, HW cal may not be so good, as explained in
this article. Anyway to measure OK should be mandatory to expect a good calibration.
LG (prevous version, last one its a corrupted zip file for Windows) , Samsung & Benq DO
NOT have GB-LED EDR spectral corrections for their software. Benq does not have a
proper EDR for QLED backlight either. No kudos for those 3.
Xrite nor Dell nor other players using their SDK DO NOT have custom EDRs for the
following backlights:
-P3 imacs
-Newer 1500>1 led Eizoʼs CG widegamut monitor (they have a built-in colorimeter
corrected to that backlight)
-Dellʼs UP2516D/UP2716D (GB_LED one should run more or less fine as an aproximation)
-QLED
-“new WLED” for P3 LED TV displays
Xrite should update their EDR catalog bundled with their SDK. It is time now.
You could obtain CCSS for those backlights with DisplayCALʼs user to user support
(explained on previous comments).
Reply

Sorintje
SEPTEMBER 10, 2017 AT 8>10 PM

Hi ColorConsultant!
Congrats for your great step-by-step article and great help in here and also on Nasimʼs
article! Lots of people couldnʼt do anything without your guidance! In the last 3-4 days I
tried to calibrate my Dell U2713H LCD.
I have read everything what you wrote in here and all your comments and tried to resolve
the problems without bothering you with my questions but it would help me a lot your
opinion about my calibration reports: www.dropbox.com/s/5o3…L.zip?dl=0
Calibration settings are the same as your instructions.
Removed profiles, reset lcd to factory, disabled smart video enhance from OSD, in DUCCS
I used AdobeRGB, 255cd/m (lower was good for “RGB gray balance” but bad for
“Measured vs. assumed target whitepoint” marking one of these two with red in reports),
Bradford, Version 2, Matrix based, small 118 patch, and saved to LUT CAL1. After that, I
‘Profiled onlyʼ with DisplayCAL: Current, Curves + matrix, Profile quality high, with and
without black point compensation, large testchart for LUT profiles (778), linear (no
embeded profile).
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My questions that I couldnʼt find an answer for:
1. In DisplayCAL, pressing the button ‘Profiled onlyʼ gives me a pop-up asking me about
linear or embedding profile. For what is that and in my case what is better? I have a Nvidia
GTX (no GPU LUT for me).
2. In report nr. 3, Maximum ΔE*00 is 033 dark green and has an actual value of 0.93. It
should be 033 dark green or 001 black (like in report 2)?
3. From what I learned from you I would say this about Report 2 (with black
compensation):
Pros:
– has a better “Measured vs. assumed target whitepoint ΔE*00”;
– a better “Maximum ΔE*00” because is 001 black;
– the “RGB gray balance” passed nominal and recommended tolerance;
Cons:
– the values in the graphics “Correlated Color Temperature” 0% and 5% are way off;
– Gamma 5% and 95% are off also;
– “RGB Gray Balance” doesnʼt look as good as in Report 3 (with no black compensation).
Which Report is better in your opinion? 2 or 3?
4. Can I do something to improve these 2 reports and get the one better mixed result out
of them? :)
5. What do you think about my Uniformity Report?
Thank you in advance! I barely wait your opinion about all this. Sorry for writing that much,
I tried to make it as short as I could!
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 13, 2017 AT 5>09 AM

Uniformity is what is expected for a unit of its price, Iʼll say “PASS”.
Your unit after DCCS HW calibration shows tint in grey, explained in this article. GPU
recalibratis is adviced for yout unit if you have an AMD GPU (or the newer nvidias for
desktop) or a pro card.
Reprofiling (DisplayCAL woithout GPU calibration , “profile only”) is useful to capture
this tints in grey, so color managed programs like PS could try to correct it, at the cost
of color managed induced banding. If you do little to no B&W photo or web desing with
gradients this may be the way to go if your current GPU (or laptop is not suitable for a
full GPU recalibration). If this suits you, Matrix black point compensation (BPC) should
render less issues with color managed programs (idealized black).
I donʼt know why you would want 250cd/m2… seems pretty high for a normal indoor
use.
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Now your answers:
1- linear since you want to use HW CAL. As long as you do not have GPU calibration
loaded, is linear too (linear = no GPU CAL) so in this situation even checking it would
work.
2- less 1dE for a matrix profile (well behaved screens) = I / you donʼt care.
3- what you see in gray balance is validated against PROFILE. How accurate is agains
profile, but it will as bad as DCCS (awful tints). So Iʼll go with BPC ON as long as darkest
black shows no really bad tint.
4- Iʼll stay with MTRX + BPC ON, or if you do not work wit lots of B&W/web
desing/gradients you could try GPU recalibration over these CALx. Newer 10×0 nvidias
with latest versions should perform better than older ones in relation with banding
(DP/HDMI only, sleect more than 8bpc in its control panel)
5- answered on the fist line.
And of course… check that high cd/m2… Iʼm almost certain that is not what you wanted.
You can select desired (+-7cd/m2) luminance in DCCS.
Reply

Sorintje
SEPTEMBER 13, 2017 AT 12>22 PM

Thank you for your elaborated reply!
At first I used 120cd/m2 but the results for brightness in my OSD was around 17% and
I wanted something around 50%. I think 120cd/m2 is way way to dark for me as other
users confirmed the same thing with U2713H. I know if I have a lower cd/m2 I will
have more details in the darkʼs (something that I would like), less punchy contrast and
if I send my photos to a printing service, I will get a closer representation to what I see
on my screen compared with 250cd/m2. Till two weeks ago, I was using my screen at
100% brightness, my eyes got use to it, but I got feedback from some people that my
photos on the web are underexposed and over saturated on the reds. Thatʼs why I
bought the i1DisplayPro, to get the things right.
What I would like is to have a well balanced bightness (I think I can get used to any
cd/m2 in the end), to be able to see details in darks and to remove grey banding/color
tint. This way I will not underexpose my photos anymore in PS. Even if Iʼm not doing
B&W, all the photos I see online for example in Chrome/Facebook that have a gray
backgrop, have really bad banding/pixelation. Same photos if I open them in Windows
Photo Viewer, the banding is a lot less. Also in PS the grays/dark areas on the model
skin have a dark-green colored tint. Because of that, I exaggerate the photo
processing when maybe I should not if itʼs only something that I see.
I will do some calibrations with a lower cd/m2; this way I noticed the gray balance
report looks better directly out of DCCS, even if at lower cd/m2 the 1dE is marked
with red (that is not important if I understand correctly). I will then do a Profile Only
with DC using DPC ON.
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If Dell and X-Rite will not fix that bug as I noticed the problem is for years and they are
not interested at all, I will buy a pro card and do a GPU 1LUT calibration as I
understand thatʼs the only way to better remove gray color tint and banding. I found a
Dell Quadro K4200 for about 280 Euros here in Belgium. I will get one of those. Does
it matter if is a K4200 or a K600 if my only interest is color representation for
Photography? I donʼt work with Maya, CAD, and so on.
For calibrating CAL2 to sRGB, I use the same settings? Do I have to change gamma to
2.4?
Thank you!
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 13, 2017 AT 5>15 PM

Better Quadro P?xxx than K?xxx, same money, newer card. P600 is just an entry
GPU to get 10bit in PS, not much computing power, IDNK how much do you need.
Geforce Pascal are reported to bandless calibration if some requirement are met.
AMD work allways… but miners make them dissapear in lots of stores.
If you just want a general purpose GPU Iʼll go for a less than 200 euro AMD RX,
“jsut work”, even over DVI, dither output all the way since 2005 or even before… but
Pascal nvidias seem to work here… at last.
CAL2 sRGB, read my article: newer DCCS versions have only sRGB/2.2 gamma. If
you just want to emulate a general purpose monitor, set manuallly “custom xy” to
sRGB R,G&B xy color coordinates and 2.2 gamma.
If you yant to play videos use madVR over your prefered player (MPC-HC for
example). Itʼs color managed so you cant make it work in Rec709 on the fly to
whatever gamma you want and do HDR->SDR conversions. Color management is
done in a LUT3D od 65 nodes per cube side, dithered. Pretty awesome for a free
product, trully awesome. LUT3D for madVR are computed with DisplayCAL. As a
fast approach you can test your full native gamut profile as output profile, but you
need now a non BPC profile and BIG XYZLUT profile if you can (start with 1k patch
set).
Regarding cd/m2…measure your light conditions and remember the high idealized
Lambert law for a fast calculation. Take paper reflection as 0.9 for a “fast”
calculation.
This general rule applied to a specific light conditions sets ISO P2 condition:
-D50 normalized light for light source (CCFLs is not the way to go in 2017…) and
D50 in monitor to match it. Softpoof options could apply a correction to WP in
order to match your paper-printer profile.
-more than 500lux in light cabin, 160cd/m2 in monitor (Lamberts law, ideallized
contitions)… make calculus, itʼs just numer PI :D, no magic, not artist or awesome
guruʼs eye… just technolgy & science.
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For non ISO conditions… make the same calculations, youʼll need a uniform light
source emiting more than 800lux at the level of paper surface for your current
monitor setup.
Reply

les
NOVEMBER 8, 2017 AT 2>28 PM

hi can you help me i got a GTX970 GPU and a ASUS PA279Q and got a i1Display Pro but i
what do i put the Display and technology type in Iprofiler ,,
and allso would i be better getting a Quadro P2000 or a P4000 ??
Reply

ColorConsultant
NOVEMBER 10, 2017 AT 1>29 AM

Display and technology type = “RG_phosphor” but better use DisplayCAL win the same
RG_phosphor spectral correction.
Even a Radeon for under $100 would be better than what you have right now.
If you want nvidia, a cheap Pascal Quadro will do the job (bandless calibration for non
color managed enviroments + 10bit for Photoshop). I do not know how much GPU
computing power you need… but a P600 seems a reasonable starting point.
Any of these GPU could solve the serious overshoot problems in that Asus. That
monitor is the 2nd worst widegamut 27″ monitor… it was a bad choice.
Reply

Igor Socha
DECEMBER 6, 2017 AT 9>56 AM

Hi ColorConsultant,
What is your opinion on this new model:
petapixel.com/2017/…b-hdr-500/
Looks too good news to be true to me. Where is the culprit?
Thank you,
BR Igor
Reply
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ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 7, 2017 AT 1>16 AM

IMHO and regarding uniformity : we donʼt even try
AdobeRGB (widegamut) with guarantees = more than 1000 euro for a 27″ QHD display
+ 200 euro for i1DisplayPro if you donʼt have one at hand.
If you want a “big” screen ( 27″ or more) and you donʼt have that amount of money…
forget buying a widegamut now. Buy an sRGB screen, there are pretty good sRGB
screens, even 27″ 4k with HW cal for about 800 euro (EA275UHD)
Reply

Gilad
DECEMBER 18, 2017 AT 2>01 PM

Hi there,
Thank you very much for the detailed article. I have to admit I didnʼt expect for this
process to be so complex.
Unfortunately, Iʼve read through the article 6 times already and still couldnʼt understand
what Iʼm supposed to do with my current setup:
1. Dell UP2716D
2. NVIDIA Quadro K2200
3. X-Rite i1 Display Pro
I would like to use the Custom Color OSD with Uniformity Compensation On.
When I try to calibrate my screen using ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL with UC ON and Custom
Color OSD – the white balance is off, as expected.
Can I calibrate the screen with UC On and afterwards fix for the white balance? If so, what
are the steps that I should take to get there?
Appreciate your help,
Gilad.
Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 19, 2017 AT 1>47 AM

AFAIK, UP2716D + UC=ON means OSD controls for RGB gain and offset are locked.
That means that you cannot modify monitorʼs whitepoint “inside” the monitor. I donʼt
remeber if Correlated Color Temperature OSD presets like 5000K and such allows you
to enable UC=ON, check it.
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Since white point is “locked” with UC=ON, you must use graphics card LUT to correct
white point (and grey, and gamma).
My fist step would be check if Color temperature OSD presets could be used with
UC=ON, then measure them with DIsplayCAL (Tools, measurement, uncalibrated screen
report) and choose Color temperature OSD preset that is close to your target…
whatever it is (D65, D50… ect)
If these color temperature presets could not be enabled with UC=ON, a white point
correction from native white point (which is locked in custom color mode because of
UC=ON) to D50 could be too huge to handle, even for a quadro. D65 white should be
easy.
Once you tested which OSD presets could be used with UC=ON, choose the one that
fits better your needs, then use DisplayCAL selecting as target your desired white point
and gamma.
When prompted to correct white balance just ingnore it and choose to continue.
Whatever you did not correct there will be corrected in graphics card LUT. It will be
done limiting one or two channels maximum output.
That means that after calibration brightness will drop, the further your white point target
is from your current white point the more it will drop. As an staring point you can make a
guees about 5% drop from a cyangreen white point to D65, hence you should raise +5%
your current whitepoint cd/m2 in white balance screen.
DisplayCAL has no DDC/CI control to do this kind of guessing for you, all OSD tweaks
should be done by user.
After that just let DisplayCAL do the job. After calibration and profiling youʼll be asked
for profile instalation. Iʼll choose to use DisplayCAL LUT loader instead of the loader
provided by Windows .
Reply

matteo platania
DECEMBER 28, 2017 AT 3>58 AM

Hello Color Consultant,
i would ask you a question (if i can):
-On MAC OSX: i finish to calibrate my monitor (Dell Ultrasharp UP2516D with 1displayPro
and x-rite DUCCS software) and i assign the name “RGB December profile” on CAL2 and
“sRGB December Profile” on CAL1, then i choose to use CAL1.
But… should i open (in OSX) System Preferences – Monitor – Color, and assign “RGB
December Profile” too, right?
Sorry for the question…
THANK YOU have a good day
Matteo
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Reply

matteo platania
DECEMBER 28, 2017 AT 4>02 AM

Sorry i mean i choose CAL2 not CAL1 so for example… if i choose CAL2 (RGB December
Profile) on Dell monitor must i open Preferences – monitor- color on OSX MAC and
assign RGB December Profile too?
Sorry.
Thank You
Matteo
Reply

ColorConsultant
JANUARY 2, 2018 AT 5>32 AM

Yes.
“Default profile” for that display (or whatever it is named on each OS) should match
the OSD it was created for.
Reply

matteo
JANUARY 3, 2018 AT 1>48 AM

Thank you.
Wish u a great 2018.
Matteo
Reply

sven
FEBRUARY 5, 2018 AT 10>08 AM

Hello Color Consultant,
do you know if the integrated graphic cards in AMDʼs APU processors are good for
calibration like their descrete graphic cards?
Reply
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ColorConsultant
FEBRUARY 5, 2018 AT 12>06 PM

They should (all this stuff is part of AVIVO engine from a decade ago) but Iʼve not tested
them.
Reply

Chris
FEBRUARY 9, 2018 AT 3>20 AM

Hi all,
quiet late on this topic but working on/with an UP2516D, calibrated via DCCS and an i1 Pro
(Yes, the older graphite-coloured thingy), CAL1 at native, CAL2 at sRGB. Unfortunately I
constantly switch between unmanaged software like 3ds Max, different Browsers and
managed Applications like Adobe CC suit (Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign), managed
Browsers, as this wasnʼt already enough I do some gaming in the evening sometimes.
(Everything both on a MacBookPro -> USB-C -> Display Port and a Windows Machine ->
Display Port (10Bit at NVIDIA Control Panel) Albeight I should probably constantly switch
between those Calibration Targets, lets assume I wanted the »something in the middle
without having to constantly switch« – what settings/render target with DCCS would you
experts recommend?
Best regards from Germany,
Chris
Reply

ColorConsultant
FEBRUARY 9, 2018 AT 10>56 AM

First of all, for no pro cards your 10bit under Windows are only avaliable at full screen on
supported apps (some video renders like madVR an other similar apps, mabe some
games too).
IDNK much abut 3dmax, bit I think that it is not color managed, at least not in viewports.
IE and Edge are not color managed (and thatʼs not bad in the end because since they
are silly browsers is very easy to test banding and other defects like them). Chome &
Opera I think that could be configured to full color management (HTML to sRGB colors)
in chrome flags. Firefox could be setup for full color management with choice of
rendering intent.
So… an easy way to use them is to configure it the way you did, setup as default profile
the one you created for CAL1 and when you need to switch to non color managed apps,
move to CAL2=sRGB. Since they are not color managed no need to switch
displayprofiles as long as you go back to CAL1 when using color managed apps.
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Another option is to be CAL2 with CAL2 profile as default most ofthe time. When you do
really need widegamut support (raw editing, printing…) the switch to CAL1 and its
profile BEFORE starting apps that use it. If you use Adobe PS, Ai & In for web design itʼs
very likely that you didnʼt need a widegamut at all. A sRGB NEC EA 24-27″ (380-700
euro) will do the job, HW cal + UC in two steps (ON/OFF).
Now, about possible OSX issues: If you do NOT have banding due to calibration (HW cal
or AMD GPU LUT cal) BUT you experience green or pink cast in some greys of OSX UI
(buttons, windows…), itʼs OSX fault (rounding errors due to color managament at 8bit
computig precision). If that happens to you you need to use display profiles with 1xTRC:
DCCS matrix or reprofile/”recalibrate & profile” with DisplayCAL. This way OSX color
management with belive that these grey shased are true grey (no color) and will not try
to correct them. Thery are less acurate but you avoid thta issues that look awful. IMHO
desktop color management by default is an error and a PITA, specially with very high
end lut3d monitors… but thatʼs another story.
Reply

Chris
FEBRUARY 9, 2018 AT 12>54 PM

Thanks a lot for your quick reply, really appreciated!
I guess I stick with the sRGB Mode then most of the time and under macOS stay with
the default color sync profile in settings as the created »native« icc by DCCS under
macOS (High Sierra) completely crashes near-black tones. No problems with strange
tints under macOS so far.
Running the Monitor since its release and really like it, the problems with calibrating it
as well as the »not so good« IPS glowing and bleeding surely is PITA all the way. :p
Best regards,
Chris
Reply

ColorConsultant
FEBRUARY 10, 2018 AT 8>11 AM

“under macOS stay with the default color sync profile in settings as the created
»native« icc by DCCS under macOS (High Sierra) completely crashes near-black
tones”
An accurate profile could lead to that kind of issues if actual gamma data for blacks
is stored in such profile. sRGB/AdobeRGB are idealized profiles with 0 cd/m2 at
RGB 0,0,0. A color management engine could crush all blacks until a certain near
black value equals expected “brightness” for that reference profile
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(sRGB/AdobeRGB)… itʼs like Out of Gamut color with colorimetric intent=out of
gamut means to clip.
In such situations you could use 1xTRC (or 3xTRC) profiles with black point
compensation (BPC). This way near black values are stored in profile as near
“perfect” black (even if they arenʼt), so color managed apps donʼt correct or
correct values just a little.
I do not remember if DCCSʼ matrix profiles store actual gamma value for RGB 000.
If you inspect TRCs from a DCCS v2 profile with DisplayCAL you could see it by
yourself (zero or not zero for input 0). If this is happening and such black crushes
bother you , just REPROFILE (do not calibrate in GPU) with DisplayCAL, 1xTRC
matrix, BPC=ON. Reprofiling (“profile only”) could be done in DisplayCAL by setting
calibration target to native/as measured : white point, black & white levels and tone
curve. This way you get an idealized “true grey” with “true black” profile, which
may bot be so accurate, but will cheat color managed apps to correct “less” and
avoid such visual artifacts.
These tricks are useful *IF* color management rounding errors and rendring intents
bother you too much.
Reply

Meie
FEBRUARY 23, 2018 AT 3>38 PM

Hi
I would like to know a sure method checking for GPU dithering ability.
Banding is present on my Windows 7 with old Radeon HD3650 (DVI-D to 8-bit panel),
Gimp 2.9 devel 8/16-bit grey ramps. No color management at all, linear GPU LUT and
Gimp color management turned off. Turn dithering on in the Gimp “blend tool” and the
banding disappears, very noticeable. As the banding is evenly spaced and present over all
the gradient the cause is 8-bit per color and no dithering by GPU.
This suggests that not all ATI/AMD Radeon cards since X1000 era will automatically dither
the output.
Iʼve tried to set/unset TMDS_DisableDither with no effect. Catalyst_Version 13.9.
Reply

ColorConsultant
FEBRUARY 24, 2018 AT 8>51 AM

“This suggests that not all ATI/AMD Radeon cards since X1000 era will automatically
dither the output.”
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NO, since you are not making the proper test. Ingredients for proper testing
-“bandless” grey ramp, like the ones from lagom lcd test web page, google it.
-app without color management like MS Internet Explorer
Test: try to view
a) Non GPU calibrated display (VCGT LINEAR, clean GPU LUTs with DisplayCAL). IE +
lagom grey ramp should be bandless BUT MAY SHOW coloration on greys or whiote
clipping or somethoing like taht due to display not being calibrated. Such coloration is
not a problem for this testing as long as itʼs smooth.
If it shows banding (steps, non smooth transition, a smooth but colored one is
considered “bandless”) then you have a problem in your display and need to get a new
one. No need to go to step b.
b) You have a display uncalibrated that show bandless ramp but since itʼsnot calibrated
it could have “colorations” in such grey ramp. Calibrate it with DisplayCAL and use its
LUT loader if avaliable.
Now you should have a GPU calibrated display with smooth VCGT calibration (inspect
profile, VCGT size… etc) and a VCGT to GPU LUT loader that do not truncate to 8bit.
Internet Explorer + lagom grey ramp should be bandless with a GPU with high bitdepth
& dither.
If it shows banding then:
-you have a GPU without high bitdepth & dither. *Not your situation for sure*
-OS forced GPU LUT truncation, examples:
i) Win10 send standby command to display, display enters sleep mode. After bring it
back to ON, LUT is truncated to 8bit, OS level, blocked until restart. Itʼs a Windows 10
issue, FCU 1709 but may be present on earliest versions, no way to know it in an
updated system
ii) User selected “night” configuration in Windows10. Then unsleect it and bring white
point to “normal”. Now your GPU LUT is truncated to 8bit, OS level, blocked until
restart. Same issue as above.
iii) Win 10, User run or instaled a LUT loader like the ones from basiccolor or Xrite or
Windows, LUT is truncated to 8bit, OS level, blocked until restart. Same issue as above.
-You used a VCGT to GPU LUT loader that truncates, examples Windows loader,
basiccolor loader…and maybe Xrite one but not shure if itʼs xrite fault or Microsoft is to
blame since LUT truncation issues related above. It may be blocked until restart but it
such loader runs again (like on user logon, then could be blocked again). Remove such
loader and use DisplayCAL loader (DisplayCAL-apply-profiles-launcher.exe)
Hence your claim is not true (I mean, itʼs not GPU related), there are other sources of
problems not related to your GPU or its drivers, but to LUT loader applications and OS.
Reply

ColorConsultant
FEBRUARY 24, 2018 AT 9>00 AM
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Also a non smooth VCGT, with truncated data, once loaded in a high bitdepth LUT
with dithering will show banding-like behaviour.
DisplayCAL allows you to visually inspect the table, or software like ICC profile
inspector allows you to see VCGT byte data, size… etc.
Again, this issues are not GPU related but profile related.
Reply

Meie
FEBRUARY 25, 2018 AT 10>36 AM

Dear ColorConsultant
I used ArgyllCMS timage tool to create two test images. The command lines used are:
timage -r1600 -P cube.png
timage -r1600 -P -x cube-16.png
You can find both at:
bsd.ee/~kalts/cube.png
bsd.ee/~kalt…ube-16.png
I donʼt have any calibration data loader running. I cleared GPU LUT before each viewing
attempt by using dispwin -c.
I have used IE 11, MS Paint and Gimp 2.9 (disabled color management) to view the images
at 100% and see evenly spaced banding all over the gradient both in vertical and
horizontal case. I donʼt see banding only in the lightest part of gradient.
I can barely discern the banding in the Lagom grey gradient test image while using IE 11.
Only barely in the dark part of image. The image is too small to be useful for that purpose
on my 2560×1440 resolution monitor.
I am running Windows 7 64-bit version. CCC indicates 2560×1440@60Hz 32-bit
Landscape mode. No calibration loader running, GPU LUT cleared by dispwin -c before
each viewing attempt. I know how colored (color banding) grey gradient looks like, this is
not the case.
I am only stating what I see. Iʼve been using ArgyllCMS for over 10 years.
Reply

ColorConsultant
FEBRUARY 25, 2018 AT 5>09 PM

Then check which LUT loader may be running (or which one ran before), or VCGT info
(plot it) or if your drivers have a problem.
A properly installed desktop HD3xx0 over DVI donʼt do what you claim with smooth
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VCGT data and 8bit images. Same goes to other desktop versions after AVIVO engine
came out a decade ago. So your claim of *cause and effect* is not true.
Source images are important too. Your images are not smooth in grey gradient viewed
at 1>1.
Lagom gradient is smooth. There are other sources of smooth 8bit gradients on the net.
If you donʼt use a smooth grey gradient all this testing is pointless as I explained you on
mi previous message.
16bit to X bit is up to application to perform it properly, not to GPU. C1 or LR can
manage to do that (not previews, LR must be in develop mode). Some video renders
can do it too and since it is done at shader level (including dithering) even older nvidias
should perform it flawlesly.
Iʼve not tried beta versions of GIMP 2.9, maybe here you have the culprit, Iʼll try to find
one portable instalation and see how it behaves (a particular version/instalation to look
for? 32/64?)
MS wont manage to render properly 16bit at all.
As I said before there are other causes not related to GPU at all but to OS or LUT
loader… and once you put 16bit in the game is all dependent on application, not GPU or
its drivers.
There could be another source of misconception on your side. Dithering is used at the
output of LUT in GPU, itʼs explained on 1st article, “the basics”. Iʼm mean, it is used to
smooth calibration going to a lower bitdepth, like monitors with internal calibration do
(they coukd have 12-16bit LUTs but its panels are 8-10bit input and 8-10 native).
If what you want to do is view 16bit images in a smooth way with dithering, you should
look for an application that supports that: C1, LR and iʼm almost sure that MPV+dither
and madVR sould handle this too.
Reply

ColorConsultant
FEBRUARY 25, 2018 AT 5>10 PM

MS, MS IE I meant.
Reply

Meie
MARCH 2, 2018 AT 5>49 AM

You may be right, but even my 3-year old tells me that he is seeing stripes.
Iʼve been using this computer since 2008 and such banding has been present ever since. I
am only interested about the cause and by chance happened to stumble upon your
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articles here.
Regarding your comment about inappropriate test images here is another well-known
gradient: www.bealecorner.org/red/t…-16bit.png
This looks exactly same as the others, same banding all over the gradient at 100%. Gimp
color picker always tells me that the visible bands are all 1 RGB point apart on the 0-255
RGB scale. I also did some rough measuring with physical ruler on the screen and can only
conclude that I am seeing 8-bit per channel (256 levels) banding.
I suggest that we at least agree on one particular test image. This cannot be Lagom image
as it is too small to be of use.
I am using Gimp downloaded from here: gensho.ftp.acc.umu.se/pub/g…-setup.exe
I am using 8-bit CCFL wide-gamut panel connected over DVI-D at 2560×1600@60 Hz,
32-bit color. At the time of first post I used my wife 27″ monitor which has same
properties and connection except for resolution. Needless to say changing the monitor
does not impact the banding at all.
I have latest DisplayCAL installed as well and it does not matter if I use dispwin or
DisplayCAL to load/unload calibration data. Remember that I am seeing banding in native
(uncalibrated) state using non-colormanaged image viewer(s).
Just for another data point: bit depth in DisplayCAL calibration loader matters, at the 8-bit
depth I am seeing green-magenta casts (waves) on the gray gradient. At 10-bit or over
the casts are gone. To be clear those casts are not the banding I am talking about, not at
all.
Reply

ColorConsultant
MARCH 4, 2018 AT 6>43 AM

I am not saying that what you see is false. What iʼve said is that cause-effect
relationship is not well stablished since there are many factors outside hardware GPU
and its drivers. You blame your card, or drivers, but the true culprit is another one.
So letsʼs explain it again:
PRE-REQUISITES:
-clean GPU LUT data, I mean load a linear calibration where output=input.
-get a ***smooth*** AND ***8bit*** gradient, like the one from lagom
In that situation a display should now show any sign of banding, but may show
colorations in some portions of grey gradient, or some clipping behaviour or undesired
gamma.
*All gradients you posted do not meet this criteria* : 8bit & smooth.
Now, lets talk about what a AMD GPU can do for your once you have a *smooth* 16bit
lut data in VCGT calibration inside a profile ICC/ICM.
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With those contidions AND if you use a proper LUT loader (displayCal & argyllCMS)
AND if OS (explain in previous comments) or other running LUT loaders do not truncate
LUT data, THEN youʼll se such 8bit & smooth gradient without banding.
That is what high bitdepth with dithered outputs do your you, nothing more, nothing
less: it makes GPU grey calibration akin to those made inside monitor (monitors with
hardware calibration).
Now lets talk about a ***totally different subject***: how to “see” smooth 16bit
gradients with 8bit connection between monitor and computer.
If you have 16bit data you need to truncate since you need to send 8bit data over the
connection. In that situations APPLICATION with ot without the help of GPU driver is the
only resonsible of doing such task in a way no “visual” information is lost: DITHERING
(all kinds of it)
This is not directly related to calibration at all.
This is not related at alll with LUT dithered outputs because at least in Windows with
common GPUs (no Quadro, no Firepro) desktop composition is done at ***8bit***… so
any kind of truncation to 8bit data must be done BY APPLICATION.
What does it mean for your situation:
-MS Internet explorer, GIMP 2.8.22 or DxO or “ON1 PhotoRaw 2018” truncate to 8bit…
and unless those applications do in the future some kind of dithering at application level
on image data, ***banding will appear***. ***No matter what monitor you have.***
-LR and Capture One DO dither, so your last gradient looks smooth on 1>1 zoom level
with a HW calibrated monitor or with a monitor plus AMD GPU LUT calibration.
-Photoshop MAY dither with selected drivers (Firepro, maybe Quadro too) even on 8bit
connection and it seems taht Appleʼs custom drivers for iGPU on latest macbooks does
the same trick on Photoshop (maybe with the help of Adobe… and Radeon or Geforce
users do not have such “help” from Adobe ʼcause of market segmentation)
-GIMP 2.9.8 DOES NOT dither when displaying your last 16bit gradient, hence there is
banding even with a HW calibrated monitor when you choose 1>1 (100% zoom). Itʼs
GIMP 2.9.8 fault.
What you are experencing is truncation at APPLICATION LEVEL, long way before color
data enters LUT path… because such data is truncated without dithering ***and GIMP is
the only one to blame***.
Thatʼs why I said to re-read my 1st article to ensure that you understood what LUT
dithered outputs are: they behave like if calibration is inside the monitor, nothing more,
nothing less.
I mean, Iʼm not saying that what you see is real. Iʼm saying that it is not related at all with
GPU LUT dithred outputs, so your case-effect relationship of banding is NOT true. Use
a better application and that kind of banding should be gone (unless ofer factors play
against you like LUT loaders or Win10 power management issues)
I hope that you understand now where is located the source of your problems with 16bit
gradients.
Also if you love GIMP and you are related to its dev community, you should point them
these issues with the hope that at some point in the future they will solve them. I do not
believe that they will solve it in near future, like with other color management issues still
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present on GIMP 2.9 betas.
P.S: If you love GIMP and have a widegamut monitor, try GIMP CCE (Color Corrected
edition) 2.9.5. Windows buils are compiled by some guy called “Partha”. GIMP CCE does
manage color picker properly in a color managed way. Kudos for the people who build
this fork.
GIMP “standard” beta 2.9.8 donʼt, so IMHO all those “standard” GIMPs are not even an
option for people like you: use GIMP CCE.
Iʼve not tested newer versions of Krita, maybe they solved these issues too.
Reply

ColorConsultant
MARCH 4, 2018 AT 6>45 AM

There is a TYPO in my comment:
“In that situation a display should now show any sign of banding,”
I meant
“In that situation a display should NOT show any sign of banding,”
I donʼt see it before sending that comment.
Reply

ColorConsultant
MARCH 4, 2018 AT 6>51 AM

Same here, sorry, no native english and fast typing:
“I mean, Iʼm not saying that what you see is real”
I meant to say
“I mean, Iʼm not saying that what you see is not real” (I hope this is not double
negation, no time to check but what I mean to say is that I am not calling you a liar, I
believe taht you see banding… but not related to your GPU at all)
Reply

ColorConsultant
MARCH 3, 2018 AT 10>54 AM

Reminder of LED widegamut backlight support for hardware calibration with i1DisplayPro
and LOW COST display manufacturers:
Dell DCCS 1.6.2 : YES (RG_phosphor=GB-LED)
Viewsonic Colorbration 1.4.0: YES (RG_phosphor=GB-LED)
HP Dreamcolor Calibration software 4.0: YES (RG_phoshor=GB-LED and
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HP_DreamColor_Z24x_NewPanel, this last one is the new widegamut led backlight with
more P3 coverage). Kudos for HP.
LG True Color Pro 3.9.0 : NO (only RGBLED which is not used anymore)
Benq Palete Master Element 1.2.6: NO (only RGBLED which is not used anymore)
Samsung Natural Expert 4: NO (only RGBLED which is not used anymore)
Asus ProArt Calibration: NO (no spectral corrections at all)
That means that those new fancy Benq and LG monitors with FAKE HDR (static 1000>1
contrast ratio) wonʼt be measured as good as it should be with their software and an
i1DisplayPro. If you do not measure properly, wonʼt correct properly, and wonʼt validate
properly.
Reviews without measurement data (calibration and uniformity) or without an accurate
instrument for readings are not reviews, just ADVERTISEMENT.
Reply

Gabe
MARCH 26, 2018 AT 5>20 AM

Hi,
Coming really late to the discussion, I have some Dell u2413 and an older u2412, I always
used the Dell Calibration software with the u2413 but I never got consistent results; now I
discovered displaycal/argill and like it much more but I havenʼt found a way to save the
settings to the CAL1/CAL2 settings in the monitor, is that even possible?
Thanks!
Reply

ColorConsultant
MARCH 27, 2018 AT 1>26 AM

No, it is not possible right now.
But newer UP2516D/UP1716D have a public SDK to read/write lut-matrix HW cal, so if
you have programming skills it should be not difficult to translate “.cal” ArgyllCMS
calibration to a *native gamut* HW calibration LUT-matrix structure (linear lut x identity
matrix x (linear lut multiplied component to component with scaled “.cal” contents
interpolated from 256 to 1024)). If you want gamut emulation like sRGB it gets more
complicated.
This structure of HW cal (de-gamma lut x gamut emulation matrix x gamma encoding
and grey/WP calibration lut) is almost the same for all models: calculate with 16bit
precission, then truncate to whatever HW lut supports.
DCCS uses a more general “library/SDK” to control contrast, brightness and LUT writing
for ALL supported monitor models… from U2413 to UP12718Q.
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*It exists*… but is not public. Demand such public version to Dell/Xrite.
Reply

quill
APRIL 3, 2018 AT 9>22 AM

Hello
How long does it usually take for a colorimeter thatʼs built into the monitor to fade? Is it
something that customer support can deal with or will i need to buy an external one to
replace it after some years?
Does having an AMD consumer card instead of an nVidia offer any benefits when
calibrating an NEC or Eizo monitor?
As a secondary monitor for web work and gaming would you recommend the EA275WMi,
EV2750 or EV2780?
Reply

ColorConsultant
APRIL 4, 2018 AT 1>55 AM

“How long does it usually take for a colorimeter thatʼs built into the monitor to fade? Is it
something that customer support can deal with or will i need to buy an external one to
replace it after some years?”
IDNK. If it is predictable it could be written in firmw as a drift compensation. Filter
materials would play a role here too but IDNK people who are willing to “open” (and
possibly ruin) his Eizo CG for the sake of science.
AFAIK there is no way to use that colorimeters with free software… so itʼs a black box
and the manufacturer is the only who knows. Ask them.
Anyway do not think that integrated colorimeter is a saving so you donʼt need to buy an
external measurement device because it does not work in that way. A 2nd non CG
monitor would need such measuremenet device, or a laptop. Also these integrated
device could be used only with extremely uniform screens because of their placement.
That integrated colorimeters are time saving device with scheduled calibrations without
an human operator. Also they are easy to operate with a friendly (& working!) “click,
next, OK” software (ColorNavigator). Thatʼs their true benefit.
“Does having an AMD consumer card instead of an nVidia offer any benefits when
calibrating an NEC or Eizo monitor?”
No, as long as that NEC/Eizo has working HW calibration.
For example Eizo EV2736W (27″ QHD sRGB very popular in the past) has no working
HW cal with an i1d3, so even a cheap DVI AMD card would be helpful (geforce 1000
series solution to banding problems does not work over DVI, as an example).
If you want a 2nd monitor for tools (or video GUI), for example an inexpensive sRGB
monitor, as a companion for your PA/CG/CS monitor such card would be helpful too.
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If you want a pro card with 30bit OGL output Iʼll go for a “P” Quadro instead of an AMD
Firepro.
“As a secondary monitor for web work and gaming would you recommend the
EA275WMi, EV2750 or EV2780?”
EA275WMi + Spectraview software, about… 800euro in EU.
EA275WMi, EA245WMi and EA275UHD have internal HW calibration. Monitor LUTs
could be written with that NEC software (software is not free, you have to pay for it but
some models are sold as a pack HW+SW). These models have so some kind of ON/OFF
uniformity compensation. This is a huge advance over EA274WMi and EA244wmi for
more or less the same prices, so I would avoid buying these EA2*4wmi and older
models.
If you want 27″ UHD sRGB go for the NEC EA275UHD instead of EV2780 for the same
reasons. AFAIK EV2780 is not supported by Color Navigator and i1d3. EA275UHD is
about 100euro more expensive than EA275WMi, a bargain IMHO.
“Usually” Eizo models support 24/25/30p video input over HDMI and “usually” NEC
models donʼt (some high end models do). If you want this kind of sRGB premium
monitors for rec709 as reference display and use GUI in another cheaper monitor, you
could find Eizos more suitable for this task. *Please check manufacturer spec before
purchase if you need this kind of feature (24p input and such)*.
Reply

quill
APRIL 4, 2018 AT 10>46 AM

Iʼm currently using Dellʼs U2413 for print and the P2415Q for web/gaming. First one is
dying though so I figured Iʼd upgrade everything. (Technically I could go to a certain
local store right now and pick up a replacement unit for 505euro but is that even
worth it for such an old model? I have doubts.)
I was originally thinking of getting one of the 27 inch models I previously mentioned
for web and the Spectraview Reference 272 for print (thus keeping everything at a
neat 27 inches and 1440p resolution) but I checked NECʼs site for Eastern Europe just
now and it seems theyʼve discontinued the Spectraview Reference 272 and the
MultiSync PA272W-SV2. That caught me off guard, itʼs only been a little over a week
since I was on there comparing models. The MultiSync PA272W is still be available
but I canʼt seem to find an option to buy the software separately. 30 inch and 32 inch
models are just too big/tiring for me unfortunately.
Assuming I can figure out how to buy the Spectraview II software on itʼs own, would I
need a custom CCSS to verify calibration of the MultiSync PA272W? If yes would it
require correcting? Spreadsheet tasks like the one mentioned in comment 32.1.1.1 are
beyond my current abilities. My other options would be Eizoʼs CG2730 and CS2730.
Looking at comment 32.1.1.1.1.1.1:
“CG2730 : use built in colorimeter and Color Navigation to calibrate. You are done.
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If you wish to OPTIONALLY verify CG2730 calibration and profile from built in
colorimeter CN, with DisplayCAL and a iDisplaypro… then you need to get a proper
CCSS (spectral corrections for i1DIsplayPro and Munki Display). One way to get one is
the spreadsheet task explained before (comment 32.1.1.1) with this wrong
AdobeRGB-emulated-gamut CCSS:
colorimetercorrections.displaycal.net/hash/…ro%29.ccss”
As I said this correction is beyond my current abilities but at least it wouldnʼt be an
immediate necessity with this monitor.
“CS2730: use i1DisplayPro and Color Navigation to calibrate.
With CS you can verify DisplayCAL with GB-LED spectral correction (RG-phosphor
from Xrite or equivalent from DisplayCAL… but if you use DisplayCALʼs from public
database, please plot its 4 samples (WRGB) agains a nanometer scale in an
spreadsheet. I you see/spot that one of the RGB channels is a linear combination of
the other two plus itself… do not trust it, clean it.
For example this is a good one for a GB-LED like those CS (or NEC PAs), no need to
verify, Itʼs good:
colorimetercorrections.displaycal.net/hash/…ki%29.ccss”
Is the RG-phosphor spectral correction included with the i1Display Pro or would I
have to ask X-riteʼs support for it?
Can the “Eizo CS2420 (ColorMunki).ccss” be used for verification as is with the
CS2730 or the PA272W?
Reply

ColorConsultant
APRIL 4, 2018 AT 11>09 AM

U2413 now… no.
PA272W replacement is coming this summer (july 2018): PA271Q. No official
confirmation but seems to be 1500>1 with backlight similar to UP2716D or CG2730
(bigger gamut than yours, 3 spike in red spectral power distribution)… but “good”:
uniformity compensation, hand picked panels and such… and LUT3D (Eizo model
has not LUT3D). Spectraview software or Basiccolor Display will need and update
to support this monitor. If your U2413 still works… wait till summer.
The little info we have about PA271Q is for a Multisync worldwide version, no news
about EU premium version Spectraview Reference AFAIK, but itʼs possible that I
donʼt have that info but others do have better info than me.
Respected stores in Germany have PA272W in its two flavours ~1000euro
(Multisync) and ~1600euro (spectraview Reference) if you canʼt wait.
CS2370: seems to be GB-LED like PA272W or your Dell. Use the same correction.
“Eizo CS2420 (ColorMunki).ccss” is a GB-LED spectral power distribution (plot it!
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and youʼll see by yourself) so choose whatever you like most. A well behaved i1d3
(as all seem to be) should vary ~1dE or less interchanging ***native gamut*** GBLED CCSS. Not a real problem what you choose.
Reply

quill
APRIL 4, 2018 AT 2>20 PM

Hmm Iʼll try to tough it out till July then. Thank you!
Reply

Luc
APRIL 12, 2018 AT 9>58 AM

Hi Colorconsultant
My AMD Firepro V4900 has to be replaced shortly. My choice is on the AMD Radeon Pro
WX 5100 100-505940 8GB 256-bit GDDR5 Workstation Video Card. Is this a good choice
? if not what is your recommendation. I print a lot with my epson stylus pro 3880, specially
on glossy paper and luster. The printer has calibrated papers (.icc) using the colormunki
photo with istudio X-Rite sofware.
Regards
Luc
Reply

ColorConsultant
APRIL 12, 2018 AT 12>48 PM

Right now in PRO market Iʼll go for a Quadro Pascal. More users, better support. Choose
“Quadro P****” within your budget (Quadro P2000 maybe?). Do not buy “old”
Quadros… just Pascal, forget K models and such.
If you feel more confident going with a Firepro WX5100, go with it. There is no wrong
with your choice, my recomendation was just a feeling of market trends.
That kind of GPU you aim for is more oriented to CAD/CAM workstation that
photography.
Quadro/Firepro support are limited to Adobe Photoshop fro 10bit output. Lightroom or
CaptureOne do not use 10bit output because they do not need it (dithering). Photoshop
10bit output is ONE way (one of many) to avoid color management rounding errors… the
other one is dithering over 8bit desktop composition. Theyʼre visually the same. So
10bit support in PS is an IMPOSED way to deal with that rounding errors that forces you
and other people to buy a QuadroFirepro and “10bit in” monitor (windows) or newer
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iMac or newer imac/macbook with “10bit in” monitor.
You may choose this way because it ithe best solution that fit your needs but just
remember that this is an imposition, IF Photoshop did dithering (temporal dithering) in
the same way as Lightroom develop dodules does… you wonʼt need 10bit in monitor and
you wonʼt need a Quadro/Firepro card. It is important to remember these things: you are
expending more money because Adobe wants youto do that. This is not even related to
the lack of 10bit OpenGL in “non pro” cards (Radeon/Geforce).
That hardware or 10bit workflow are not a need, they are an imposition because they do
not want to do it in the right way (temporal dither).
If you do not own a good monitor with “10bit input” support (whatever panel it uses), do
not buy a “Pro” card… it wil be useless. Youʼll have more powerful GpU in consumer/”no
pro” card within that $400-500 budget.
For “no pro” cards AMD Radeon is still better choice by far! than nvidia geforces.
Athough some users reported bandless calibration with geforce series 1000… They do
not work over DVI, and it does not work if display does not accept 10bit in over
HDMI/DP (it does not matter that windows desktop composition is at 8bit, that 10bit in
connection is a requirement for nvidia driver to do not cut down graphics card LUT info).
Maybe RX580 8GB under $400.
*************
Regarding printer/paper/espectrophotometer: You did a BAD choice. I mean, Color
Munki is a bad choice almost always (I was not saying that Epson was a wrong choice!
just Munki)
Most Epson papers use OBAs, they have much more OBA content in some of their
glossy papers than Canon Platimum/Luster.
Your device cannot read them. It is also a mediocre device for display calibration &
profiling… if you do not own a i1DisplayPro.. save money for it.
For other users reading this… DO NOT jump the boat of Munki Design/Munki
Photo/i1Studio. Low end low grade spectrophotometer. So if you need printer profilling
for a set of papers:
-use a professional service that reads UV content and offer you profiles with that two
flavours (about 30-40 euro 1st set, but 2nd, 3rd in a batch could be cheaper
-buy an i1Pro2: Basic (just device) or Photo (device + color checker with holes to
inspect matching)
Since you jumped into Munki Photo boat long ago, consider ArgyllCMS software. It is
command line but will make the best use for your spectrophotometer (given its serious
limitation in accuracy and uses). Itʼs free software.
Reply

Luc
APRIL 12, 2018 AT 5>57 PM
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Thanks a lot for your swift and sound and lastly professional advice.
I tried a few times DisplayCAL
AS you know DisplayCAL is a graphical front end to Argyll CMS, avoiding the
command lines entry. Every time I tried using DisplayCal, it asks me to recalibrate up
to 4 times during reading the patches (over an hour). It generates a profile that look
good, but is it accurate (because of the four recalibration of the munki Photo to
complete the creation of the .icc profile of the monitor).
regards
Luc
Reply

ColorConsultant
APRIL 13, 2018 AT 12>48 AM

DisplayCAL = monitor, display calibration.
DisplayCAL may be slow… if your measurement device is slow. Graphic arts
spectros are slow (i1Pro2 too). Best way to use DisplayCAL is an i1DisplayPro and a
CCSS (spectral correction) that you can make for your device with your munki (best
use hi res mode, 3.3nm instead of default 10nm mode).
In my previous comment my recomendation was to use ArgyllCMS to generate your
Epson profiles under M2 conditions: *printer profilling*. For printer profiling you can
use ArgyllCMS comand line ( a few lines that you do not need to memorize, just
change profile name each run if you want new names ). There are a few UI for
ArgyllCMS in its “printer profilling mode” if you want to avoid command line, but as I
said before once you know the 4 or 5 command line sentences for printer profiling
youʼll end with “.bat”/”.sh” to fully automatize that.
Reply

Luc
APRIL 13, 2018 AT 7>08 AM

Thanks
I give it a try.
regards
Luc
Reply

John Daniel
MAY 7, 2018 AT 7>42 AM
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Excellent article Color Consultant and learnt a lot from your 3 articles here than the wide
web!
I have a big problem with my setup, I have NEC PA272 monitor with Spectraview II
software and Quadro P5000 Card. I calibrate the monitor and it sets the OSD menu to
Spectraview II. What Iʼm noticing is the color difference between the LR and PS files in
ProPhoto RGB vs. the SRGB output in Windows Photoview.
My saturation on PS like Reds, Yellows and Blues are warmer but SRGB comes out dull.
Why do I have difference between ProPhoto and SRGB? How do I fix this issue?
I have iDisplayPRo.
Thanks in advance.
Reply

ColorConsultant
MAY 7, 2018 AT 9>59 AM

Windows Photo (default image viewer in W10) is not color managed. You can enable old
windows image viewer with some registry tweak (google it, I do not remember, I saved it
in a reg file long ago). Old windows viewer is color managed but limited to matrix
profiles (likely the kind of profiles made by SVII) and color management goes off when
in full screen.
So an sRGB image should look “oversaturated” in windows(10) photos, not “dull”.
Try to open your ProPhotoRGB image (TIFF, etc… not “raw”, image encoded in
PhotphotoRGB) in Photoshop. Then using PS softproof options make a preview for
sRGB profile (custom: srgb Profile, colorimetric relative, black point compensation and
do NOT use “preserve RGB numbers”). You can turn on and off such preview and look
what is going on (color OOG of sRGB or compression with preceptual intent). If they are
OOG… you cannot store that colors in sRGB.
Reply

John Daniel
MAY 7, 2018 AT 11>59 AM

Yes Iʼm using the windows Photoviewer using registry tweak. Windows 10 looks over
saturated.
Let me try what you said at home and let you know.
Reply
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John Daniel
MAY 7, 2018 AT 12>00 PM

Yes Iʼm using the windows Photoviewer using registry tweak. Windows 10 looks over
saturated.
Let me try what you said at home and let you know.
Reply

jason
MAY 10, 2018 AT 10>19 PM

Hi!
Are there any known issues with the UP2718Q?
I want to buy this monitor to be used with quadro p4000 and i7 8700k processor and i1
DisplayPro. Was wondering if there were issues with DUCCS since this is a $1,500.00
monitor. If there are issues with DUCCS callibration would it work better to calibrate with
the i1DisplayPro software?
Just want to make sure the monitor can be callibrated correctly if it is going to cost this
much money. Please let me know if there is anything i need to know that i did not ask.
Thank you!
Reply

ColorConsultant
MAY 12, 2018 AT 4>03 AM

There is a new update for DUCCS, 1.6.5. It seems that has new features (a good native
preset) and itʼs supposed to fix DUCCS flaws: takes 20×4 RGBW native gamma ramp,
measure correction before writing LUT…
I need to get my hands in one of these dells and see how it works. Looks very
promising. If it is as good as someone reported to me, Iʼll send Nasim and update to this
article.
Sorry, youʼll have to wait a little more.
PS: new update brings a new update for Xrite services and a new EDR. That EDR is NOT
suitable for Dell UPs or similar “widegamut LED” (W-LED, not the same as sRGB gamut
White led WLED) with AdobeRGB 99% or bettercoverage.
It looks like backlight used in new laptops or gaming monitors with better P3 coverage
and HDR or pseudo HDR.
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Reply

jason
JUNE 4, 2018 AT 4>54 PM

Should I be able to get an accurate software callibration if there are still some issues
with the hardware (DUCCS) calibration?
I want to make sure I have a way of calibrating the monitor to get the specs they
promote: 100% Adobe RGB and sRGB and so forth.
Iʼm a little concerned that they released this monitor and promoted DUCCS with it but
they just made DUCCS usable this year…
I need to get a monitor and this has all the specs I was looking for at a price I can
justify ($1,500.00 and if it does what Dell says it can do).
Thanks again…
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 6, 2018 AT 4>30 AM

“Should I be able to get an accurate software callibration if there are still some
issues with the hardware (DUCCS) calibration?”
IDNK what you mean to say. DUCCS 1.6.5 works MUCH better than previous
versions… but I would like to have some extra features and a finer whitepoint
correction.
The main issues were solved in 1.6.5: troublesome monitors with huge color casts in
grey ramp now can get grey ramp range a*b* under 1.5 value. Also you can get
native gamut whithout dealing with measurements of native R,G&B CIE xy
coordinates, MUCH more easier for people not used to ArgyllCMS.
“I want to make sure I have a way of calibrating the monitor to get the specs they
promote: 100% Adobe RGB and sRGB and so forth.”
First of all you need to understand what does “XXX% Adobe RGB and sRGB” mean.
It means that their backlight at native gamut intersects at XXX% with colorspace
YYY, *possibly under a colorimetric relative transform of YYY colorspace to native
whitepoint*. IDNK what marketing guys from Dell, Benq, Asus or whateever brand
you choose meant by that sentence. Iʼm explaining you what does it mean in
practice.
So once you start changing things with a LUT matrix itʼs very likely that you end
with 97-99% AdobeRGB and 99.9% sRGB… and you should not care. I wonʼt. I
would care about color uniformity, the main issue with all these monitors, not about
not seeing a *very tiny* portion of printable cyan in photos that no graphic arts
monitor was able to show before GB-LEDs.
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If you have $1500 get the new NEC PA271Q (2560×1440) which should be
avaliable in summer (along with an update of NEC calibration software). It would
win hands down any UHD or 5k model youʼll find in the market in the same price
range. More “Ks” does not mean better.
Reply

Igor Socha
JUNE 6, 2018 AT 8>12 AM

Is it worth now to use DUCCS 1.6.5 (instead of 1.5.3) for older monitors like
UP2414Q ?
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 6, 2018 AT 10>14 AM

Iʼve tested it in an U2713H. One of those with strong color cast in uncalibrated
grey. Great improvement. Is not as good as “slow” (96 patches) in
ArgyllCMS/DisplayCAL with an AMD card (high bitdepth LUT + dithering) but it
is a great improvement.
As I told Mr. Dlugosʼ team (Xrite), 11 uncalibrated measurements (x4) accross
grey ramp was not enough to detect those color cast, hence they go unnoticed
to calibration engine and computed calibration could not solve them. Now you
have 24 (x4), wich are not 96 like DisplayCAL in slow mode, but reduces this
color cast greatly to the point as being totally unoticed (for THAT tested
monitor) in Rec709/sRGB and just a slight cast at native gamut (a*b* range
under 1.5 when evaluated agains true neutral -not profile- grey)
Could be even better? yes, moving to 48 at the expense of more time.
Anyway that QC issues (hardware) should be solved with a return for refund
like uniformity issues, but since there is a significative chance that people still
use that monitors, this upgrade in their calibration is welcome and a solution of
compromise.
I hope further improvements like L* gamma (eciRGBv2) for DUCCS would be
avaliable to you.
IDNK is there is an OSX version for v1.6.5. AFAIK 2013 models are not suported
by OSX version of DUCCS.
SDK 2.0 for programmers (manual LUT loading and storing) are not avaliable to
2013 series (all operative systems). Itʼs a shame, but here Dell is to blame, not
Xrite.
I would like that DUCCS have a LOAD/SAVE monitor LUTs in computers disk in
the same way ColorNavigator/SpectraviewII work, so you are not limited to
recalibrate again once you have filled CAL1 and CAL2 but need ANOTHER new
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calibration … but Iʼve not recived feedback about this subject. Itʼs a common
sceario if you think about it: CAL1 sRGB or sRGB gamut with 2.2 gamma, CAL2
native gamut D65 gamma 2.2… and you need a third for native gamut and D50
white for softproof or a fourth for Rec2709 gamut and gamma 2.35 (rec1886 is
not very useful in screens with contrast lower tha 900>1 after calibration
IMHO).
A LOAD/SAVE past calibrations from disk (as long as they are accurate and not
too old) would solve this necessity.
You could be able to do it but just for newer models (not 2013) and YOU have
to code that solution by yourself! which is not availiabe or pleasing solution for
most of you.
Since it is not a calibration issue, just a feature like Dell Display Manager, if you
want this you should ask Dell, but if Xrite team adds it to DUCCS would be
awesome. Only NEC and Eizo offer it.
***
IDNK if you suffer those issues because or poor QC in hw which lead to strong
color cast in uncalibrated factory modes (all but AdobeRGB/sRGB/P3).
IMHO a more neutral grey and “easy” native gamut mode is worth trying.
Reply

Sorintje
AUGUST 13, 2018 AT 6>41 AM

hi ColorConsultant,
I just did a new calibration for my DELL U2713H with the new DUCCS 1.6.5
and DisplayCal 3.6.1 as my old calibration it was done with DUCCS 1.5 and
DisplayCal 3.3.4 for almost a year ago.
Iʼm not really sure if my results are better concerning the ‘RGB Gray
Balanceʼ… comparing it with my old calibration.
Should I change something in DUCCS as its a new version?
You can see my reports and settings here: www.dropbox.com/s/g7z…H.zip?
dl=0
Thank you for your time!
Reply

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 14, 2018 AT 9>22 AM

DCCS 1.6.5 “improves” the results of troublesome monitors (grey range
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over 1.5-2). Your monitor was not one of these, both reports shows a very
good neutral grey.
Please re-read the article just to remember what were those problems as
other DCCS faults (same applies to almost every HW calibration software
in “low cost” range)
Reply

Mike
MAY 17, 2018 AT 3>33 AM

I know this is an old-ish post, but I just got a second hand U2413, was reading this and
noticed that your screen grab from the profile selection dialogue box says the monitor is
running on a Geforce 660. This is a 8 bpp output only card. How is it that youʼre
calibrating AdobeRGB? Am I missing something here? New Nvidia drivers?
Reply

ColorConsultant
MAY 17, 2018 AT 4>46 PM

AdobeRGB and bitdepth are not related at all.
AdobeRGB and eciRGBv2 are small enough to encode images in 8bit without too much
trouble and still cover almost all gamut from printers with photo paper. Of course as
with sRGB 16bit/channel is better… and of course that 10bit workflow OR temporal
dithering like LR/CaptureOne is better too than to deal with rounding errors related to
color management at plain 8bit/channel.
Anyway, these monitorsʼ gamut an bitdepth *are not related at all* and you can work
without banding even at 8bit output from GPU like with LR/CaptureOne.
Your premise is false.
Reply

Johny Wong
MAY 19, 2018 AT 7>11 AM

Hi ColorConsultant.
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Iʼm a newbie about all this color calibration matter. I appreciate your thorough explanation,
but Iʼm too noob to understand all of that. So, I write this comment.
I have used Dell U2412M for 6 years until it stopped working. During that time, I used
Spyder Express 3 as my hardware calibrator. I just plugged the device and let the software
did their thing.
Currently, I use Dell U2417H. I use my spyder express 3 to calibrate it in the same way as I
used to do. After reading this article, I find out that monitor calibration isnʼt that easy. It is
combination of separate hardware for calibration (this article put heavy emphasis to
i1Display Pro, which I donʼt have), knowledge about GPU, additional software DisplayCAL
and ArgyllCMS.
I use my monitor for casual photo editing, browsing, and playing games. I donʼt print any
photo nor doing any graphical work. I just want maximize my monitor capability. My
current GPU is Nvidia GTX970. My OS is win 10 64bit.
My question are:
1. Do you think I need to do all the calibration step as explained in this article ?
2. If I install DisplayCAL and ArgyllCMS, but donʼt understand any option on it. Will it do
cause any error to my PC ?
3. Based on my PC usage, what is your suggestion for me ?
Thank you for your explanation.
Reply

ColorConsultant
MAY 19, 2018 AT 9>00 AM

1- This article is about Dell widegamut monitors (AdobeRGB-like) with hardware
calibration. Your monitors do not fall in this category, so you should skip most of the
article and jump to “GPU Re-calibration” if you want to find “some things that could be
applied to your current monitors”. You can read or first article about the basics
offmonitor calibration, here in PL too.
Calibration process is straight forward
(instalation, do once)
a ) get DisplayCAL and ArgyllCMS,
b) install USB driver for ARgyll (sinec you do not own an i1DisplayPro/MunkiDisplay
c ) run DisplayCAL, when asled, find “Bin” folder for ArgyllCMS executables
(calibration do each time you calibrate)
d ) set calibration target in DisplayCAL (D65, gamam 2.2 for example)
e ) set profile options, matrix profile (single curve) is the easiest for people what want to
avoid the trickiest parts of color management at the expense of possible inaccuracy
f ) run calibration, use OSD controst to fix whitepoint. Let the program do its job
g ) when finished make sure you use DisplayCAL LUT loader (loader “loads” calibration
tables to graphocs card in order to fix gamma and grey neutrality)
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2. Itʼs like other calibration software. You set target for calibration, set profile type and
let it do the job. The main difference is taht DisplayCAL/ArgyllCMS DO ACTUALLY
WORK as intented… and has lot of customization option. For a basic calibration iʼve
explained it above in point 1.
3. Explained above
+ read 1st article “basic of monitor calibration”
+ get (or put in your to buy list) an i1DisplayPro/MunkiDisplay sinec an Spyder3 was not
suitable for U2412M and itʼs not suitable fot your U2417H (use “WLED” spectral
correction)
Reply

SAADFlyer
JUNE 8, 2018 AT 4>25 AM

Thanks for the great information that you provide on a difficult but very important subject.
Is there a link to the Mac OS DUCCS 1.6.5? I have a U2713H that I use on a Mac and would
like to access the LUT, which the native XRite i1Display Pro software does not allow. If I
understand your article correctly you have tested the Windows 1.6.5 and it works with the
U2713H. The link that you provided in the article goes to the X-Rite site and is for the PC
version only.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 8, 2018 AT 6>48 AM

All DUCCS versions always worked with U2713H in Windows.
AFAIK DUCCS for OSX never supported 2013 models (U2413, U2173H and U3014), only
the newer ones were supported.
I do not have access to a Mac computer right now, so I asked Nasim to check if there is
an update for OSX DUCCS with the same upgrades as Windows version. He would
anwser that question better than me in the near future.
Keep in mind that Dellʼs 2013 family did not have the same update policy as other
models. They were excluded from Dellʼs SDK 2.0 to programatically load and store
internal LUT contents… so these 2013 models were actually “banned” from an
hypothetical GNU-like hardware calibration tool for these Dells.
There is a big chance that you are on your own with these 2013 models.
Since the article explain show to copy DUCCS ICM to another computer/OS, your best
option is to get access to some old PC computer with (at least Windows 7 AFAIK), install
DCCS and calibrate there.
Reply
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SAADFlyer
JUNE 8, 2018 AT 12>30 PM

Thanks for the quick reply. While I wasnʼt able to find a MacOS installer for 1.6.5, I did
find that you can install the MacOS 1.5.x version and it will update to 1.6.5. That being
said (and for anybody wondering) on a late 2016 15″ MacBook Pro with touch bar,
while the software recognizes the monitor CAL1/2, and therefore the LUT, are
unavailable. So it remains a software only calibration much like the native X-rite
i1Display software – unless, of course, one has access to a PC.
Reply

Nasim Mansurov
JUNE 8, 2018 AT 4>20 PM

Make sure to connect your monitor to your MacBook Pro with a USB cable – thatʼs
what should detect the monitor. Just plugging in the HDMI / DV cable isnʼt going to
work.
Reply

SAAdFlyer
JUNE 9, 2018 AT 7>02 AM

Hi Nasim, the upstream USB cable was attached to the monitor and the MBP.
iDisplay attached to monitor. I suspect that this may be a hardware (Dell USB
hub) and/or software issue. Too bad.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 15, 2018 AT 11>31 AM

There are DUCCS log files for OSX and Windows. For OSX:
cd ~/Library/Logs
ls
and you found them. Very descriptive name/folder.
Search for connection/link errors in those logs, but AFAIK there is no OSX
support for 2013 models. With actual error in log files, ask DUCCS team for
support. It would be good news if they were supported in 1.6.5 for OSX at last.
Reply
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pisk
JULY 21, 2018 AT 11>00 PM

anal.exe
Reply

Casimir
AUGUST 16, 2018 AT 4>50 PM

I own U2713H serial#CN-0C6F0K-74261-43Q-04JL with the date of manufacture March
2014 and purchased in June 2014. The monitor is hooked up to Dell XPS8700
desktop/Windows 10 equipped with NIVIDIA GeForce 645. A week ago I purchased
i1Display Pro and tried to calibrate my monitor. All attempts were unsuccessful DUCCS
does not recognize my monitor and instead of the model number as U2713H with the
serial number lists model as DELL093 without any serial number but showing the correct
GB-LED technology. The option CAL1 or CAL2 to place/save the profile is not shown.
In your article you wrote:
“The next screen will show your Dell monitor with its serial number and a set of presets for
calibration target. If you do not see this screen and you see the usual i1Profiler calibration
target with white point, luminance and contrast, then your monitor is not recognized by
DUCCS as a Dell with hardware calibration. Unfortunately, it is a common issue for 2013
Dells under OSX. ”
Tried all three versions of software recommended for U2713: 1.5.3, 1.5.8 and 1.6.5 and all
suugestions I could find on the NET and the outcome was always the same. The people
can calibrate U2713H with any software as above so is this issue common to some of
U2713H and my sample is one of them? Any suggestions how the problem can be
resolved. Thank you. Casimir
Reply

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 18, 2018 AT 5>27 AM

Contact Dell or Xrite OEM support teams. There are log files win te connection attemps,
errors & such,
In OSX
/Users/Casimir/Library/Logs
In Windows:
C:\Users\Casimir\AppData\Roaming\Dell\Dell UltraSharp Calibration Solution\*.log
Reply
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Kazimierz Antczak
AUGUST 19, 2018 AT 12>22 PM

Thank you. Will contact them. Casimir
Reply

Kazimierz Antczak
AUGUST 20, 2018 AT 6>54 PM

Contacted Expired Warranty Service at Dell Canada today and was advised to
purchase a one year extended service for my XPS8700 that should update all
drivers needed for W10. Did not ask what was my warranty that the hardware
calibration will work. I feel that the cost for such a service as a price for one driver
can not be justified. Will try to find a computer with W7, or at least for the time
being will have to stick to the iProfiler software from Xrite and software calibration
only. Thank you for your time and help.
Casimir
Reply

AVJ
AUGUST 19, 2018 AT 9>22 AM

Thank you for this amazing resource.
You mention the HP_DreamColor_Z24x_NewPanel spectral correction as also being
appropriate for use with the wide gamut GB-LEDs from Dell (through DisplayCAL). I donʼt
understand if this refers only to the 2016 “refresh” models (e.g. UP2516D), or all the GBLEDs going back to 2014 (e.g. UP2414Q). If not, is the “RG Phosphor” spectral correction
appropriate for use with DisplayCAL with the 2014-2015 displays?
It would be most helpful if you could elaborate.
Reply

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 19, 2018 AT 11>58 AM

New ones like UP2516D or UP2716D. Check CCSS samples for these ones in
DisplayCAL colorimeter correction database… itʼs teh same but high chances that they
are not in native gamut but emulated gamut (sRGB/AdobeRGB) and tehy were taken
with worse spectral resolution (10nm,3nm)
So… just use the “good one” (HP, 1nm) if you one one of these new widegamut LED.
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Reply

Myron Hobizal
AUGUST 26, 2018 AT 1>25 PM

I bought a Dell UP2716D. Itʼs a nice monitor, except there are too many limitations in
calibrating it. There is no way to calibrate it successfully with Uniformity Compensation
turned ON. Because it reduces the contrast down to around 640>1. With it turned off, I get
about 960>1 contrast. I am trying to use it as a budget color grading monitor with DaVinci
Resolve. The other limitations, is that when UC is turned ON, only the brightness can be
adjusted. Contrast, and all other controls are locked. The DUCCS software is too limited,
since it automatically adjusts contrast without your intervention. Also it is not as accurate
in calibration as DisplayCAL.
Dell needs to really get their act together, if they want to market monitors for professional
use. It is 2018, not 1990. These monitors should be accurate, have more then 1000>1
contrast when calibrated, and be good enough for BROADCAST QUALITY COLOR
GRADING.
Reply

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 28, 2018 AT 3>14 AM

If you know how to program there is a SDK for “some” of the newer dells including
yours. This way and with a little effort from your side it is possible to load a NATIVE
GAMUT calibration with DisplayCAL correction (made at native with without OSD
modifications to RGB gain/offset) in a straightfroward way. For Rec709 gamut
emulations it wonʼt be so easy.
A simple explanation: Dell an other manufacturers like Benq or Eizo CSs use a LUTmatrix-LUT hardware. If you left 1st LUT as y=x and matrix as identity, you could be able
to load DisplayCAL “.cal” contents into last LUT…. but this just works with native gamut
(matrix=identity), otherwise you should do gamut matrix calculation, de-gamma and regamma on that two LUTs and it is not so easy for beginers.
Anyway… uniformity compensation would be locked OFF in CAL1/CAL2 even if you can
write your own calibration.
“Dell needs to really get their act together, if they want to market monitors for
professional use. It is 2018, not 1990. These monitors should be accurate, have more
then 1000>1 contrast when calibrated, and be good enough for BROADCAST QUALITY
COLOR GRADING.”
If you want that quality you must pay for it: BUY A NEC OR AN EIZO. Otherwise (Benq,
Dell, Lg…) youʼll be playing lottery with the hope of jackpot with just one ticket. Panel
manufacturers (LG, AUO, …) cannot grant such uniformity with the prices your monitor
assembler (dell or benq or LG or Samsung…) pays them, hence you cannot get that
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uniformity warranty for the price you pay for that monitors. Other monitor assemblers
like EIzo or NEC PAY MORE and they get best batches. Itʼs pretty simple, if they want
handpicked panels, they must pay for them.
So… itʼs really your fault, if you have those requirements about uniformity and contrast,
you shouldnʼt be looking for the lowcost entry monitors for photography. Contrast
requirements for photo use are really low (maybe web editing & design require near
nominal contrast for an IPS), so this “huge” drawbacks of uniformity compensation on
lowcost panels does the works since paper contrast is low.
Since you want it for grading you should look for NEWER Eizo CGs (1500>1) or newer
NEC PA271Q (NEC traditionally did not support 24p modes, but it seems that this one
“on paper” supports them). About 1100 euro for the NEC (27″, LUT3D), about 1200 euro
for the chapest Eizo (CG420, not LUT3D, just lut matrix)
Reply

Howard Goldstein
SEPTEMBER 9, 2018 AT 2>45 PM

I have a u2413 monitor which I have been calibrating with DUCCS 1.5.8 and the i1 Display
Pro, using the basic mode. I had a computer problem recently, and now have to reinstall
DUCCS. After reading this article, I was about to download 1.6.5 when I was informed by
Chris M from Dell, and confirmed in Chris Mʼs DUCCS Download page,
www.dell.com/commu…-p/4660194, that 1.5.8 remains the only version designed for the
2413.
So, now that 1.6.5 has been out a while, I thought I would just check to see if anything
negative has come up regarding using it for the u2413. Has anyone heard anything?
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 10, 2018 AT 1>13 AM

DUCCS 1.6.5 works in 2013 models without issue (without “NEW” issues): U2413,
U2713, U3014… all of these are supported by DUCCS 1.6.5 and grey neutrality is
improved (*if* your monitor had some tints in grey ramp out of the box in Standard or
Custom color, if your monitor had a very neutral grey to its whitepoint in all OSD modes
these improvements may go unnoticed).
The main problem with *SOME* units and *ALL* versions of DUCCS was/is that monitor
can be not detected by application because a dual checking by DDC/CI and USB of
monitor capabilities. If an error happens it should be written to application log files. It
has been discussed before in these coments, search for “log files” or something like
that in this page. If you have problems ralated to “communication”, find log files, open
them , see if there is some communication error and report them to Dell/Xrite.
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DUCCS is not free software, so there is no way somebody could help customers
suffereing these communication issues without access to application code…itʼs a “black
box”. I can point you (or other users where to look for error description) : LOG FILES
Most of previous DUCCS calibration misbehavior has been “inferred” (because I know
what I was looking for because I know from experience where/why these application
fails to achieve its calibration target) and them reported to Xrite OEM sales department
which lead to v1.6.5 with most of (at least partially) calibration issues solved.
Anyway, as a short answer for your question, all 2013 models I tested work without
issues in DUCCS 1.6.5. If you have problems fins log files, try to find communication
problem (1st stage, at the top of the file, look for serial number reading operations) and
report to dell/xrite with THAT specific information.
Reply

Howard Goldstein
SEPTEMBER 16, 2018 AT 2>16 PM

Well, I am embarrassed to say that I started to solve this problem with the most
amateurish move one can make. My DUCCS was not working. I decided to uninstall
the version 1.5.8 on my computer and to install version 1.6.5, the latest version, but
not the one recommended by Dell for my U2413. But the calibration process stopped
when it said it could not find the USB connection to the computer. So, per Dell
recommendation, I uninstalled 1.6.5, and reinstalled version 1.5.8. However, this also
failed with the same error. Thinking this impossible, but seeing no alternative, I
performed the difficult task of extracting my Windows 10 tower from its normal
position to look at the USB connection at its rear. Imagine my shock when I saw that
the USB connector really had fallen out of its port!
So I reconnected the cable, but was then curious as to whether 1.6.5 would work after
all, as there is some evidence that it would, and it had some needed improvements.
So I uninstalled 1.5.8, installed 1.6.5, and ran the calibration using the advanced mode
and the medium number of patches selected.
Everything now seems to be working ok, but I have noticed two minor issues. While
the colors in my photos in Outlook appear correct using aRGB in CAL1, I see that the
reds in some photos are too bright, or too red. But I think that was true in the past
with 1.5.8, but to a lesser degree. Secondly, I found that in any color space I select in
the OSD, but only using my Chrome browser (not Firefox), very dark spaces like the
trim on black clothes on Amazon and other shopping sites are highlighted in red. As
might happen in Outlook if shadow clipping on was selected.
Any thoughts on these anomalies?
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 23, 2018 AT 4>21 AM

AFAIK Office suite is not color managed. If you want to use it :
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-get CAL2 to sRGB (or sRGB-like: srgb gamut, d65 white but 2.2 gamma instead of
sRGB gama curve)… or calibrate sRGB factory preset in DisplayCAL (GPU
calibration, not HW caliobration)
-work with sRGB images while in non color managed apps.
Chrome color managemenst is mostly broken with huge simplifications and
rounding errors.
*Just use Firefox if you are a Windows user, use Safari if you use Mac*.
If you do not like this solution, use CAL2=sRGB od displaycalʼs calibration of factory
OSD sRGB mode with a “single curve matrix profile with black point compensation”
and make sure that this profile is set as default for yopur display before starting a
color managed app.
Reply

Howard Goldstein
SEPTEMBER 18, 2018 AT 10>42 AM

I uninstalled 1.5.8, installed 1.6.5, and ran the calibration using the advanced mode
and the medium number of patches selected.
Everything now seems to be working ok, but I have noticed two minor issues. While
the colors in my photos in Outlook appear correct using aRGB in CAL1, I see that the
reds in some photos are too bright, or too red. But I think that was true in the past
with 1.5.8, but to a lesser degree. Secondly, I found that in any color space I select in
the OSD, when using my Chrome browser (not Firefox), very dark spaces like the trim
on black clothes on Amazon or the edges of menʼs black suits on news sites are
highlighted in red. As might happen in Outlook if shadow clipping on was selected.
Any thoughts on these anomalies? Is this a DUCCS thing, or a Dell Display Manager
issue? Or simply a Chrome program issue?
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 23, 2018 AT 4>26 AM

Also display default profile (control panel, color management, device tab, use
cofigutarion for may device=on, profile selected as default) must match the OSD
mode you create it for. FOR ALL OF THEM. Each OSD needs a custom profile.
Color managed apps may need that this maching is done before you start those
apps. So you canot expect to have CAL1.icm set as default, open a color managed
app whiele in CAL1, change OSD mode to CAL2 and expect to see colors properly.
This is not related to DUCCS or DDM, it is related to how color management works
and how colro managed programs know what is the behavior of the display they
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use.
(Re-)read carefully 1st article on color management , then re-read this one (2nd
article) again.
Reply

Cepcem
SEPTEMBER 16, 2018 AT 1>31 AM

Hello,
need some advice, sorry for my bad English.
I work with double monitor configuration for design and preprint.
The first display is NEC PA242 Reference and the second – DELL UP2718Q.
I used Spectraview software for the NEC and the results are satisfying.
I tried using DUCCS for Dell, but no luck. The colors are not correct, so is Gamma. And it
is verrrry slow.
Now i am using DisplayCAL software+iDisplayPro. Everything is fine except brightness.
Set “White level” to “custom” 80.00 cd/m2 and Gamma to 2.3 Relative and the image on
the screen is far too bright than the real print.
Specifically, i can see details in the blacks on the screen which i can not see in the printed
blacks.
Are there any settings i have missed, as i am using DisplayCAL settings from the previous
page of this article?
Greetings
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 16, 2018 AT 6>03 AM

You need to provide actual data:
-post calibration White point, luminance of white and black and TRC measured with
DisplayCAL for the TWO monitors (displycal verification report HTML uploaded to some
web site of your choice: mega, dropbox…)
-TRC (tone response curve) info from displaycalʼs “profile info” screenshoot for each
monitor with their own profiles assigned as default
Spectral corrections to be used:
PA242W is GB-LED, you can use RG_phosphor EDR translated to CCSS from
DUCCS/i1Profiler or “NEC_64_690E_PA242W_2013-02-28” correction from
Spectraview II (itʼs a GB-LED too).
For UP2718Q (>95% P3) itʼs very likely that you should use W-LED PFS correction
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bundled in HP Z32x software (“HP_DreamColor_Z24x_NewPanel” translated from EDR
to CCSS with argyllcms tool “oeminst”, read documentation). But in a well behaved i1d3
you could use GB-LED correction with a very small error.
With actual objetive data I or other people here may be able to figure what do you mean
with:
“Everything is fine except brightness.
Set “White level” to “custom” 80.00 cd/m2 and Gamma to 2.3 Relative and the image
on the screen is far too bright than the real print.
Specifically, i can see details in the blacks on the screen which i can not see in the
printed blacks.”
My guess is that your NEC profile uses a single curve TRC without black compensation
(BPC), so when a color managed app renders a B&W gradient with an idealized profile
like sRGB (RGB 0 = 0cd/m2) it “cuts”.
My guess is that your DisplayCAL profile for your Dell uses a single curve /3 curves
profile WITH black point compensation, whcih means that TRC info in the profile “fakes”
a 0cd/m2 outout which is very useful to web publishing for example. If you use single
curve + NO BPC in DisplayCAL for your Dell may solve your issue.
And of course you sould use softproofing in your editing app (paper white and black
simulation) for the Dell if you are not matching actual paper white and contrast in
calibration (or if editing app cannot use that information). IDNK what you used for NEC:
“industrial approach” (D50 + softproof white and black simulation + “near D50 lamp”
for prints in 500lux vs 160cd/m2 ideal diffuse reflection aproximation) or “manual
approach (custom paper white + limited contrast)… that info will be interesting too.
*But this is a guess*… IDNK what you used as DisplayCAL inputs and what are your
actual results
P.S. for other “advanced” readers:
I know each one of you will have a favourtite in industrial vs manual approach for screen
to print match. My choice will be the “industrial” one as long as you have good
equipment (time saving, less prone to “user error” once you teach them how to use it)…
but I do not want to critize the other solution.
If you like the other one is fine too.
Reply

Cepcem
SEPTEMBER 16, 2018 AT 1>59 AM

And one more thing. I am not sure if it is related to displays, but someone can find it
useful.
I have dual monitor setup, where NEC PA242 is 1920×1280 and DELL UP2718Q is 4K
3840×2160.
I am using WACOM Intuos Pro.
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The problem is, that “virtually” the Dell Size is double to the NEC. So the mouse pointer
moves at double speed on the NEC.
There is no solution to this problem in the Wacom drivers and their support is terrific.
My resolution: in the Nvidia driverʼs control panel set DSR to 4.0, Smoothness to 0%. After
DSR is ON, set the virtual resolution of th NEC to 3840×2400.
The final result according to Wacom driver is two 4k displays side-by-side and the mouse
pointer speed equal on two screens. And the last touch – the mouse pointer became
enormously large on the virtual resolution display, so set the windows Magnifier automatic
start with windows. As far as Magnifier is turned ON, the mouse pointer has equal size on
two screens.
Sorry again for bad English. Hope you understand what i mean.
Reply

Cepcem
SEPTEMBER 16, 2018 AT 2>01 AM

And one more thing. I am not sure if it is related to displays, but someone can find it
useful.
I have dual monitor setup, where NEC PA242 is 1920×1280 and DELL UP2718Q is 4K
3840×2160.
I am using WACOM Intuos Pro.
The problem is, that “virtually” the Dell Size is double to the NEC. So the mouse pointer
moves at double speed on the NEC.
There is no solution to this problem in the Wacom drivers and their support is terrific.
My resolution: in the Nvidia driverʼs control panel set DSR to 4.0, Smoothness to 0%. After
DSR is ON, set the virtual resolution of th NEC to 3840×2400.
The final result according to Wacom driver is two 4k displays side-by-side and the mouse
pointer speed equal on two screens. And the last touch – the mouse pointer became
enormously large on the virtual resolution display, so set the windows Magnifier automatic
start with windows. As far as Magnifier is turned ON, the mouse pointer has equal size on
two screens.
Sorry again for bad English. Hope you understand what i mean.
Reply

Cepcem
SEPTEMBER 22, 2018 AT 1>23 AM

Hello again,
here are the print screens of DISPcal:
ibb.co/jF64mp
ibb.co/dKOTCU
ibb.co/fX6Rz9
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here is the verification report:
we.tl/t-KqQCJHqZb7
There is something very wrong with this report, as there are many “Not OKʼs”.
Thank you in advance.
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 23, 2018 AT 4>13 AM

This is because it seems that you did most of this task wrong:
-do not use a matrix correction for i1d3, use an spectral correction (read mesaage 75.1).
So itʼs vey likely that all measurements (in callibration stage or in verification stage or in
both of them) have an error.
-you set WP “as measured”, that means that WP wonʼt be corrected, it will stay the
same it was before calibration. This may be an user error or an intentionally and studies
user decission. IDNK what do you want to do to set this value as measured.
-There is a significative brightness drop between profile and verification measurement.
Gamut plot seem to have all values moved so my guess is that you calibrate/profiled
with one correction and verified with another… so the reports are useless. This may
explain brightness drop in verification.
Another option is that you are trying to validate an ICM to an OSD mode + setup
(values) that are not equal to the values you configured making that profile… but this
does not explain “gamut movement” to a*+ , so using a wrong correction for
colorimeter would be my 1st choice.
Solution: Do it in the right way!
Step1)
option 1.1) Choose GB-LED correction and measure with your i1d3 your NEC. Write
down whitepoint, brightness and gamma.
option 1.2) Choose as calibration target “nominal values” of your nec, the ones you set
as target for NEC (for example D76 white, 2.2 gamma)
Step 2)
Choose GB-LED correction (or HP one) and set step1 values to Dellʼs calibration target
in DisplayCAL. Use Custom color mode, make sure that HDR options, auto bightness (if
present) and power saving options are all off
Step 3) Calibrate & profile
Step 4) Do not change OSD settings you set for custom color mode
Step 5) Validate Displaycalʼs Dell profile using THE SAME correction you use for
measuring it (GB-LED or the one from HP)
If you did all steps as they are written, and your display is not brokend and if you do not
have some app running in your system messing up with screen colors then results
should validate better.
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Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 23, 2018 AT 1>18 PM

I meant D65 white, not D76 . Itʼs a typo :D
Reply

Cepcem
SEPTEMBER 24, 2018 AT 12>07 AM

Sorry, but what do you mean by “Use Custom color mode”? I thought only CAL1 and CAL2
are possible options that are using color profiles?
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 24, 2018 AT 1>31 AM

You have CAL1/CAL2/sRGB/AdobeRGB/CustomColor OSD modes at least. Some models
may have P3 or other factory presets.
CAL1/CAL2 can store HW calibration, locked OSD controls.
Factory calibration OSD modes like sRGB/AdobeRGB have locked control too.
If user wants to modify white “after DUCCS” or modify factory calibration presents it
must be done in GPU calibration by limiting 1 or 2 channels (and losing brightness and
unique grey levels).
Custom Color OSD mode does not allow you to write internal calibration but you have
access to RGB gain & offset for setting custom white in a manual way. This mode has
native (full) gamut and it requires that its grey & gamma to be corrected in GPU
(DisplayCAL calibration).
If you complain about that DCCS not being able to attain your desired white, using
Custom Color mode seems to be the easiest way to get your desired white.
Reply

Nikon4Ever
SEPTEMBER 26, 2018 AT 8>56 AM

Great article! I have the Dell UP2414Q monitor but was wondering what is the different
between calibrating the Dell monitor directly vs. calibrating the Dell monitor via my
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macbook?
EG: I am able calibrate my Dell monitor via my laptop Displaycal/i1Profiler or I can use
Displaycal/i1Profiler to calibrate the Dell monitor directly but not sure what the different
between the two calibration options.
Reply

ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 26, 2018 AT 11>26 AM

DisplayCAL /i1Profiler = Fix white with RGB Gains (inside monitor & while in custom
color mode), but grey and gamma will be corrected in graphics card
DUCCS = All corrected inside monitor in CAL1/CAL2 (white, grey, gamma and gamut
emulation)… but the results may not be exactly what you wanted so itʼs wise to test
calibration & profile with DisplayCAL as explained here.
Reply

Nikon4Ever
SEPTEMBER 26, 2018 AT 9>10 AM

Great article! I have the Dell UP2414Q monitor but was wondering what is the difference
between calibrating the Dell monitor directly vs. calibrating the Dell monitor via my laptop?
EG: I can use my laptopʼs i1Profiler/Displaycal program to calibrate my monitor or I can use
the DUCCS for my Dell monitor directly. I also know that the ICC profile will be saved on
the monitor directly vs. saved on my laptop but what are the differences /pros and cons of
calibrating via the two options?
Much appreciated!
Reply

Duane
NOVEMBER 21, 2018 AT 8>56 PM

I have two Dell UP2716D and the DUCCS software is so buggy and limited. These
monitors are very limited in functionality. When two monitors are connected at same time,
DUCCS 1.6.5 freezes up and wonʼt work. But X-Rite iProfiler works fine, but unfortunately
it canʼt upload LUT to CAL1/CAL2.
The monitors also canʼt keep the Uniformity Compensation on, when using CAL1/CAL2.
Very disappointed. These monitors are being returned to where I bought them. They are
no good for professional use unless Dell fixes this DUCCS software. I tried DisplayCAL and
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that works better but doesnʼt have support to upload LUT into the CAL1/CAL2 slots.
Reply

ColorConsultant
NOVEMBER 22, 2018 AT 2>26 AM

CS2730 and PA271Q are about 1000-1100€. Seems the natural choice if you want to
get rid of these issues.
Reply

Sorin
DECEMBER 22, 2018 AT 3>14 PM

What would you recommend for a ~34″ IPS 8-10bit LCD around the price of 500
Euros?
I will use it mostly for office work (I think a high ppi is needed to get more content on
the screen as possible).
Sometimes I would like to edit also photos and watch photo collections on the LCD so
color representation and good uniformity would be a big plus.
I know the price is kinda low but Iʼm interested what can I get in this budget and Iʼm
afraid not to buy a bad IPS.
Thank you for your time. I really appreciate it!
Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 26, 2018 AT 7>07 AM

“so color representation and good uniformity would be a big plus.”
Cheap sRGB-like screen with a very high chance than brighness uniformity will
drop to 20% barrier on edges… or not : no QC.
Actual 10bit, 8bit or 8+FRC is irrelevant for an IPS 1000>1 screen in that budget.
I think that 34″ 3440×1440 “dpi” is the same as 27″ QHD. Itʼs just more wide with
similar dpi.
One cheapest good IPS sRGB-like QHD with HW calibration + uniformity
compensation would be Ea275wmi or the new one EA271Q for 700 euro. There are
also cheaper 27″ QHD in dell (U-number) or Benq (PD-number).
Another alternative is some 32″ UHD P3 VA screen like some Benq EW (EW3270U),
more dpi. This is a P3 screen so use its sRGB mode for office work and calibrate &
profile with an i1d3 (Panasonic VVX17P051J00 correction) in a native gamut mode
with access to RGB gains for photo work. Itʼs an VA so donʼt use it too close or
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youʼll see edges a little different. Itʼs not a TN but itʼs not as good as an IPS (in no
dark enviroment).
3000>1 static contrast is a plus for other spare time uses.
Reply

Gregor Blazic
DECEMBER 26, 2018 AT 2>08 PM

I have updated DUSCS to 1.6.5. I have Dell U2413 monitor in Windows 10. When I try to
calibrate I have no CAL1/CAL2 option in window when I start calibrating (only automatic or
manual display control).
Any ideas / help please.
Regards, Gregor
Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 27, 2018 AT 10>41 AM

Check log errors at “C:\Users\YORNAME\AppData\Roaming\Dell\Dell UltraSharp
Calibration Solution”
Then report to dell, or try another USB port (computer), or downgrade anf loose v1.6.5
advantages
Reply

Gregor Blazic
DECEMBER 28, 2018 AT 10>29 AM

Thanks for reply. I installed new drivers for graphic card, tried different USB port, now
it is working. It uses CAL1 and CAL2.
But now I have problem calibrating in native white balance. Everything is OK with D65
for example, but when I choose native WB (and also native gamut (I want to calibrate
in widest possible gamut)) it calibrates only in sRGB (I can tell it by washed-out
colours on desktop).
Regards, Gregor
Reply
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Igor Socha
DECEMBER 28, 2018 AT 2>02 AM

Hi ColorConsultant,
So which monitor aroubd 1500€ would you reccommend to buy at this moment? Thank
you!
Reply

ColorConsultant
DECEMBER 28, 2018 AT 5>55 AM

Widegamuts?
IMHO NEC PA271Q but I would ***WAIT*** until software issues with SpectraviewII and
this model are solved (expected Jan 2019, current not fully working version is 1.1.38) or
Basiccolor 6 comes out (but I like more SV2).
I mean, if I pay more than 1000euro I want it fully functional from the moment I open the
box, not a few months later. Current SV2 1.1.38:
-lacks of spectral correction for i1DisplayPro and W-LED PFS phosphor backlights with
9x% AdobeRGB coverage whichs is the backlight PA271Q seems to be using.
-cannot update monitor firmware with your own measurement to use on the fly
Multiprofiler gamut emulation. You can use factory measurements stored in firmware…
but for 1000 euros I want ***ALL*** (like you can do on PA272W)
Another option could be CS2730. Less contrast, no LUT3D, free calibration software.
Color Navigator do not use the same kind of corrections stored in EDR and 3rd party
validation like DisplayCAL could show a mismatch in WP to your desired target. CN is a
black box… so unless you are a hacker, who knows whatʼs missing there.
Reply

Igor Socha
DECEMBER 28, 2018 AT 9>39 AM

Thank you very much!
Reply

Peter van der Byl
FEBRUARY 19, 2019 AT 11>03 PM

I wish to replace existing NEC monitor. Which Dell Monitor for approximately 1000 euro do
you recommend. I do have xrite pro calibration kit but I notice comment that some Dell
units cannot be calibrated with Xrite
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Reply

ColorConsultant
FEBRUARY 21, 2019 AT 11>14 AM

No one.
1000euro means Eizo CS2730 or NEC PA271Q (2560×1440). You can use your
i1DisplayPro or i1Pro/2 (IDNK what you call “xrite pro calibration kit”).
If you do not care about widegamut NEC EA271U is a 27″ UHD sRGB model with HW
calibration (itʼs the new model after EA275UHD), itʼs about 800-850 euro.
Eizo HW calibration solution is free (Color Navigator). Youʼll have to pay for NEC
SpectraviewII (SV2) software, about 80euro. Right now SV2 1.1.39 lacks of the exact
spectral correction for i1DispayPro & PA271Q and other WLED PFS phosphor graphic
arts monitors (WLED PFS with more than 9x% of AdobeRGB), as explained here with the
Dell UP2516D/UP2716D models (similar backlight) you may expect a slight under 2dE
drift from the exact correction… but (and itʼs a big deal) NEC & Eizo calibration
packages allow user to fine tune white using some sliders. Dell & Benq do not have such
features. There were a few solutions that I requested to Xrite for DUCCS but only a few
were considered… so you know.
That exact correction for those WLED PFS graphic art displays is in HP Z32X software…
so you can get it and use it in DisplayCAL for verification purposes.
Reply

Xavier
FEBRUARY 20, 2019 AT 4>08 PM

Hello Color Consultant,
Do you know where can I download the DUCCS 1.6.5 version? I am unable to find it on the
DELL site.
Have a good evening
Xavier
Reply

ColorConsultant
FEBRUARY 21, 2019 AT 11>03 AM

1st page
Reply
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Xavier
FEBRUARY 22, 2019 AT 12>51 AM

Thanks!
Reply

Elliot
FEBRUARY 26, 2019 AT 5>40 AM

Hi,
PROBLEM: I have an LG 32ud99 monitor and it has serious white uniformity issues around
6-7 delta C in the top left 1/25 of the screen. I have tried another three of these monitors
and all have various issues mostly to do with back light bleed (which is very important to
me). I really like the monitor for media and cannot see the uniformity issues whilst
watching media or playing games. However, the uniformity issues are a major issue for
photography editing and browsing the web.
SOLUTION: I can turn on uniformity compensation on the monitor whilst editing photos
etc. This approximately halves the brightness from ~350nits to ~160nits which is not a
problem because 350nits is way too bright for general PC use and editing photos. But
what I am concerned with is that it also reduces the contrast. One online article says it
halves the contrast from 1300>1 to 600-700>1. I tried to measure the contrast with an I1
Display Pro and a I1 Profiler Software, but my results kept changing and so it doesnʼt seem
accurate. Sometimes I would get a contrast of 1300+:1 and other times 600-700>1 …
QUESTIONS: As you have said in your article, uniformity compensation can “cripple” the
contrast of a monitor. But doesnʼt reducing the brightness of a monitor decrease the
contrast anyway? If I reduce the brightness down to around 120nits from 350nits, wont
the contrast of the monitor also decrease? So normal working conditions for photography
editing would result in a lower contrast compared to the max for a monitor? Would a
contrast of 600-700>1 still good enough for photography editing?
Reply

Elliot
FEBRUARY 27, 2019 AT 4>26 AM

To clarify, my confusion lies with contrast and brightness. I am under the impression
that when you reduce the brightness of a display, the contrast will also decrease
because (although it is a ratio) the black level will not decrease as much as the white
level. So at normal working conditions of around 120nits, wouldnʼt the contrast be
greatly reduced on a 300nits monitor?
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Any help on this will be greatly appreciated.
Reply

ColorConsultant
MARCH 2, 2019 AT 6>31 AM

“But doesnʼt reducing the brightness of a monitor decrease the contrast anyway? If I
reduce the brightness down to around 120nits from 350nits, wont the contrast of the
monitor also decrease? So normal working conditions for photography editing would
result in a lower contrast compared to the max for a monitor?”
No, this LCD displays have a native contrast window (white divided by black luminance),
and you can raise or lower brightness, which raises or lowers “black”… and white ʼcause
of this contrast window.
When you tune white point using RGB gains or use uniformity compensation (UC) to try
to make equal several parts of the display you need to lower some RGB gains (per
zone), or decrease max output (per zone, usually center)). That is going to decrease
“native contrast window”.
Since native contrast window and native white are monitors conditions at max, any
white point tweak or UC needs to work loosing contrast.
“I am under the impression that when you reduce the brightness of a display, the
contrast will also decrease because (although it is a ratio) the black level will not
decrease as much as the white level. ”
“Constrast window” stays close to constant (or should stay this way) overall brightness
OSD range. “UC = On” may change this because monitor manufacturer may have
several uniformity maps in firmware which varies with OSD broghtness configuration.
With “UC = Off” it should remain almost constant in an aceptable 100>1 range.
Somre reviews measure this range like TFTcentral or prad.de, but uniformity
measuremenst are only valid in prad.de (%brightness + deltaC tints, like in Nasimʼs
reviews)
“Would a contrast of 600-700>1 still good enough for photography editing?”
Print, YES. Web … maybe yes (a cheap U2415 should be ~1100>1, so a 600>1 could be
aceptable but worse). Video, NO.
Reply

Elliot
MARCH 8, 2019 AT 2>26 AM

Thank you so much for the detailed reply. That all makes sense.
Please can you recommend an accurate way of measuring the contrast ratio using an
I1 Display Pro.
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When I do a calibration with the I1 Profiler Software it displays the contrast at the end
as a value. However, this seems inaccurate as sometimes with uniformity mode
turned on it displays just over 1300>1 and other times it displays 600-700>1. Also
when I did a calibration with uniformity mode off and brightness set to 40%, it shows
a contrast ratio of ~600-700>1 (down from 1300>1 with brightness at 100%). This is
why I jumped to my conclusions in my original message.
It seems to me that my method of measuring contrast ratio is simply inaccurate. Any
help with this would be great!
Reply

ColorConsultant
MARCH 10, 2019 AT 5>45 AM

DisplayCAL, tools menu, calibrated or uncalibrated screen report. Contrast & other
info will be plotted in log sub window.
Reply

emef
MAY 25, 2019 AT 12>52 PM

Hello,
my probe “i1 DisplayPro” not being recognized by the software “DUSCS” as being
connected to Windows 10 (1809), while everything works very well under Windows 7, I
tried “Argyl DisplayCAL”. The software worked and created me the expected ICC profile,
but alas did not propose at any time to include the result of these calibrations under
“Cal1” or “Cal2” in Lut Lut of the monitor. In Windows 7, I set these two options
respectively for aRGB and sRGB and I use “Dell Display Monitor” to switch from one to the
other.
I did not find this option under DisplayCAL, unless I missed it. Advice would be welcome
and I thank you in advance.
Reply

ColorConsultant
MAY 29, 2019 AT 2>22 AM

DisplayCAL is not able to write internal monitor LUTs. It writes grey & gamma calibration
to video card LUTs (no gamut emulation support) like any other similar software
If you wish to write CAL1/CAL2 you should use DUCCS. AFAIK latest DUCCS version
works with latest Win10 Pro build without issue, so there must be a problem with your
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setup.
Inspect LOG files as explanied previously in these comments: “(user home – AppData –
Roaming – some dell or Xrite folder, I donʼt remember). There should be a list of
commands set to monitor, including brightness at the last steps. If there were errors,
you should discover them in that log files (text files).”
Also latest DUCCS should be compatible with XRD service from i1Profiler 1.8.3 but if you
had both installed:
-uninstall i1Profiler
-uninstall DUCCS
-uninstall XRD services (a Xrite service running in background)
-make sure to reboot
-install DUCCS (should install also its own version of XRDservices)
As fas as I tested these latest version of each program should be compatible with the
same XRDServices under Win10 Pro 1809 but check it.
Reply

quill
JUNE 5, 2019 AT 2>38 AM

Youʼve previously said “If you do not own a good monitor with “10bit input” support
(whatever panel it uses), do not buy a “Pro” card… it will be useless. Youʼll have more
powerful GpU in consumer/”no pro” card within that $400-500 budget.”
Does this mean that someone without a 10-bit monitor will have calibration/display issues
during color-critical work that would not have appeared with a “no pro” card? Or just that
they wonʼt be able to take full advantage of the pro cardʼs capabilities without a 10-bit
monitor?
Reply

ColorConsultant
JUNE 10, 2019 AT 12>54 AM

“Does this mean that someone without a 10-bit monitor will have calibration/display
issues during color-critical work that would not have appeared with a “no pro” card? Or
just that they wonʼt be able to take full advantage of the pro cardʼs capabilities without a
10-bit monitor?”
A 8bit “input” monitor should not have calibration issues if you use a GPU with hig
bitdepth LUT + dithering like Radeons. Even in a DVI 8bit connection, dithering is the
“magic word”.
Pro cards like Quadro or Firepro have certified drivers for some “pro” applications like
CAD/CAM and also Adobe Suite. This stability in drivers applies when used with 8bit
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input monitors too, but 10bit-output without 10bit-input is not going to work (although
driver can play dithering trick).
Is it worthly for a photographer/illustrator to pay a Quadro just for certifies drivers in
some Adobe applications without owning a 10bit-input monitor. I still say “no”, but
YMMV.
Reply

quill
JUNE 13, 2019 AT 8>33 PM

Interesting, thank you very much!
Reply

Howard Goldstein
JUNE 30, 2019 AT 12>32 PM

Just calibrated my Dell U2413 using DUUCS version 1.6.6. Have an updated Win10
computer. Used advanced setting, 120 cd/m2.icc version 4 (not using Argyll at this time),
medium patch set. Cal1 set for AdobeRGB, Cal2 set for SRGB. I use the calibrated
AdobeRGB when working in Photoshop and Lightroom (but the embedded space in
Lightroom is Prophoto). Before opening Lightroom and Photoshop, in either color space, I
made sure the default color space matched the OSD setting. Also set Photoshop color
space to the calibrated profile (not AdobeRGB 1998). All the screens match those found in
the original article.
The problem is that the brightness and contrast levels from all calibrations seem wrong.
After doing the cal1 (AdobeRGB) calibration the brightness/calibration settings resulted in
24/47. That is a little dark, but Lightroom and Photoshop colors seem good, and Chrome
screens are a little glum, but comfortable. But when I did the cal2 (sRGB) run, I got a very
bright 100/47 result. Finding this way too bright, I ran the calibration two more times for
sRGB. I got 75/30 and 72/30. This I find to be too dark and washed out. So I did an sRGB
calibration again with 160 cd/m2. DUCCS said it could only do 132, so I clicked ok and it
gave me a setting of 100/30. Oddly looking glum in photoshop and Lightroom, and still not
too bright in Chrome.
My question are:
1. Might the 100/47 run been an error? (but the 47 contrast matched)
2. Why would the 2nd and third sRGB runs be different, darker, but consistent?
3. Why the contrast so low in all the sRGB runs?
4. Might I just be doing something wrong with my settings or the version of DUCCS I am
now running?
Reply
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Howard Goldstein
JULY 4, 2019 AT 12>01 PM

didnʼt mention I am using the i1 Display Pro calibration device.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 5, 2019 AT 12>59 AM

1 & 2 -yes, seems like an error (another one). As you read in this article Brightness is set
AFTER calibration is wrote… so lower it by yourself until is close to your target
(DisplayCal or commandline ArgyllCMS seems the sensible non intrusive way to do it,
but choose the program you like most, since no ICC is involved, you can keep v4. I
would choose “spotread” command line ).
3-default contrast is 50, which is about 1000>1 at NATIVE whitepoint. Usually you do not
want to modify this value. DUCCS plays with OSD contrast while calculating whitepoint
caibration. There is no way to change its beahavior. Changing OSD value after DUCCS
calibration for CAL1/CAL2 may result in huge whitepoint shifts so usually it is not
recomended.
Complain to Xrite about this behavior.
4-“I use the calibrated AdobeRGB when working in Photoshop and Lightroom (but the
embedded space in Lightroom is Prophoto). Before opening Lightroom and Photoshop,
in either color space, I made sure the default color space matched the OSD setting.
Also set Photoshop color space to the calibrated profile (not AdobeRGB 1998). All the
screens match those found in the original article.”
Use latest DUCCS, native gamut preset for CAL1, your desired white, set Photoshop
default colorspace to the colorspace you use most time in your images (so do not use
monitor colospace) or the colorspace in whcih most of your UNTAGGED (no profile)
images are encoded (which usually is sRGB).
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 5, 2019 AT 1>06 AM

3- Contrast going from 50 to ~47 is the “common behavior” in most of the 1st gen
Dell GB-LED models. That means 750 to 850>1 max contrast ratio at D65 whitepoint
(1000>1 native contrast, minus white point correction from native white to D65, minus
OSD going from 50 to 47).
It works “as expected but in a suboptimal way” or “as other people suffer it” if you do
not want to be so polite.
Reply
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Howard Goldstein
JULY 5, 2019 AT 12>40 PM

Thank you for responding on this holiday week.
a. So, you agree that an error occurred during my calibration. You also say “another
one.” What do you mean?
b. I assume DUCCS version 1.6.6 is ok with my u2413
c. As you suggest I will run the calibration again. I would like the ability to adjust the
brightness if I have to subsequent to the calibration. I understand I cannot do this
using the OSD as it will corrupt the calibrated colors. I would recalibrate using
version 2 in order to be able to use Displaycal/Argyll, with 120 cd/m2, as I
remember in a past reply that version 2 was needed to use Argyll. Has something
change that allows use of the recommended by Dell version 4?.
d. You say that DUCCS reduces the contrast a little. Can that be readjusted with
Displaycal/Argyll without messing up the color calibration, or must I just suffer with
it?
e. Saw something I wanted to check on. I am calibrating in my user account. I donʼt
have to go to my Administrative user to do that, do i?
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 6, 2019 AT 5>58 AM

a. “another error”, as detailed in this article DUCCS has a series of faults and
unsolved TODO list. Latest update solved some of them ( x2 number of
calibration ramp patches, native gamut preset), others are missing.
Yo can expect the same fro Viewsonic Colorbration and even WORSE for Benq
Palette Master Elements.
b. yes, itʼs te latest one. I didnʼt check before.
c. As explained in this artile (read it again) in the first steps contrast is modfied,
you can do nothing. Then measures a series of black to RGBW patches to
capture uncalibrated behavior, then computers a lut-matrix-lut calibration that is
stores in yur U2413 hardware CAL1/CAL2. *THEN, AFTER THAT*, brightness is
modified as you will do in OSD. After that a profile is made from a set of color
patches (AFTER calibration).
So used can manipulate brightness after HW calibration.
This postcalibration brightness correction from default 50% value is what causes
some whitepoint drift in some models. I explained it to Xrite, to compute a
guessed brightness value from desired target +desired white… but they did not
correct it.
d. Since contrast is modified in first steps, modifying it more than 1-2-3 steps
usually will result in a *big* drift in white point. The contrast you gain this way
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may get lost once you use GPU calibration (i1Profiler, DIsplayCAL or others) to
correct white point, since 1 or 2 channels max ouput have to be lowered. Do yo
want to try 50% contrast? OK, but track whitepoint as you do it.
e. I never tested DUCCS with limited accounts, IDNK.
Reply

jakub
JULY 18, 2019 AT 1>43 AM

Wow, the amount of comments here is impressive ;-)
I would like to ask for advice. I used to have Dell U2711 for many years and recently I
replaced it with UP2718Q which i thought would be a clear upgrade. 4K, wide gamut,
hardware calibration. Nice.
However, since I got the UP2718Q I have been struggling with calibrating it properly. I am
using Windows 10 mostly, but for troubleshooting I could also connect it to a Mac if
necessary. I have access to i1Pro device. All I want to use it for is photography (Lightroom
and Photoshop), so I would like to use wide gamut, and have it around 160-200cd/m2
because sometimes the room is too bright to use it at ~120. Actually, if possible it would
be nice to have CAL1 calibrated at 120cd and CAL2 at 200 so I can switch between
working in the evening and during the day.
Anyway, I tried DUCCS and Argyll, but I usually end up with one of two issues, or both:
1. Dark colours are clipped. When I make a gradient from black to white in photoshop I end
up with darkest tones being just completely black. On many pictures this issue isnʼt really
noticeable, but working on dark images with lots of shadows I just cannot see details in
the shadows.
2. Grey gradient is not really grey. I can clearly see magenta / green all over. Especially in
the darker parts as well.
Could you maybe suggest a way of calibrating this screen to make it work? I am already
quite disappointedly with it, I can see colour casts on the sides compared to the centre,
but I can live with that as long as my gradients look like a gradients and grey looks like
grey ;-)
Thanks in advance!
Reply
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ColorConsultant
JULY 20, 2019 AT 1>57 PM

1- get an i1DisplayPro colorimeter, Iʼve seen this error in my i1Pro2, a few pixels in lagom
gradient viewed with no color management all balck.
i1Pro”X” are not really suited for calibrating displays. They are just to take a reference of
spectral power distribution (SPD) and feed that info to a colorimeter… and even they fail
doing this taks in new widegamut W-LED with XXX phosphorsunoless you use 3nm
mode in ArgyllCMS.
2-If it happens with a DUCCS calibration, itʼs explained in this article why it happens
(and in my 1st one too), try to use the latest version 1.6.6 (it raises number of calibration
patches to 4×20 in black to WRGB ramp). If it happens in lastest version… it is
uncorrectable with DUCCS buy may be improved if applied a GPU calibration in top of
DUCCS calibration. Explained in this articile.
If you suffer that kind of green-magenta tints in ArgyllCMS, use an i1DisplayPro
colorimeter and slow mode (up to 96 patches for fixing grey, about 30min). For GPU
calibration to work properly you need a graphics card with high bitdepth LUT and
dithering like AMD Radeons, although newer nvidias over HDMI and DP with more than
8bpc in Control Panel are repoted to work. Still the safest option for “non pro cards” is
Radeons over Geforces, they just work in every configuration.
You can also try with i1Pro but it will be a pain because low speed, but it wonʼt be
accurate in dark patches.
Also there is a bug in Windows 10 v1903, that causes distinctive broad bands in
gradients (not like the ines caused by GPU calibration banding). Tak a look in
DisplayCAL forum for solution (Hint: disable task scheduler for task
WindowsColorSystem and be careful when switcheing display profiles, you may need to
log out and log in)
As a side note: xrite spectros are for fabrics and for printer profiles and for give a
fast&accurate colorimeter a measure of SPD. They are not really menat for display
calibration, if somebody sell you a colormunki photo, i1ProX or i1Studio as a “swiss army
knife for everything”, the seller lied.
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 20, 2019 AT 1>59 PM

Sorry, another typo… portable devices…With “phosphorsunoless” I meant
“phosphors unless”
Happy weekend!
Reply
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ColorConsultant
JULY 20, 2019 AT 2>04 PM

“but for troubleshooting I could also connect it to a Mac if necessary”
MacOS color management engine for dekstop and Apple apps (not Adobe ones) is
broken unless you use highly idealized profiles like DUCCS “matrix” or Argyllʼs “sigle
curve + matrix”. Further info in DisplayCAL doc+fourm.
It has been there for 3-4 OS versions and it seems that they wonʼt fix it.
Youʼll be jumping in the wrong boat.
Reply

Jakub
JULY 23, 2019 AT 10>16 AM

Thanks for the detailed answer, that is both bad and good news.
Bad because the i1Pro2 I have access to is from my work so I can use it for free. It
came with Xerox printers to calibrate them, so nobody lied about the capabilities. I
just thought that i1Pro can handle both print and screen while the i1DisplayPro can
only do screens. Thanks for clarifying.
Good because with i1DisplayPro it seems like there is a light at the end of the
tunnel.
One more question. What about ColorMunki Display? Any good?
Reply

Jakub
JULY 23, 2019 AT 10>18 AM

I just found i1DisplayPro for rent from a camera rental business nearby, so I will be
testing your suggestions soon ;-)
Reply

ColorConsultant
JULY 29, 2019 AT 4>08 AM

Same device but slower ( and you cannot modify it) and most HW calibration
suites are locked to do not support munki display, so you have to pay the more
expensive i1displaypro: NEC, Dell, Eizo… and so on.
DisplayCAL can use the two colorimeters in the same way, but munki still remains
4-5x slower.
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4x-5x more time measuring 1000-2000+ patches for a LUT3D can be painful,
also for the slowest 96 step calibration from Argyll/DisplayCAL, it goes to 30min
with the i1Displaypro.
Reply

Jakub
AUGUST 1, 2019 AT 3>16 AM

Thanks. I have the i1Display Pro booked for this weekend so I will be testing
and might come back with more questions. I appreciate you taking time to
answers all those questions here. I did a fair bit of research into colour
management 6-7 years ago when I found this topic quite interesting, but after
all those years I forgot a lot of it, and I was not an expert in the first place. The
only thing I got out of it is that I can tell when people talk nonsense about
colour management (either in person or online in reviews / videos) but I donʼt
have enough knowledge to confidently correct them ;-) And all this info about
specific LEDs in modern monitors, differences in latest software versions, bugs
in Windows and so on you can only know if youʼre really up to date on the
topic, so again, thanks for sharing this information here.
Reply

Jay G
JULY 31, 2019 AT 11>48 PM

I have a Dell U2413 and am not getting the same screens as you on my Dell Calibration
1.5.3. Iʼm not showing GB-LED as my selected calibration matrix. Iʼm showing CCFL. Why
can I not calibrate to GB-LED?
Reply

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 5, 2019 AT 2>01 AM

GB-LED is not a calibration matrix, its a spectral correction.
Calibration matrices, matrix offsets, or close names are static, “Fixed”, 3×3 matrices
that translate XYZ readings from a colorimeter to a corrected CIE XYZ values. This is an
universal type of correction supported by all colorimeters… but those matrices are not
“portable” between devices. It is not possible that a 3×3 matrix with the same values
will be valid for all colorimeters of some model.
Spectral corrections are a generic, portable, spectral power distribution (SPD) sample
of a backlight technology. Some colorimetrs like i1d3 store its own spectral sensivities in
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firmware (for each colorimeter its own set, written at factory). Colorimeter spectral
sensivity (unique, or supposed to be unique) + generic backlight SPD (EDR/CCSS files)
are used to calculate an unique calibration matrix “on the fly”, for each colorimeter a
different one.
Regarding your problem, that kind of error is usually related to no DDC/CI
communication between display and GPU:
-check that DDC/CI is enabed on OSD (or if you do not care about current CAL1/CAL2
calibration do a factory reset, but save relevant config of other models like Custom
color.
-no VM support. DO not calibrate from a virtual machine
-check log files in your user\AppData nd in Local or Roaming folder there should be a
Dell or Xrite folder with a communication log. Try to find error. My guess is that is a
DDC/CI issue over DP/HDMI/DVI.
Reply

quill
AUGUST 3, 2019 AT 4>45 PM

Iʼve just read that NVIDIA has released new studio drivers that activate 30-bit support in
their GeForce and Titan graphics cards. The drivers seem to be available for all GeForce
cards from the 1050 and up. Any related testing or information of how well those cards
now perform in color-critical work and of course calibration would be greatly appreciated.
Hereʼs the related link: www.nvidia.com/en-us…io-driver/
Reply

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 5, 2019 AT 2>32 AM

That means that you can use 30bit in Photoshop and other apps that use it (maybe
Premiere). Thatʼs all.
30bit is *one* (not the only) way to get rid of some rounding errors caused in some
stages of the pipeline between RGB binary data in an image to actual RGB values that
are sent to a electonic panel inside monitor.
The other one is temporal dithering used by Lightroom, CaptureOne or some advanced
video tools.
True “30bit” in photoshop requieres a 30bit link between GPU and display input
(regardless of actual monitorʼs panel bitdepth, panel can be 6bit/channel native). When
rendering a 16bit image it will truncate to 10bit/channel, draw a 30bit OpenGL surface
(if some zoom settings are met, greater than 60%?, I do not remember) and send to
display. Driver has to be able to handle that and send it to display. So it requires
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specialized drivers and HW.
The other option, temporal dithering, is an universal solution that works on any display.
After color management is done (after image is re-encoded to display RGB values) high
precision calculations are truncated to display capabilities… but in a smart way so no
rounding errors are visible. There is an explanation with samples in “The basics of
monitor calibration” article in this web.
Since ALL of these are SDR displays (and that includes those so called HDR monitors
with fake HDR like SW320) ****the two solutions are visually equivalent****… but one
can work on any display/gpu and the other does not.
You can check by yourself: open that famous 10bit test ramp TIFF in Lightroom (develop
module), Capture one or Photoshop. LR & C1 wonʼt need Studio driver to display that
TIFF in an smooth way (but they DO need bandless calibration)
It is reported (macbooks) that custom GPU drivers from Apple accept 30bit request, but
dither to 8bpc in order to send it to non-10bit panels in apple laptop… which is superb.
Same is reported to work in the past with Firepros wth not 10bit displays.
What does it mean? Why is that black box dithering so good? It means that those GPU
drivers “expose” a puzzle-like lock to AdobePhotoshop(PS) that matches its 30bit
functionality. Inside driver once PS has set 30bit data it dithers down to display
capabilities (direct 30bit output or temporal dithering to 8bit).
IMHO, *THAT* is the way to go:
1- expose 30/48bit OpenGL surface drawing interface in driver
2- temporal dithering to meet display capabilites (10 or 8bit per channel)
but AFAIK Studio Driver form nvidia do not work this way, it requires full 30bit pipeline
end to end.
Itʼs an improvement but it is not what I would like to see.
Also AFAIK Illustrator or Indesign lack of 30bit functionality (but Iʼve not tested CC2019
so deep, I should check), so rounding errors in non idealized display ICM profiles are
going to be there. Their users are suffering that kind of rounding errors (banding) more
often that photographers taht use PS. I mean that this kind of solutions are needed in
other tools than PS.
Reply

quill
AUGUST 5, 2019 AT 5>44 AM

If Iʼm understanding you correctly youʼre saying that itʼs still best practice to avoid
nVidia consumer cards, correct?
Since you mentioned Illustrator and Indesign, how do AMDʼs consumer cards perform
with those programs? I understand that they have dithering, and you recommend
them for calibration. Apple seems to be using pro variants in their products however
(or so their marketing says anyway), plus you mentioned they have their own special
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drivers, so Iʼm not sure how eg. a 3rd party Radeon RX 560 would compare to an
iMacʼs Radeon Pro 560X.
Reply

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 6, 2019 AT 1>33 AM

No, Iʼm not saying that.
Iʼm saying that 30bit pipeline approach made by ***Adobe*** (not by nvidia or
AMD) to limit rounding errors severity is not what I would like to see.
I would like to see a more universal approach valid for al SDR displays (less than
4000>1 contrast ratio), I would like to see what I wrote:
1- expose 30/48bit OpenGL surface drawing interface in driver
2- temporal dithering to meet display capabilites (10 or 8bit per channel)
or CaptureOne/Lightroom approach: ditehr to 8bit from whatever high bitdepth
calculations these applications make.
Anyway, with things at its current state new Studio Driver itʼs an advance. A leap
forward. AMD (and intel for their future discrete XE graphic card) should take note
of nvidia movement.
***************
Regarding AMD and dithering. AMD do dither at LUT output. That means that 16bit
corrections that are stored in ICM profiles for monitors w/o HW calibration are not
truncated in a wrong/simple way with an 8bit link with DIsplay so you do not see
banding.
That is NOT related at all with the things Iʼve explained in my previous comment. My
last comment was about all the calculations made BEFORE you send RGB data to
graphics card, before they enter LUT for calibration.
Think of this as a car factory pipeline. Final product has to pass across all stages.
Each stage introduce NEEDED transfomations from original RGB data in an image
that result in desired RGB input at panel/display, butthis transformation may induce
some unwanted rounding errors caused by limited precision calculations.
LUT dithering, like in Radeons, is an stage close to the end in the pipeline. Same for
HW calibration.
OTOH 16bit images truncation (like 10bit test ramp tiff banding) or banding caused
by Illustrator (in a system that does not show bading in non color managed
gradienst, like MS Paint) happens at an early stage. Once this rounding error
happens, it will remain. That why I wrote that in my previpus comment, I would like
to see an universal solution for ALL displays that solved banding in this early
stages, so all the following stages do not carry this error across the full pipeline.
That means that all kind or rounding errors caused by color management would go
uncorrected (banding) unless application do dither, an applicationʼs own
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functionality.
That means that a 3xTRC ICM profile is likely to cause some kind of banding in
Illustrator even if anr AMD RX560 or a nvidia GF2060 are able to provide you
bandless smooth gradiens in non color managed enviroments.
A way to solve this is to use more “idealized” profile types, you trade precision for
(more chances of) smoothness. Since desktop color management engine in macOS
is broken (Adobe uses its own engine for its applications), “idealized” profile
displays (1xTRC, matrix, black point compensation) is the recommended approach
for mac users.
Most HW calibration solution use that idealized approach. With CG/CS fom Eizo or
PA from NEC that idealization, specially for grey ramp (1TRC perfect neutrality
stored in ICM profile), it is very close to reality. In Benqs and Dells it is not
guaranteed, thatʼs why this article recommends to test “range a*b*”.
Reply

quill
AUGUST 6, 2019 AT 3>12 AM

Ah, I see, I completely misunderstood that. Thank you for clarifying and in such
detail.
Reply

Cepcem
AUGUST 5, 2019 AT 5>29 AM

Here is my setup with the new Nvidia “designer” drivers.
On the left side is a Grey ramp on Adobe Photoshop 30 Bit on NEC PA242W.
On the left side is a Grey ramp on Adobe Illustrator 30 Bit on DELL UP2718Q.
I cant tell there is some difference between them.
I cant tell there is the difference when i switch to 8 bit in Nvidia driver on both displays
either.
Reply

Cepcem
AUGUST 5, 2019 AT 5>30 AM

imgur.com/a/ivl1nr1
Here is my setup with the new Nvidia “designer” drivers.
On the left side is a Grey ramp on Adobe Photoshop 30 Bit on NEC PA242W.
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On the left side is a Grey ramp on Adobe Illustrator 30 Bit on DELL UP2718Q.
I cant tell there is some difference between them.
I cant tell there is the difference when i switch to 8 bit in Nvidia driver on both displays
either.
Reply

ColorConsultant
AUGUST 6, 2019 AT 1>47 AM

Banding in gradient are noticeable in 16bit images if there is truncation to 8bit (so no
Photoshop 30bit, no Lightroom/CaptureOne dithering) and color extremes in gradient
are very close.
Your sample is an user generated blank to white gradient. If you want to see 16bit to
8bit truncation error try googling for 10bit test ramp tiff image. Itʼs a 1000×1000 16bit
gradient between two close greys.
If you see no bands at all in that particular test with 8bpc configuration in nvidia panel
with an 8bit link between display and GPU but 30bit enabled in PS that would mean that
nvidia driver is doing the same trick as Apple. That would be nice, wonderful, very good
news (thatʼs what Iʼve asked for in my previous comments), but *it contradicts other
users reports* about “no 10bit pipeline end to end” means banding “10bit test
ramp”.tiff/psd in Photoshop.
10bit test ramp.tiff should look smooth in Lightroom develop module or in Capture One
if your system is able to display smooth gradients in non color managed applications,
like lagom 8bit gradient png opened in MS paint.
Reply

John L
SEPTEMBER 25, 2019 AT 4>50 AM

I have Dell UP3017 connected to a Computer running Mac OS 10.14.6. I have i1Display Pro
and have successfully used Dell DUCCS calibration once when I was on 10.14.1. Since that
date when I try to use it the program crashes before the calibration can start.
The DUCCS version is 1.6.5 My Graphics card is Radeon RX580 8 GB
Can you advise wether these OS and calibration software are compatible or not.
I do have a windows laptop running windows 10. Could I calibrate the display using the
laptop and could I if needed copy the profile to the Mac OS colour profile folder? Any help
would be appreciated
Reply
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ColorConsultant
SEPTEMBER 30, 2019 AT 12>09 PM

Use laptop & latest DUCCS 1.6.6. Calibrate CAL1 and CAL2 memories to your desired
target, once HW calibration & profiling has ended it will request a fiel name for ICM file,
give it a meaninful but short name like “UP3017_CAL1_from_Windows.icm”
Copy those ICM files to MacOS and asign them to your display manually (ColorSync if
Screen configuration
does not show new ones “[…]from_windows.icm” because you did no copy them to
desired place)
And itʼs done. Youʼll hacve to change manually default diusplay profile each time you
change OSD mode form CAL1 to CAL2 or other modes that use GPU calibration istead
of HW calibration.
For GPU calibratiom (Custom Color OSD mode) it is recomended to use DisplayCAL.
Reply

John L
OCTOBER 20, 2019 AT 10>11 AM

Thank you for tour comment. I will try this and get back to you with results.
Thanks
Reply

matteo
OCTOBER 23, 2019 AT 5>39 AM

Hello ColorConsultant,
Will DUCCS (Mac) support 64bit on macOS 10.15 Catalina?
I still working with MacOs Mojave and 32 bit DUCCS, but i donʼt know what to do the day i
will install Catalina…
May you advice me the best solution?
Thank You,
Have a good day.
Matteo
Reply

ColorConsultant
OCTOBER 26, 2019 AT 4>35 AM
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“Will DUCCS (Mac) support 64bit on macOS 10.15 Catalina?”
Itʼs up to Dell. I do not work for Dell, so IDNK. Xrite updated i1Profiler to support
Catalina, v3.1.1. Itʼs up to Dell, Viewsonic and other i1Profiler clones to request to Xrite
(and maybe PAY for it) an update.
If you are forces to use Catalina, and old computer with Windows may solve your issues.
Use it to calibrate with DUCCS and write CAL1/CAL2 slots, then copy ICM files to your
Mac.
If you calibrate each 2 months it could be possible to borrow that computer from a
friend/relative.
Reply
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